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This catalog is one in a series of catalogs published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center, to announce information available from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Program.
The Introduction and Descriptive Sections explain the purpose and content of this catalog. A cumulative catalog is main-
tained by the Users Services Laboratory of the NDPF which can also furnish names of the selected Principal Investigators




To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Aarth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U. S. and a Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on amonthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the preceding month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii. The Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U.S. and Alaskaborders will normally
appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm micro-
film is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF periodically publishes a comprehensive U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs includes information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility sincelaunch and
are normally published in lieu of one of the monthly catalogs. The 16 mm microfilm accompanying these cumulative cat-
alogs includes only new imagery not previously available on microfilm.
Catalogs and microfilm are available to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies on a routine or special
request basis. In addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs may be purchased by contacting the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, while microfilm copies may be ordered through
the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 57198.
Sections I and II of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associatedmicro-:
film. Section III provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 Cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





SECTION I - STANDARD CATALOGS
A. MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into four parts. Part 1 consists of annotated maps
which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 contains a
computer generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information
about each image. Part 3 provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. Part 4 iden-
tifies observations which have had changes made to their catalog information since their original entry in the data
base.
PART 1 - Satellite Coverage Maps
A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each monthly issue of the U. S. and
Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps is slightly different in the U.S. and Non-U. S.
catalogs.
U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps
Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines the continental U. S. and depicts the
estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number
and a cross reference, matching orbit number to initial observation ID for that path, is included. The second
map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which cover-
age is available. This map does not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map
A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath for which observations are available graph-
ically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the user as to whether or not coverage is included in the
catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as a rapid reference to specific observations.
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PART 2. - OBSERVATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (ID) LISTING
The data format for the Observation ID Listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest number to largest.,
Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure I-1 below.
FIGURE I-1
2.A. Sample Observation ID Format
09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
0 0 0 0 ® 0 @ @
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITYOBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE SUN SUN RBV MSSID RBV MSS ACQUIRED NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 145.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %.......... 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER **= NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .......... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE P = POOR IMAGE
C = CALIBRATION
2.B. Description of Data Items:
T Date of Catalog Listing. ) RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
Time Frame during which imagery was processed. images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
Special Keys to Data. 6 Date of observation.
Observation ID. 7 Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
Orbit Number
10 ~5165 Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Tens of Seconds @ Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center:
Minutes of Hour Image Quality, see key.
Hour of Day since launch
A Day since launch
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 = ERTS B)
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PART 3. - LONGITUDE/LATITUDE LISTING
The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The
longitude/latitude listing is arranged in the following manner:
180 - 0 degrees East j 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
followed by
0 - 180 degrees West j 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has been identified; pertinent information about it can be found by referring to
the ID listing.
Figure I1-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item:
FIGURE I-2
3.A. Sample Longitude/Latitude Format
1 09/30/72 COORDINATE LISTING FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/30/72
STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA
0 00 0 9 00 0 0 0 O
N CC QUALITY PQUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY
OF IMAGE RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS
LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678
12000W 4606N 1022-18203 10 GGFG 12018W 4136N 1057.18161 100 PFFF 12024W 3730N 1038-18114 10 GFGG
12006W 4918N 1005-18251 20 GGGGGGG 12018W 3306,N 1055-18071 10 FFFF 12030W 4454N 1022-18205 70 PGGG
12006W 3754N 1020-18112 80 FGGG 12024W 4848N 1041-18253 60 GGGG 12036W 3630N 1020-18115 0 GGGG
12012W 4548N 1004-18203 0 FF GG F 12024W 4142N 1039,18163 90 G GG 12042W 4754N 1005-18253 0 GGGFGGG
12018W 4224N 1003-18164 10 PGGG 12024W 3842N 1002-18131 20 FFFGGGG 12048W 4424N 1004-18210 100 PPPFFFF
12018W 4142N 1021-18160 50 GGGG 12024W 3734N 1056.18114 40 GGGG 12048W 4054N 1003-18170 30 GFFF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % - 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY - BLANK=BAND NOT PRESENT R=RECYCLED G=GOOD F=FAIR P=POOR C=CALIBRATION IMAGE
3.B. Description of Data Items:
O Date of Catalog Listing ( f Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover(O Time Frame during which imagery was processed
ImageQuality,seekey
0 Longitude and Latitude at Observation center (Degrees and Minutes) O SpecialKeystoData
Observation ID (See Figure I-1, paragraph 2.B)
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B. .COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Periodically a comprehensive catalog is produced in place of the normal monthly catalog. This cumulative catalog includes information covering all observations acquired and processed
by the NDPF since launch and is formatted the same as the monthly catalog with the following exceptions:
1. Satellite Coverage maps are not included.
2. The Observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color, precision or digital products have been made.
Figure I-5 gives an example of this expanded format.
FIGURE I-5
Sample Observation ID Format (Comprehensive Catalog) 0
09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS ALREADY MADE1
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE RBV MSS BULK PREC PREC DIGTL
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED % NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678 COLR COLR
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG M
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592' 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 145.7 GGGG M M
1057-18161 00000/0000 10002/0595 09/18/72 10 795 4135N 12021W 44.3 144.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......................... 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......................... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE
P = POOR IMAGE C = CALIBRATION
PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE .......... R = MADE FROM RBV BANDS ONLY M = MADE FROM MSS BANDS ONLY
B = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
Description of Data Items:
Date of Catalog Listing. RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
2J Time Frame during which imagery was processed.
Date of observation.SSpecial Keys to Data.
Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
G Observation ID.
1010 15165 Orbit Number.
T Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Tens of HSeconds Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center.
Minutes of Hour
Hour of Day since Launch Image Quality, see key.
Day since launch ImageData Product availability, see key.
b Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 = ERTS B)
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Section II - Microfilm
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16-mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed
during the preceding month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and non-U.S. segments. Each set of
microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the Catalog for
selecting desired images. Approximately 2000 images will be contained on one roll of 16mm X 100ft microfilm.
Beoause the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are limited
to one band each for the RBV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the production of
microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (.580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images (.6 - .7
microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 9.5 in. system-corrected (bulk) image and contains the
image identifier and annotation block. Below is an example of the microfilm format.
MICROFILM RBV MSS RBV MSS
16mm ID IMAGE IMAGE IMAGE IMAGE
ERTS OBSERVATION NO. 1 2
Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining digits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group.
Example: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains two rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
(1) Code Line Indexing
(2) Blip Encoding
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1. Code Line Indexing
The ERTS Microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm code line index graduations.

















To utilize this system a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. ERTS imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 24x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your micro-
film reader, multiply .406 by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the spacing separations along
the bar scale, multiply .002 by the same factor.
2. Blip Encoding
The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (clear spot) at the base of each frame. This type of
encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To use
the blip encoding retrieval system the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a
reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is obtained
from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the odom-
eter as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval the film advances and the frames
(blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted the reader stops
and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user to monitor the
odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.
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SECTION III - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Launch Calendar Date Ccl Days Since Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4 Mar 73 33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74
16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74
17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74
18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74
19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74
20 351 368 9 Jul '73 26 Jul 73
xi
SATELLITE COVERAGE MAPS
USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 21
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
5270 1378-16201 * 5271 1378-17564
Its* to.
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USA SATELLITE CDVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 23
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST CBSERVATION
5702 1409-15442 * 5814 1417-16303
5744 1412-16013 * 5815 1417-18132
5758 1413-16071 * 5827 1418-14525
5772 1414-16125 * 5828 1418-16354
5786 1415-16184 * 5829 1418-18190
5800 1416-16280 * 5884 1422-16583
5801 1416-18073 * 5885 1422-18415
5813 1417-14471
SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP [ERTS-1]
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 24
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUI4BER FIRST OBSERVATION
5898 1423-17071 * 6080 1436-18183
5899 1423-18473 * 6093 1437-16433
5967 1428-15493 * 6094 1437-18242
6037 1433-16215 * 6107 1438-16491
6038 1433-18015 * 6108 1438-18300
6064 1435-14464 * 6121 1439-16584
6065 1435-16293 * 6122 1439-18354
6066 1435-18125 * 6135 1440-17010
6079 1436-16390 * 6136 1440-18421
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USA SATELLITE COVERAGE MAP REFERENCE DATA
CYCLE 25
ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION * ORBIT NUMBER FIRST OBSERVATION
61.49 1441-17074 * 6302 1452-16232
6150 1441-18471 * 6303 1452-18064
6163 1442-17150 * 6315 1453-14461
6176 1443-15320 * 6316 1453-16290
6177 1443-17163 * 6317 1453-18122
6191 1444-17210 * 6329 1454-14515
6205 1445-17264 * 6330 1454-16344
6219 1446-17322 * 6331 1454-18180
6232 1447-15545 * 6343 1455-14580
6233 1447-17380 * 6344 1455-16403
6246 1448-16003 * 6345 1455-18234
6247 1448-17435 * 6357 1456-15032
6260 1449-16061 * 6358 1456-16461
6261 1449-17493 * 6359 1456-18302
6274 1450-16115 * 6371 1457-15090
6275 1450-17551 * 6372 1457-16513
6287 1451-14345 * 6373 1457-18351
6288 1451-16174 * 6385 1458-15144
6289 1451-18004 * 6386 1458-16582
6301 1452-16232 * 6387 1458-18405
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15:54 DFC noA'73 rTANnARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGE 0001
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
fBRERVATTIN MICRRFILM RRLL w5,/ DATE rLAUD RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT pUN SUN iMAA QUALITY
To PrRTTISN IN ROLL ACQUyIRr C6eVR NIJMBFR 8F IMAGF FIFV, AZIM, RBV MsS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1378-16?n1 00000/0000 10016/0001 08//73 80 5 70 2A01N nqs12W Rq.4 100*9 GoPG
1378-16203 00000/0000 10016/0002 08/0/71 80 5p70 243N n9535W Q9.3 98.3 GGPP
1378.17564 00000/0000 10016/0003 08/05/73 60 5271 4 949N 11327W Kt.9 138.0 GPPP
1378-17571 00000/0000 10016/0004 08/0nr/73 90 5971 4 725N 11404W 2.7 136.1 PGPG
1378-17573 00000/0000 10016/0005 08 /n8/7 t100 5p71 4v59N i14 39W 8335 134*1 GGPG
1378-175~ 00000/0000 10016/0006 08/08/7 80 571 4434N 11512W , 4.2 132.0 GGPG
1378-175A2 00000/0000 10016/0007 08/On8/7 30 5P71 4310N 115 44W 409 129.9 GPPG.
1378.17585 00000/0000 10016/0008 08/n/71 0 5?71 4146N ii615W 5@.6 127.8 GPPG
1378-17591 00000/0000 10016/0009 08/08/71 10 5)71 4019N 11645W 96.2 125.6 PGPG
1378-1759 00000/0000 10016/0010 08/05/73 60 5P71 3 854 N 11714W r6*7 123.3 GGPG
1378-18000 00000/0000 10016/0011 08/08/7q 90 5271 3728N 11742W 97.2 121.0 GGPG
137818003 00000/0000 10016/0012 08/0g/71 60 5P71 3601N 11809W 87.7 118*6 GPPG
1378-18005 00000/0000 10016/0013 08/05/71 50 5971 3436N i183 6 W 8R,1 116.2 GPPG
1378-18012 00000/000 10016/0014 08/o/73 100 571 3310N li9 02W 8*5 113.7 PGPG
1400-14531 00000/0000 10016/0093 08/P7/73 60 5876 4723N 06807W 47.1 142.4 GGG
1400"14534 00000/0000 10016/0094 08/7/73 90 5876 4559N 06841W 48*0 140.8 GGG
1400-14540 00000/0000 10016/0095 08,27/73 70 5576 4434N 06915W 48.8 139.1 GGG
1400-14543. 00000/0o00 1001 6 /0096 08/P7/71 50 5576 4309N 0 6947W 44.7 137*5 GGP
1400.14545 00000/0000 10016/0097 08/2~/73 40 5876 4144N 07018W R,.5 135.7 PGGG
1400-145r2 00000/0000 10016/0098 08/7/73 10 5876 4018N 07 0 8 W 81.3 134.0 PGGG
140014554 00000/0000 10016/0099 08/7/73 0 5576 3853N n7116W RP.0 132.2 GGG
140014561 00000/0000 10016/0100 08/27/73 10 5R76 3728N 0 7144W 8 *8 130*3 GGGG
1400-14A53 00000/0000 10016/0101 08/27/71 30 5876 3602N 07212W .05 128.4 GGGG
14004163A) 80000/0000 10016/0102 08/P7/7 80 5557 4848N oq319W a41 1439 GGG
1400"16349 00000/0000 10016/0103 08/P7/7. 60 5857 4723N 0n356W 47*0 142.4 GGG
1409.144 2 00000/0000 10016/0038 09/0/73 40 5702 4852N R0024W 43.3 146.6 PGG
1409-15444 00000/0000 10016/0039 09/n0/71 40 5702 4727N 08101W 44o3 145.2 PGGG
1409.15451 00000/0000 10016/0040 09/n5/73- 30 5702 4 602N 08136W j5.3 143.7 PPPG
1409-15453 00000/0000 1001 6 /0041 09/08/71 30 5702 4436N 08209W 46s2 142.3 P.GG
1409.154A0 00000/0000 10016/0842 09/08/73 70 5702 4 311N 08242W 47.1 140.8 PGGG
1409-154A2 00000/0000 10016/0043 09/0~/71 80 5702 4146N 0R 3 13 W 48.0 139.2 PGGG
1409-154A5 00000/0000 10016/0044 09/08/73 60 5702 4 02 iN n8 3 4 3W 48*9 137.6 PGGG
1409-15471 00000/0000 10016/0045 09/08/71 60 5702 3856N 08412W 49e7 136.0 PGGG
1409-15474 00000/0000 10016/0046 09/0D /73 60 5702 3730N 0 8440W s0.5 1343 PGGG
1409.15480 00000/0000 10016/0047 09/08/73 50 5702 3A04N 08507W 51.3 132.6 GGGG
1409-15483 00000/0000 10016/0048 .09/08/73 50 5702 3437N 08 5 3 3 W 9P0O 130.8 GGGG
1409915485 00000/0000 10016/0049 09/n/73 40 5702 3311N 08559W p.*7 129*0 GGGG
1409*15492 00000/0000 10016/0050 09/05/73 50 5702 3146N OR624W 5l.4 127.1 GGGG
1409.154q4 00000/0000 10016/0051 09/08/73 40 5702 3 019N 08649W g4*0 125.1 GGGG
KFyS: CLaUD CeVER % *o.ooooi,... 0 TA 100 a w.CAUD CRVFR. ** ! NO CLBtJD DATA AVAILABLr.
IMAGF QUALITY o.....;........ RLANKSnBAND NBOT PRFSFNT/REQUF.TEDI R-RrCYCLED. GGBA~D, FpFATR BUT USABLF, P. PBR,
15154 DpC 06s'71 PTANDARD CATALOG FR CUS PAGE 0002
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
ABSERVATIYN MT RRFILM RALL N8,/ DATE CLRUD QBIT PRINCIPAL POINT iUN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID PARTTISN TN ROLL ACQUTRfi CVEFR NtIMBrR BF IMAGF FLFV. AZIM, R8V MRS
RBV MRS t.AT LONG 123 45678
1409-15501 00000/0000 10016/0052 09/nq/73 40 5702 2854N 0 714W m4#6 123.1 GGGG
1409.15503 00000/000 10016/0053 09/0q/7q 60 5702 2728N 08738W Ks*2 121.0 GGGG
1412*16013 00000/0000 10016/0054 09/nA/73 10 5744 4A51N o8 4 39 W 49*4 147*4 PPPp
1412-16015 00000/0000 10016/0055 09/0/7q 20 5744 4727N n8516W 42*4 146.1 GPGG
1412-16 0P2 00000/0000 10016/0056 09/(
A /74 20 5744 4403N 08551W 44*3 144.7 GGG
1412*16024 00000/0000 10016/0057 09/n~/71 60 5744 4438N n0625W &,3 143.3 GGGG
1412*16031 00000/0000 10016/0058 09/OR/73 9o 5744 4312N 086 57W 4A.2 1418 GPGG
1412*16033 00000/0000 10016/0059 09/0,/71 90 5744 4146N O8728W 47.1 140.3 GGGG
1412-16040 00000/0000 10016/0060 09 /n/ 71 90 5744 4n21N 08758W 4 *0 138.8 GGG
1412.16042 00000/0000 10016/0061 09/0/7q 90 5744 3R855N o8827W 4o*9 137*2 GGGG
1412-16045 00000/0000 10016/0062 09/0O/73 90 5744 3728N 08855W 49*7 13 5.6 GGGG
1412-16051 00000/0000 10016/0063 09/OA/73 70 5744 3AO2N 08922W o505 134.0 GGGG
1412-1604 00000/0000 10016/0064 09/A/73 40 5744 3138N 08949W K1,3 13292 GsGG
1412w16060 00000/0000 1001 6 /0065 09/08/ 71 20 5744 3112N 0 9015W P90 130.5 GGGG
1412l160A3  00000/0000 10016/0066 09/0A/71 80 5744 3146N 09041W FP.7 128*6 GGGG
1412s165AS 00000/0000 10016/0067 09/nA/71 70 5744 3021N 09106W 31.4 126.7 GGGG
1412*16072 00000/0000 10016/0068 09/08/71 20 5744 2854N 09130W R490 124.8 GGGG
1413-16071 00000/0000 10016/0077 09/09/71 0 5758 4R51N 08604W LiPO 147.7 GG G
1413.16073 00000/0000 10016/0078 09/no/71 0 5758 4726N 08641W 4210 146.4 Go P
1413-160A0 00000/0000 10016/0079 09/n0/7 4 8 01N 0871 6W 440 145.0 PG G
1413.16082 00000/0000 10016/0080 09/09/73 20 5758 4435N 8 750W 45 0 143.6 GpGP
1413.16085 00000/0000 10016/0081 09/9/71 50 5758 4~1ON 08822W 4859 142.2 GG G
1413*16091 00000/0000 10016 /008 2 09/Om/ 71 100 5758 4 46N R0 853W 46.8 140.7 GG G
1413.1 6094 00000/0000 10016/0083 09/09/7q 100 5758 4021N 08923W 47.7 139.2 GG P
1413-16100 00000/0000 10016/0084 09/09/71 100 5758 3856N 08953W 4A.6 137.7 GGGG
1413-16103 00000/0000 10016/0085 09/n0/71 90 5758 3730N m9022W 44*5 136*1 GnGG
1413-161to 00000/oo000 10016/0086 09/09o/7 20 5758 3603N 09049W K0n3 134.4 GGGG
1413-161.12 00000/0000 1001 6 /0087 09/0q/71 0 5758 3436N n)115W Rio1 132.7 GGG
1413*16114 00000/0000 10016/0088 09/09/7q 10 s558 3310N 09140W I.8 131.0 GGG
1413-16121 00000/0000 10016/0089 09/09/71 30 5758 3144N 09206W Rp.5 129.2 GPGG
1413-161P3 00000/oo00 10016,0090 09/no/73 90 5758 3018N o9231W 93.2 127.3 GGGG
1413-16100 00000/0000 10016/0091 09/0q / 7 1 80 5758 2852N 0 9255W 83.8 125.4 GGGG
1413.16132 00000/0000 10016/0092 09/09/73 .100 5758 2727N m9319W ,4.4 123.4 GGGG
1414.16125 00000/0000 10016/0107 09/in/71 40 5772 4842N nR735W 41*8 147,9 GGG
1414-16132 00000/0000 10016/0108 09/10/73 20 5772 4717N 08812W 4p*8 146*5 PPPp
1414-16114 00000/0000 10016/0109 09/I0/73 40 5772 4551N 08846W 43.8 145.2 GPGG
1414-16141 00000/0000 10016/0104 09/10/71 90 5772 4426N 0 8919W 44.8 143.8 G GG
1414-16143 00000/0000 10016/0105 09/10/73 80 5772 4300N 08951W 4R7 142.4 G G
1414-16150 00000/0000 10016/0110 09/n1/73 50 5772 4134N 09022W 46.7 140.9 p G
KPFY: CLRUD COVER X% *....@........ Tr 100 , v CICUD CRVER ** a NO CLAUD DATA AVAILiBLe.
IMAGF OUALITYV .............. RLANKMBAND NOT PRSFNT/REQUFRTED RuRPCYCLED. GeGRAD F.FATR BUT USABL!, P*POBR.
i5:54 DFC nAs17 STANDARD CATALG FARR CUS PA3E 0003
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
BRSERVATRN MTCRAFILM RALL NB,/ DATE CLAUD 9QBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT QUN SUN iMAGF QIUALITY
11) PASRTISN IN ROLL ACQUfRin CAVFR NIiMBpR RF IMAGr rrV, AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MLS LAT LBNG 12 45678
1414-16iRP 00000/0000 10016/0111 09/in/7. 60 5772 4009N 0 9052W 47.6 139.4 P P
1414 16155 00000/0000 10016/0114 09 /1(/71 60 5772 3R44N n4122W As*4 137.9 G
1414*1611 00000/0000 10016/0112 09/1o/71 70 5772 3718N q0150W uq43 136.3 ppPP
1414w16144 00000/o00O 10016/0113 09/in/71 60 5772 3552N 0 9217W R*i 134.7 GPGP
1414-16175 00000/n00 10016/0106 09/n1/71 60 5772 3 135N nq336W qP,4 12 *4 G
1415.14354 00000/0000 1001 6 /0118 09/11/71 90 5785 4723N 06345W 4P95 146.9 GcGG
1415-16R4 00000/0000 10016/0119 09/11/71 60 5786 4848N 08901W 4194 148.3 GGGG
1415"16190 00000/0000 10016/0120 09/11/71 30 5786 4723N 0 R938W 42p4 146.9 GGGG
1415-16193 00000/0000 10016/0121 09/11/71 60 5786 458N nq013W 43.4 145.6 GGGG
1415-16195 00000/0o00 10016/0122 09/i1/73 10 5786 4432N 09046W 44*4 14492 GGGG
1415-16202 00000/0000 10016/0123 09 /11/ 71- 0 5786 4307N 09118W 45i4 142.8 .GGG -
1415m16204 00000/0000 1001 6 /012 4 09/11/71 10 5786 4i41N 0 9149W u6.3 141.4 GsGG
1415-16211 00000/0000 10016/0125 09/ii/71 50 5786 4015N 09218W 47*2 139*9 GOGG
1415-16213 00000/0000 1001 6 /0126 09 /11/ 7 1 7 0 5786 3A50N 0 9247W 4AR1 138.4 GGG'
1415-162P0 00000/0000 10016/0127 09/11/71 80 5786 3724N, 0931 5W 4.9 .136.9 GGGG
1415-16222 00000/0000 10016/0128 09/11/71 70 5786 3559N 093 42W q498 135.2 GOGG
1416-162 0 00000/0000 10016/0145 09/12/71 60 5800 3r59N o9508W 49.5 135.7 PPPP
1416-162 3 00000/000 10016/0146 09/i2 /7 1 30 5800 3433N 09534W 'n,3 134*.1 PPPP
1416-162~5 0000oo/00 10016/0147 09/1P/71 70 500 3307N 09600W R1.1 132.4 PPPP
1416.16292 00000/0000 10016/0148 09/12/7q 90 5R00 3143N o96 26w Kt.8 130*6 GGPG
1416.16294 00000/0000 10016/0149 09/1 /71 90 5A00 3016N 09651W Rp*6 128.8 PGPP
141 616301 00000/0000 10016/0150 09/12/7q 20 5800 250N 0971 5W R3.2 127.0 PGPP
1416-16303 00000/0000 10016/0151 09/12/71 10 500 2724N O97 39W R3.9 125.0 PGPP
1416.16310 00000/0000 10016/0152 09/2P/7 10 5800 2558N 09803W R4,5 123.1 PGPP
1416.18073 00000/0000 10016 /015 3 09/1i/74 30 B501 4R48N 11615W 41.1 148 6 PPPG
141 6 .1800 00000/0000 10016/0154 09/12/7q 10 5o01 4 723N 11652W 4p.1 147.3 GpPG
1 416-180g2 00000/0000 10016/0155 09/1P/7q 0 5R01 4559N 11
72 7W 4.1 145.9 GPPG
1416.18 0
A5 00000/0yo0 1001 6 /015 6 09/1p/71 0 5801 4433N 118 01W 44*1 144.6 GPPG
1416.18091 00000/0000 10016/0157 09/p1/71 0 5R01 4308N 11833W 45*0 143.2 PPPG
1416*18094 00000/0000 10016/0158 09/ip/71 10 5R 0 1 4143N 1190 4W 4690 141*8 PPPP
1416-18100 00000/0000 10016/0159 09/12/71 10 501 4017N 11934W 4*,9 140.3 PPPG
1416.18103 00000/0000 10016/0160. 09/1'/7- 0 5801 3852N l2003W 47.8 138.8 PPPG
1416m18105 00000/000 10016/0161 09/i2/7. 0 5R01 3726N 12032W 49*6 137.3 PPPG
1416-18112 00000/0000 10016/016 2 09/1/71 3 0 5801 3A0 0 N 12059W 49.5 135%7 PGPG
1416*18114 00000/0000 10016/0163 09/12/71 90 5R01 3434 N 12125W o.3 134.1 PGPG
1416*18191 00000/0000 10016/0164 09/12/73 100 5 801 3308N i21 5 1W Re1 132*4 GGPG
1417-14471 00000/0000 10016/0070 09/1/71 70 5813 4 72 4 N 066 35W 41.8 147.5 GGG
1417w14474 00000/0000 10016/0071 09/I,/7 40 5813 4559N 0 6711W 42.8 146.2 GGGG
1417144R0 00000/0000 10016/0072 09/11/7q 20 513 4433N 0 6746W 438 144.9 GGGP
KFYR: CLAUD CBVER % o............. 0 TA 100 = T CI-RUD CRVFR, ** NO rLArD DATA AVAILABLr,
IMAGF QUALITY *......,..... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFTTED .R sRCYCLED* GaGA9 D. FmFATR BUT USABLF. F'PORR
15:54 D'C 0nA'7q STANDARD CATALBG FAR CUS PAGE 0004
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
RBBSERVAYTTN MCRRFILM RALL Ne,/ DATE CLBUD BBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT ~LJN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
YD PARTIN YN ROLL ACQUiRJ n CBVFR NIIMBFR 8F IMAGF FIFV. AZIM. RBV MqS
RBV MRS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1417o14483 O0000/0000 10016/0073 09 /11/ 7 3 0 5213 4307N 06820W 44*8 143.5 GRGG
14171c485 00000/0000 10016/0074 09 /1i/79 0 5s13 4142N 06852W 45.7 142.1 GGGG
1417i44q2 o0000/0o00 10016/0075 09/1(/7q 10 5A13 4016N 06922W 1466 140.7 GGGG
1417*1440Q 00000/0000 10016/0076 09/19/7 20 5g13 3R51N 06 951W 1475 139.2 GGGG
1417-16303 00000/0000 10016/0167 09/1t/79 20 5814 4723N q022 8 W 41*8 147.5 GGGG
14171i6305 00000/0000 10016/0168 09/13/71 70 5214 4558N o9303W 40p8 146.2 GGGG
1417.163t2 00000/0000 10016/0169 09/49/79 90 5A14 4 4 3 3 N 0n337W 13,8 144,9 GGGG
1417-16314 00000/0000 10016/0170 09/13/79 90 5R14 4309N 09410W 44*7 143.5 GGGG
1417e16321 00000/0000 10016/0171 09/i9/79 100 5814 4143N 0 9441W 45.7 142.1 GGGG
1417.16323 00000/0000 10016/0172 09/11/71 100 5814 4017N 09511W 0A*6 140*7 GGGG
1417.16310 00000/0000 10016/0173 09/19/73 100 5R14 3A51N 095 40W 47*5 139*2 GGGG
1417e16332 00000/0000 10016/0174 09/19/7. 30 5R14 3726N 09609W 4*84 137.7 GGGG
1417a16315 00000/0000 10016/0175 09/i7/79 60 5214 3559N 0 q636W 49.2 136.1 GGGG
1417016341 00000/0000 10016/0176 09/11/71 50 5A14 3433N 0q702W 0go. 134.5 GGGG
1417-16344 00000/0000 10016/0177 09/1/73 to10 5A14 3307N 0q728W ~o09 132*8 GGGG
1417"16390 00000/0000 10016/0178 09/1~/71 10 5814 3142N 097 53W 9166 131.1 GGGG
1417.16353 0000000000 10016/0179 09/19/79 10 5214 3016N no819W 2.*3 129.3 GGGG
1417.16355 00000/0000 10016/0180 09/91/79 20 5R14 2849N 09843W 3*0 127.5 GGGG
1417.163A2 00000/0000 10016/0181 09/11/79 60 5814 2722N O9907W 3.7 125.6 GGGG
1417016364 00000/0000 10016/0182 09/13/79 40 5A14 2956N oq930W 4.,3 123.7 GGGG
1417.18132 00000/0000 10016/0183 09/i4/79 10 5R15 4847N 11740W 4n07 148.8 GGGG
1417-18134 00000/0000 10016/0184 09/11/73 10 5A15 4722N 11817W 41,8 147.6 GGGG
1417018141 00000/0000 10016/0185 09/13/73 10 5A15 4557N 11852W P428 146.2 GGGG
1417a18143 o0000/no00 10016/0186 09/19/7 10 5815 4432N 11926W 43.7 144.9 GGGG
1417018190 00000/0000 10016/0187 09/13/7q 10 5215 4307N 119 59W 44.7 143.6 GGGG
1417.18122 00000/0000 10016/0188 09/11/79 1t 5A15 414N 12030W 45*7 142.2 GGGG
1417.18125 00000/0000 10016/0189 09/1/7. 10 5R15 401SN 1101W 46.6 140.7 GGGG
1417-18161 00000/0000 10016/0190 09/q/79 10 5A15 3849N 12130W 47*5 139.2 GGGG
1417918164 00000/0000 10016/0191 09/14/73 4 5015 3724N 1215gW 14g* 137.7 GGGG
1141718170 00000/0000 10016/0192 09/11/73 80 5A15 3259N 122 25W 49q2 136.2 GGGG
1417-18173 00000/o000 10016/0193 09/11/71 100 5a15 3434N 12252W Rn00 134.6 GGGG
1418-14525 00000/0000 10016/0198 09/14/73 30 5827 4723N 06803W 41.5 147*8 GGGG
1418*14512 00000/0000 10016/0199 09/14/73 40 5R27 4559N 0 6838W 42.5 146.5 GGGG
1418.14534 00000/0000 10016/0200 09/14/73 50 5A27 4434N 06 912W 43.5 145.2 GGG
1418-14541 0000/0000 10016/0201 09/14/71 90 5A27 4309N 06944W 44.5 143.8 GGGG
1418.14543 00000/0000 10016/0202 09/1&/79 90 5R27 4143N 07016W 45.4 142.5 GGGG
1418o14550 00000/0000 1001 6 /0203 09/i4/79 100 5R27 4017N 07046W 46.3 141*0 GGGG
1418m145q2 00000/0000 10016/0204 09/14/79 90 5A27 3R52N 07115W 47.2 139.6 GGGG
1418o14555 00000/0000 10016/0205 09/14/74 90 5927 3727N 07144W 4RAi 138.1 GGGG
KFy9: CLAUD COVER % OooooooeQoooo 0 TR 100 a V CRUD CAVFR* ** = NB CLRMD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGF QUALTTY eeosoooeooo.o ALANKRoBAND N8T PRpSFNT/REQUFRTED# RaRrCYCLED# GwGSpD, FwFATR RUT USABLF. PuPBR.
15154 DFC a06173 STANoARD CATALBOG FAR CUS PAGE 0005
FR8M 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
ABSERVATYIN MTCRRFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT QUN SUN iMAF QUALITY
ID PSITIBN TN ROLL ACOUTRrF CBVFR NlIMBrR oF IMAI FirV. AZIM. RBV MqS
RBV MqS LAT LONG 121 45678
1418-14 1 00000/0000 10016/0206 09/14/7q 80 5827 3601N n7 2 11W 4q.0 136.5 GGGG
1418-16354 00000/0000 10016/0207 09/14/7 to100 528 4R48N o9316W 40*4 149*1 GGGG
1418"163A1- 00000/0000 10016/0208 Og9/4/7 ioo0 5828 4723N 09352W 4s.5 147o8 GGGG1 4 18* 1 63 63 00000/0000 10016/0209 09/14/71 40 5828 4 557N 09427W 42P5 146.5 GGG
1418-16370 00000/0000 10016/0210 09/14/71 0 5A28 4433N nq 5 01W 43.5 145.2 GGGG
1418.16372 00000/0000 10016/0325 09/1 /73 0 5828 4308N 0 9533W 444 143.9 GPGG
1418-16175 00000/0000 10016/0326 09/14/71 0 528 4143N 0 96 0 5W & 54 142.5 GGPG
1418-16381 00000/0000 10016/0327 09/14/71 10 5A28 418N nq635W 40A 3  141.1 GPPG
14181J6384 00000/0000 10016/0328 09/14/71 40 5828 3852N 0 97 0 5W 47*2 139*. GGGG
1418-16390 00000/o00 1001/0929 09/14/71 90 5R28 3726N 09733W 48.1 138.1 GGGG
1418-16393 00000/0000 1001/0930 09/14/71 90 5R28 3601N o9 8 01W q9*0 136.4 GGGG
1418w16395 00000/0000 10016/0331 09/14/73 60 5828 3436N 09828W 49 8 135.0 GGPG
1418.16402 00000/0000 10016/0332 09/14/73 60 5828 3309N 09855W 90s6 133*3 GGGG
1418 16404 00000/0000 10016/0333 09/14/71 50 5A 2 8 3 14 1N 09920W R!.4 131.4 GPGG
1418m16411 00000/0000 10016/0334 09/14/7. 50 5828 3016N 09945W p*1 129.9 GPGG
1418-16413 o00o00/000 10016/0924 09/14/7 70 5828 2849N 10009W P*.8 128.0 G PP
1418-16420 00000/000 10016/0335 09/14/79 100 5828 2722N i0032W 1S.5 126.2 GPGP
1418-16422 00000/0000 10016/0336 09/14/71 100 5R28 2556N 1 0 055W R4*1 124.2 GPGG
1418*18190 0000/0o00 10016/0337 09/t4/71 90 5829 4847N 11905W 40.4 1491 GaGG
1418*18193 00000/0000 10016/0338 09/14/71 40 5829 4722N i9 41W 4i4 147*8 PPPG
1418.18195 00000/0000 10016/0339 09/14/73 40 5829 455 8 N 0~i017W 49*4 146.6 PPGG
1418*18202 00000/0000 1001 6 /03 4 0 09/14/79 40 5R29 4433N 1 051W 42 4 145s2 GPGG
1418.i8204 00000/0000 10016/0341 09/14/71 10 5829 4 306N It123W 44,4 143,9 GPGP
1418*18211 00000/0000 10016/0342 09/14/71 0 5829 4141N t~155W 45.4 142.5 GPGG
1418-18213 00000/0000 10016/0943 09/14/71 0 5829 4 01 5 N 12224W 46.3 141.1 GPGG
1418-18220 00000/0000 10016/0344 09/14/71 20 5829 3850N 12253W 47.2 139.6 GPGG
1418.18222 00000/0000 10016/0345 09/14/71 40 5829 3 724N 1P321W 48 i38*1 GPPG
1418-18P25 00000/0000 10016/0346 09/14/71 70 5829 3r58N 1P349W 49.q 136.6 GPPG
1418m18231 00000/0000 10016/0347 09/14/71 100 5829 3433N 1P4 16 W 498 135o0 PGPG
1422a1653 00000/0000 10016/0211 09/A/71 0 5884 4 R52N 09857W sq90 150.3 P P
1422.16590 00000/0000 10016/0212 09/18/73 10 5884 4 727N 0 9934W 4ne1 149*0 PP G
1422.165q2 00000/0000 10016/0214 09/1A/7- 0 5R84 4602N IO010W 41.1 147.8 G
1422-16595 0000/0000- 10016/0215' 09/I8/71 0, 5884 4 43 8 N 10044W 4P.1 146*6 G
1422-17001 00000/0000 10016,0216 09/18/7, 0 5884 4312N 10116W 4l*1 145.3 G
1422-17004 00000/0000 10016/0217 09/1A/71 0 54 84 4146N 10147W 44.1 144*0 G
1422.17013 00000/0000 10016/0218 09/1A/73 20 5R84 3856N 10246W AO 141.3 P
1422-17022 00000/0000 10016/0219 09/R1/71 30 5884 3606N 10 3 4 3 W u7.8 138.4 p
1422.17024 00000/000 10016/0220 09/,1/71 80 5884 3440N 10410W 48*7 -136.9 P
-1422-17011 00000/0000 10016/0213 09/IA/71 80 5R84 3313N 0o436W 49.5 135,3 p P
KFYSI CLOUD CBVER % n.,.....o,.. 0 TR 100 0 t CI OUD CRVER, ** NO CLRtID DATA AVAILiBL,'
IMASP OUALITY Y........,P..,. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUrRTD. R.ROCYCLED, G.GBnD, FmFATR BUT USABLF. P.POBR.
15:54 DFC Owb67 STANDARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGE 0006
FRRM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
RBSERVATTRN MYCRRFILM RnLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PBIN" cUN SUN IMAGF QUALITY
ID PRTTIDN TN ROLL ACQUyRFO COVER NIIMSFR BF IMAGr FlFV. AZIM, RBv MRS
RBV MRS LAT L.NG 122 45678
1422-18415 00000/0000 10016/0921 09/r1/72 80 5885 4A52N I2447W 9.q0 150.3 P
1423-17071 00000/0000 10016/0234 09/1Q/73 20 5898 3854N 10414W 5.*7 141.8 P P
1423-17074 00000/0000 10016/0235 O9/19/73 0 5898 3729N i0443W 46.6 140*2 P P
1423-1700 00000/0000 10016/0238 09/19/73 0 5898 3604N 10511W 47*5 138.8 PP P
1423-17083 00000/0000 10016/0236 09/1q/73 0 5898 3438N 10538W 48.4 137.3 P P
1423-170A5 00000/000 10016/0239 09/iq/73 20 5898 3313N 10603W 49*3 135.7 P P
1423-17092 00000/0000 10016/0240 09/9/71 10 5898 3146N o0628W Roo1 134.1 P
1423*17094 000/0000 10016/0241 09/19/71 10 5898 3019N 10652W *0 *9 132.5 PP P
1423*17101 00000/0000 10016/0242 09/l9/71 20 5898 2853N i0 716W Ri*6 130.8 PP P
1423g18473 00000/0000 10016/0237 09/19q/7 80 5899 4855N iP609W R986 150.6 P
1428-15493 00000/0000 10016/0272 09/24/72 10 5967 4855N o8143W 7*0 151.8 GGGG
1428-15500 00000/0000 10016/0273 09/24/73 10 567 4 7 2 9 N 08220W R8.O 150.7 GGGG
1428.15502 00000/0000 10016/0274 09/24/73 40 5q67 4604N 08255W q9*1 149.5 GGGG
1428-15505 000000000 10016/0275 0 9/24/71 40 5q67 4438N 08328W 40*2 148.4 GGGG
1428.15g11 000000000 10016/0276 09/p4/7. 30 5467 4313N 08400W 41.2 147.2 GGGG
128-15514 00000/0000 10016/0277 09/P4/79 20 5q67 4148N 08430W &P*2 146.0 GGGG
1428.155p0 00000/0000 10016/0278 09/4/7 to10 5967 4623N 08501W 4322 144.7 GGGG
1428-15523 00000/0000 10016/0279 09/24/73 30 5q67 3857N 08531W 44.2 143.4 GGGG
1428*15525 00000/0000 10016/0280 09/24/71 30 5967 3731N 08559W 45.2 142.1 GGGG
1428-15532 00000/0000 10016/0281 09/P4/74 60 5967 3604N 08626W 46*1 140*8 GGGG
1428-1534 00000/0000 10016/0282 09/24/73 40 5967 3439N o8652W 47.0 139*4 GGGG
1428-15541 00000/0000 10016/0283 09/4/71 40 5Q67 3314N 08719W 47.9 137.9 GGGG
1428*15543 00000/0000 10016/0284 09/P4/73 20 5967- 3148N 0 8745W R488 136.4 GGGG
1428-15s0 00000/000 10016/0285 09/24/7 10 567 3023N 08811W 49*6 134.9 GGGG
1428-156s2 00000/0000 10016/0286 09/p4/72 20 5967 2R57N 08 835w 0o*4 133.3 GGGG
1428-15555 00000/0000 10016/0287 09/P4/73 20 5967 2731N 08859W 91.2 131*6 GGGG
1433-16215 00000/0000 10016/0299 09/P/71 20 6037 3605 N  0 9338W 44*6 142.7 P
1433-16222 00000/0o00 10016/0288 09/pq/73 0 6n37 3439N q0405W 45*6 141.3 GA P
j433-16PP4 00000/0000 10016/0289 09/2~/73 10 6037 3313N 0 ~ 431W 44.5 1400 PP P
1433-16221 00000/0000 10016/0290 09/29/73 10 6037 3147N 0945 6 W 47.4 138*6 PG P
1433-16233 00000/0000 10016/0291 09/P9/79 10 6037 3020N o9521W 483 137.2 PG P
1433-16240 00000/0000 10016/0292 09/P9/73 0 6m37 2A54N o9545W 49.2 135.7 P P
1433.16242 00000/0000 10016/0293 09/Pq/71 20 6A37 2728N o9609W R800 134.1 P G
1433.16245 00000/0000 10016/0294 09/2q/73 20 6n37 2601N q0632W o0.8 132.5 P P
1433-16281 00000/0000 10016/0295 09/29/7q 30 6n37 2434N 09 655W 81*6 130.8 P P
1433.18015 00000/0000 10016/0296 09/29/73 0 6038 4727N 11518W 16* 3  152.0 PG G
1433-1801 00000/0000 10016/0297 09/P9/72 0 638 4602N 11 5 5 4W i7s4 150.9 PG G
1433-1804 00000/0000 10016/0298 09/29/7l 0 6638 4438N 11628W 18*5 149.8 PP G
1433-18030 00000/0000 10016/0300 09/29/79 0 6638 4312N 11700W 19*5 148.7 G
KFYSI CLOUD COVER % ,,,.,,*,,,.. 0 TR 100 'A C'RUD CRVERq ** * NO CLtOUD DATA AVAILiBL.,
IMAGE QUALITY *.*.o.e....s.. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRVSFNT/REQUFSTED* RRR CYCLED* GwGRAD* FEFAIR BUT USABLE. PeP OR
15154 DC oA, t73 STANMARD CATALBG FRR CUS PA31i' 0007
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
RBSERVATaN MTCRPFILM RALL NS,/ DATE CLmUD 98BIT PRINCIPAL POINT QLJN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
T0 PASITISN IN RBLL ACOUIRFn CBVFR NIIMBrR bF IMAC F  FIFV, AZIM, RBv MRS
RBV MqS CAT LONG 123 49678
143318RoA0 00000/O00 10016/0301 09/29/73 iO0 6 38 3312N 1P021W 4A*5 140.0 P
143514464 o0000/o000 10016/0884 10/o1/7i 10 6664 4726N 06632W 15*7 152*4 GGGG
1435.14471 00000/0000 10016/088 5  10/n1/73 0 6664 4601N 0670 7W 36.8 151.3 GGG
1435.14473 00000/0000 10016/0886 10/01/71 0 6064
,  4435N 742W 17.9 150A GGG
1435.1144A 00000o/000 10016/0887 10/01/73 0 6664  4310N (68 14W Re9 149*2 GGOG
1435144R2 00000/0000 10016/0888 10o/0/71 0 6o64 4 14 4 N 06 846W 40*0 148*1 GGPG
1435-144A5 00000/0000 10016/0889 10/01o/7 0 6n64 l4o19N 06916W 4dI0 146*9 GGGG
1435-16Pq3 00000/0000 1001 6 /0890 10/01/7 100 6 65 4R51N 0 9146W 34,6 1535 GrGG
1435o16300 00000/0000 10016/0891 10/01/73 80 6065 
4 725N 0q222W ls*7 152.4 GGGG
1435-16302 00000/0000 10016/0892 10/0o/71 60 6n65 .4601N 6q2 5 7W 6*8 151.3 PGGG
1435-16305 00000/o000 10016/0893 10/ni/73 60 6 65 ,
4436N n331W 7.9 150.3 GGGG
1435.16311 00000/0000 10016/0894 10/i0/7 100 6665 4310N 0 9404W R,89 149.2 GGGG
1435.16314 00000/0000 10016/0895 10/01/71 100 6065 4145N 09435W 40.0 148,1 GGGG
1435-1620 00000/000 10016/0896 10/01/71 100 6065 4020N" 0505W 4190 146.9 GGG
1435.16323 00000/0000 10016/0897 i0/01/7i 100 6665 3854N o95 35W 4~p. 145.8 GGGG
1435.16325 00000/0000 10016/0898 i0/01/7R 70 6665 3728N 0 9603W 43.1 144*6 GGG
1435-16332 00000/0000 10016/0874 10/ni/71 10 6665 3602N 0 963 0 W 44'0 143.3 Go G
1435.16334 00000/0000 10016/0875 10/01/71 30 6665 3437N 0965 6 W 4*50 142.1 GP G
1435-16341 00000/000 10016/0876 10/01/73 40 6065 3310N 097 22W 46.0 140,8 GG G
1435-16343 00000/0000 10016/0877 10/ni/73 40 6665 3143N oq747W 46.9 139.4 GP G
1435*16350 00000/0000 10016/0878 10/0 /71 60 6n65 3r18N '09812W 47.8 138.0 GG G-
1435*1632 00000/0000 10016/0879 10/01/7; 70 6665 2 A 5 2 N '098 37W 4AR7 136.5 GG G
1435*1635S 00000/0000 10016/0880 10/ni/71 40 6665 2724N 09902W 49*5 135,0 GO G
1435-163A1 00000/0000 10016/0881 10/01/7 10to 6665 255
7N O9926W 0* 3  133.5 GP P
1435-18125 00000/0000 10016/0882 10/01/73 50 6666 4p51N 11732W 14:5 15305 Gr G
1435-18132 000o0/0000 10016/0868 10/01/73 10 6666 4725N 11 8 10W is*7 152,4 G G
1435.18134 00000/0000 10016/0869 10/01/73 20 6666 4600N 11845W 36r7 151*4 P G
1435*18141 00000/0000 10016/0883 10/ni/ 7 3 3 0  6666 4435N i1919W 37.8 150*3 PG G
1435-18143 0000/0000 10016/0870 10/01/73 0 6066 
4 O0qN 11952W - .9 149.2 P P
1435-1810 00000/0000 10016/0871 10/0 /73 10 6n66 4144N 12023W 40.o 148*1 G G
1435.1812 00000/000 1001 6,08 7 2 10/01/73 20 6666 4019N 1l0 5 3W 4190 147.0 P
1435-18170 00000/0000 10016/0873 10/01/73 100 6666 3436N 12245W i450, 142.1 G
J43616,375 00000/0000 10016/0593 10/b2/7 20 6079 40 18N 0 9631W 4~o
7  147@2 PP P
1436-16390 00000/0000 10016/0594 10/n0/73 10 6079 3601N 0975 5 W 43;7 143.7 PP P
1436.16393 00000/0000 10016/0595 10/0o/73 0 6 79 3435N m9822W 447 142*4. PP
143616395 00000/0000 10016/0596 10/0?/7/ 10 
6 6 7 9  3309N 0 9849W 45.7 141.1 PP
1436 16402 00000/0000 1001 6 /0 5 9 7  10/np/ 70 40 6M79 3143N 0 9915W 46.6 139.8 GP P
1436.16404 00000/0000 10016/0598 10/0nP/73 80 6079 3017N 09940W 47*5 138.4 GG P
1436.16411 00000/0000 10016/0599 10/0P/7 60 6679. 250N t0004W &.4 137,0 Po P
KFyS: CLRUD CBVER .............. o TA 100 w T CIAUD CVFER. ** . NO CLALJD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGF QUALYTY o........... ALANKSBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFRTED, RFRFCYCLE D , GGRAD, F.FATR BUT USABLF, PuPOBR,
.15854 DFC np179 STANDARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGE 0008
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
MBRERVATTYN MICRRFILM RALL NO,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT QUN SUN iMASF QUALITYID PATITIBN tN ROLL ACQUIRFD COVFR NtIMB.pR F IMAGF FiFV. AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MqS CAT LONG 123 45678
1436o16413 00000/0000 10016/0600 10,o//7 
_,30 6 79 2723N 10028W 49 3 135.5 pp1436-181A3 000o0/0000 10016/0601 10/0P/79 10 608C 4950N 11900W 4*2 153.7 P(PP1436-18190 00000/0000 10016/0592 10/0P/7 10to 6080 472sN 11937W F.3 152.6 P P
1436-181q2 00000/0000 10016/0602 10/oP/73 10 680 4559N 1)012W 36*4 151.6 Pp p1436.18195 00000/0000 10016/0603 10//7 20 6n80 4434N 12046W l7.5 150.5 GP P1436 8P01 00000/0000 10016/0604 10/oP/73 1t 6680 4309N 12118W 8.6 149*5 PP P1436*18204 00000/0000 10016/0605 10/nP/73 0 6080 4 143N 1P149W 9r*6 14 4 PP P
1436-18210 00000/0000 10016/0606 0l/oP/73 10 6080 4018N 1P220W 40*7 1473 pp P1436-18213 00000/0000 10016/0607 10/0P/71 0 6h80 3 852N iP250W 41.7 146.1 Pp P
1436-18215 00000o/000 10016/0608 10/'p/73 2? 6t80 3726N 1p318w 4P*7 144*9 GPPP1436.18222 00000/0000 10016/0609 10/M/79 40 6o80 3601N 12346W 4i*7 143.7 GppP
1437-16413 00000/0000 10016/0508 10/01/7 to100 693 4020N Oq755W 40 4 147.6 PPPG1437-16435 00000/0000 10016/0509 10/01/73 100 6093 3A55N 09824W 41.4 146o4 PPG1437-1644 00000/0000 10016/0518 10/q1/7i 90 6n93 3729N 098 53W 42 4 145.3 G1437-16444 00000oo000 10016/0519 10/o /73 10 6n93 3A02N 09921W 41*4 144.1 G1437-16451 00000/0000 10016/0520 10/01/73 0 6 693  3436N o9949W 444 142.8 G
1437-16453 00000/0000 10016/0506 10/n3/7q 0 6n93 3311N 10015W 45 4 141.5 P G
1437-16460 00000/0000 10016/0521 10/0 /71 0 6t9 3  3144N 10040W 463 140.2 G1437*16462 00000/0000 10016/0522 10/0/71 20 6n93 3018N l010 W 7.2 138.9 G1437-164A5 00000/0000 10016/0523 10/70/7 30 6m93 2853N 10128W 48.1 137*4 G1437*16471 00000/0000 10016/0524 10/01/71 20 6n93 2726N 10152W 4*0o 136.0 G
1437-18242 00000/0000 10016/0507 10/01/71 20 609k 4 R52N 1P025W 31.8 153.9 P P
1437.18244 00000/0000 10016/0510 10/01/71 0 6n94 4726N 1i102W' 149 152.9 PP G1437-18291 0000/on00 10016/0511 10/01/73 0 6m94 4601N IP137W i6*1 151.9 PG G
1437.18253 00000/0000 10016/0512 10/01/7i 0 6m94 4 43 6 N iP211W 17.1 150.8 PG G1437.18PA0 00000/0000 10016/0513 10/03/71 0 6o94 4311N i2244W IR82 1498 PG G
1437.18262 00000/0000 10016/0514 10/o6/71 0 6-94  4 145N iP316W q1q3 148.7 PP G
1437-182PA 00000/0000 10016/0515 10/01/71 0 6094 4 020N 1P347W 40.3 147.6 GP G
1437-18i71 00000/0000 10016/0516 10/0o/79 0 6n94 3854N 12416W 41*4 146.4 PGPG
1437-18274 00000/0000 10016/0517 10lo//7i 0 6M94 3728N IP444W uP94 145.3 PpPP
1438*16491 00000/0000 10016/0527 10/04/71 0 6i07 4019N 09921W 4n(6 147*8 GG G1438-16494 00000/0000 10016/0528 10/04/7. 0 6107 3R54N 09950W 41 146*7 GP G
1438*16500 00000/0000 10016/0525 10/04/73 40 6i07 3728N 10019W 4P1 145.6 P G
1438-16503 00000/0000 10016/0526 10/04/79 70 6107 3602N 10047W 49.1 144.4 P G
1438.16505 00000/O000 10016/0541 10/04/71 100 6 i07 3437N o114W 44*1 143.2 G1438*16512 00000/0000 10016/0529 10/04/7 100 6107 3310N 10140W 45.1 141.9 PPPP
1438-16514 00000/0000 10016/0530 10/04/73 90 6107 3144N 10206W 46*0 140.6 PPPG
1438-16521 00000/000 10016/0531 10/04/71 70 6107 3018N 10232W 47.0 139.2 PGPG
1438-165~3 00000/0o00 .10016/059 10/04/71 20 6107 2851N 1025 6W 47.9 137.8 PG
KFYS: CLRUD COVER % ol.oo,, o, ,* , 0 TA 100 . CiAUD CMVFR. ** . NO CLOD DATA AVAILiRLP.
IMAGF OUALTTY A,....**.*,.... RLANK-SBAND NOT PR~8FNT/REOUFrTEDo RuRrCYCLED. G=GAD. F.FATR RUT URABLF* P.PBOR.
15s54 DFC nwA'72 STANDARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGE 0009
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
BRSERVATISN MTCRFILM ROLL NS,/ DATE CLUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT cUN SUN iMASF QUALITY
TO. PASYTISN TN ROLL ACQUJTRFn C8VER NIMBFR OF IMAAF FrFV. AZTIM REV MqS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 49A78
1438-16520 00000/0000 10016/0540 10/04/71 10 6107 2725N 10319W 48.7 136.4 PG
1438.18300 00000/0000 10016/0532 10/0/72 40 6108 4850N 1P151W 3.5 154,1 PP G
1438-18302 00000/0000 10016/0633 10/04/7q 40 6108 4725N 1P227W 94.6 153.1 PP.G
1438*18305 00000/0000 10016/0534 10/47q 0 6108 4AOON 12302W 15.7 152.1 PP G
1438o18311 00000/0000 10016/0535 10/04/71 0 6108 4435N P1336W 36,8 151.1 PP G
1438.18314 00000/0000 10016/0536 10/04/71 0 6108 4 310N 1I409W 1?79 150.0 PP P
1438-183P0 00000/0000 10016/0937 1o/04/71 20 6108 4144N 1r4 4 0W 9 0 148.9 PPPP
1438-183P3 00100/0000 10016/0538 10/04/72 20 608 401N 151i1W 400 147*9 PPPP
1439-16584 00000/0000 10016/0441 l0/0R/ 7i 100 6421 2723N Il443W 48.5 136.8 P
1439-1834 00000/0000 10016/0442 10/0n/72 70 6122 4 A4 9N 12317W sj.2 154*3 p
1439-18361 00000/0000 10016/0443 10//7 80 6122 4724N 1P354W 4.3 153.3 P
1440-17010 00000/0000 10016/0970 10/0A/71 0 6i35 3A5 3N 10245W 40.5 147*3 GP G
1440v17013 00000/0000 10016/0371 10/0A/71 0 6i35' 3 728N 10313W 41,5 146.2 PP G
1440-17015 000oo00/00 10016/0372 10/0A/71 0 635 3602N i0341W 4~.5 145*0 GP 8
1440o170o2 00000/0000 10016/0368 100oA/72 10 6i35 3436N 10407W 43.5 143.9 G G
1440-1704 00000/0000 10016/0373 IO/oA/72 20 6135 3310N i0434W 44.5 142.6 GP G
1440.17031 00000/0000 10016/074 10/0a/71 20 6135 3 143N 10459W 4,.5 141,4 GG G
1440-17033 00000/0000 10016/0975 10/0o/71 1t 6135 3017N 105 24W 46.4 140.0 PP G
1440m17040 00000/0000 10016/0976 10/06/72 10 6i35 2849N 10548W 47*3 138.7 GP G
1440l184P1 00000/0000 10016/0969 10/04/71 90 6136 46 00N 1P558W 5.0 152.6 P
1441*17074 00000/0000 10016/0964 10/07/73 10 6149 3600N 105 06 W 4P92 145.3 P G
1441-17080 00000/0000 10016/0965 10/07/71 10 6149 3436N 10533W 41.2 144.2 P G
1441" 170q4 00000/0000 10016/0366 10/07/72 10 6j49 2849N 10714W 47*1 139*1 GP G
1441-18471 00000/0000 10016/0967 10/07/71 70 6150 4g49N IP609W 2P05 154.7 Gp P
1442-17150 00000/0000 10016/0977 10/08/7o 0 6163 3014N 10 8 16W 45.9 140.8 p
1442-1712 00000/0000 10016/0378 10/nA/72 0 6i63 2848N i0840W 46.8 139.4 PP
1443"153P0 000o0/0000 10016/0379 10 /0q/72 0 6i76 4855N 0 772W 1i*7 155.2 GGG
1443-153P2 00000/0000 10016/0380 10/0q/71 0 6176 4 730N 07758W 92P9 154.2 GGGG
1443o153P5 00000/0000 10016/0981 10 /0 q/7.n 0 6j76 4 605N 0 7833W 14* 0  153.3 GGGG
1443.1531 00000/0000 10016/0882 10/OQ/71 10 4 440N 07907W 9 1 152.3 GGGG
1443 15334 00000/0000 10016/0383 10/ 0 9/72 10o I 415N 07 9 4 0W 16.2 1513 GGPP
1443-15340 00000/0000 10016/0384 10/0o/74 30 676 4149N o8011W 17s3 150.3 GGGP
1443.15343 00000/0000 10016/0385 10 /0Q/72 50 6176 4023N 0 8041W i8.4 1493 GGGP
1443.15345 00000/0000 10016/0386 10/0q/72 50 6176 3 g58N 08110W q.,5 148.2 GGP
1443-15352 00000/0000 10016/0387 10/0q/71 30 6176 3732N 08139W 40.5 147.1 GGGG
1443-15354 00000/0000 10016/0388 10/0 q /7 3  20 6176 3606N 0 8206W 4t6 146.0 GrGG
1443.15361 00000/0000 10016/0389 10/0q/71 10 6176 3 4 4 1N 0823 3W 4P . 14 4 .9 GGGG
1443-153A3 00000/0000 10016/0390 10/09/73 10 6176 3315N 082 5 9W 436 143.7 GGGG
1443o15370 00000/0000 10016/0391 10/09/72 10 676 3149N o8324W 44.6 142*5 GGGG
KFYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.. *.*****, n 0 T 100 CCAUD CRVrR. ** , NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLe,
IMAGF OUALTTY o.~*. .* * .. RLANKSBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUFRTED* R.RFCYCLEDI GpGRAD, F.FAIR RUT USABLE *mpPB&R.
15154 DFC OWA'71 STANDARD CATAL8G FR CUS PAGE 0010
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
ABSERVATT9N MICRAFILM RALL NBe/ DATE CLUD BOBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SLuN SUN iMAMF QUALITY
ID PRIYTIN TN ROLL ACQUiRrP CBVFR NiUMBFR BF IMAGF FLFV. AZIM, RBV MqS
RBV MRS LAT LBNG 12S 48678
1443*15372 00000/0000 10016/0392 10/9/73 20 6476 3023N oT 349W 49*5 14192 PGG
1443915375 00000/0000 10016/0393 10/o9q/7 20 676 2856N 08413W 46.5 139.9 GGGG
1443-153A1 00000/o000 10016/0394 10/0q/73 20 676 2730N 08437W 47*4 138.6 GGGG
1443.15384 00000/0000 10016/0395 10/09/73 10 6176 202N 08500W 8,*3 137.2 GPGG
1443-153q0  oo000oo0/o 1.0016/0396 10/(4/71 to 676 2436N oR5 24W 49q2 135.7 GPGG1 44 3
-
17 1A3 00000/0000 10016/0397 10/Oq/71 80 6177 4 440N 10o457W 5.1 152.3 p
1443w17165 00000/000 10016/0398 10/09/73 100 6j77 4314N to5 29W 96.2 151.3 p
1443-17183 00000/0000 10016/0399 10/q7 90 677 3731N 10729W 40*5 147.2 PP
1443*17190 00000/0000 10016/0400 10/o0/73 70 6177 3606N I0757W 41.5 146.1 PP
1443.171q2 00000/Oo00 10016/0401 10/oq/73 60 6i77 3440N 10824W 49*6 144*9 PP
1443*17tq5 00000/0000 10016/0402 10/9/71 40 6177 3314N 108 5 1W 43*6 143.7 pp
1444-17210 00000/0000 0016/0262 10/1n/7 0 6191 4R56N I0434W 11.4 155.4 GP G
1444-17212 00000/0000 10016/0263 10/10/ 7 1 10 6j91 4731N 10512W 3p.5 1545 G G
1444e17215 00000/0000 10016/064 10/10/73 40 6191 4606N 10548W 9326 153.5 P P
1444*17233 00000/0000 10016/0270 10/10/71 70 6i91 4024N 0o758W 8.r0 149o6 P
1444-17215 00000/0000 10016/0265 10/1n/71 so 6191 3R59N 10827W 39.1 148*5 PP P
1444o17242 0000/0000 10016/0271 10/16/71 40 6191 3734N 1o856W 40.2 147.5 P
1444*17244 00000/0000 10016/0266 10/to/71 60 6i91 3608N 10923W 41.2 146.4 p P
1444-17251 00000/0000 10016/0267 10/10/73 50  6g91 3442N 10950W 42*2 145.3 PP P
1444*1723 00000/0000 10016/0268 10/10/73 40 6191 3316N 11015W 42.2 144.1 PP P
1444-172A0 00000/0000 10016/0269 10/1f/7i 20 6i91 3149N 11040W 44.2 142.9 Pp P
1445-17264 00000/0000 10016/0407 10/11/73 50 60P5 4R54N 10603W 9o10 155.6 PP G
1445-17270 0000/000 10016/0408 10/11/73 70 6p05 4729N 10640W t*2 154.6 PP G
1445-17273 00000/000 10016/0409 10/11/73 70 6P05 4 04N 10715W 3*3 153.7 PP G
1445.17275 00000/0000 10016/0403 10/11/7 10 6P05 444ON 10749W 9404 152.71 P
1445*17282 00000/0000 10016/0410 10/11/7 90 6205 4313N 10821W q95 151.8 PP
1445-17284 00000/0000 10016/0404 10/11/73 100 6P05 4 148 N o0852W 6*6 150.8 P
1445*17291 00000/0000 10016/0405 10/11/79 100 6j05 4022N 10922W 37.7 149*8 P
1445-17293 00000/0000 10016/0406 10/11/73 100 6P05 3R6N -10962W RA*8 148 8 P
1445-17300 00000/0000 10016/0411 10/11/71 40 6905 3731N 11021W i9.9 147,7 Pp
1446.17322 00000/0000 10016/0808 10/12/73 30 6P19 4856N 0726W n.7 155.8 GGPG
1446.17325 00000/0000 10016/0809 10/IP/79 60 6219 4732N 10804W 31*8 154.8 GS G
1446m17331 00000/0000 10016/0810 10/1/71 90 6 19 4607N 10840W 3s20 153.9 GG G
1446-17334 00000/0000 10016/0811 10/12/73 90 619 4442N 10914W q4.1 153.0 GG G
1446-17340 00000/0000 10016/0812 10/12/73 90 6219 415N 10947W 5F*2 152.0 GnPG
1446-17343 00000/0000 10016/0813 10/12/73 90 6P19 4149N 11018W 36.3 151.1 GGPG
1446-17345 0000/0000 10016/0814 10/12/73 70 6219 4)23N 11048W 37.4 150*1 GGPG
1446.17352 00000/0000 10016/0815 10/1P/73 30 6219 3858N 1117W 8g.5 149.1 GGPG
1446-17354 00000/0000 10016/0816 10/12/73 10 6P19 3733N i1145w 9.5 148.0 GGPP
KFYSI CLUD CBVER % 0o**'o**,***.* 0 TA 100 a CI~U0 CAVER, *e . NB rCLJD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGF QUALITY o..,o,,,.. RLANKaBANBD NBT PRFSFNT/REQUFrTED. R.ORCYCLEDo G@GRAD. F.FATR RUT USABLF. P=PBR.
15154 DFC Afi ,73 STANDARD CATALOG FR CUS PAGE 0011
FRAM it/0o/73 TO I1/30/73
RBSERVATTgN MICRAFILM RMLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT cUN SUN iMAMF QUALITY
ID PASITION IN ROLL ACQUiRp CBVFR NIIMBpR BF IMAGF rFFV. AZIM. RBv MSS
RBV MqS LAT LONG 121 45678
1446-171AI 00000/0000 10016/0817 10/1P/7l 10 6P19 3607N 11213W in*6 147.0 GGPG
1446-17363 00000/0000 10016/0818 10/1I/71 0 6219 3441N 11239W 41*6 145.9 GGPG
1446-17370 00000/0000 10016/0819 10/1~/71 0 6P19 3315N 11306W 4ap7 144o7 GfPG
1446-17372 00000/0000 100 16 /0820 10/ip/71 0 6)19 3149N i1332W 43i7 143.6 GG P
1447-15545 00000/0000 10016/0444 10/11/71 100 6?32 4853N R0304W 1004 155.9 PPGP
1447-15e51 o0000/0000 10016/0445 10/j1/7i 100 6132 4728N o8341W 11.5 155.0 PPGP
1447m15594 00000/0000 10016/0446 10/Q1/7i 100 6P32 4603N 0 8416W 7P*7 154.1 PGGP
1447-1550 00000/0000 10016/0447 10/1/71 100 6P32 4438N OR450W 13.8 153.1 PPOP
1447-15563 00000/0000 10016/0448 10/13/71 100 6P32 4 q13 N 08523W 14.9 152.2 PGGP
1447-15565 00000/0000 10016/0449 10/1,/71 100 6P32 4148N 0 8554W q6.0 151.2 PPGP
1447-15572 00000/0000 10016/0450 10/11/71 100 6232 4022N 08625W 7*1 150,3 PPGP
1447.15574 00000/0000 10016/0451 10/11/71 100 6P32 3857N o8655W 18*2 149.3 PP6P
1447.15581 00000/0000 10016/0452 10//7l 100 6 32 3731N on724W 19q3 148.2 PGGP
1 447- 1 55A3 00000/6000 10016/04
5 3  10/13/71 100 6P32 3606N 08753W ns,3 14792 PPGP
1447m15590 00000/0000 10016/0454 10/11/71 90 6232 3440N 08820W 41.4 146.1 PGGP
1447-155q2 00000/0000 10016/0455 10/13/73 80 6232 3313N o 846w 4.*4 145*0 GGG
1447*15595 00000/0000 10016/0456 10/1l/71 80 6P32 3146N oR910 43.4 143*8 SGGG
1447.16001 00000/0000 10016/0457 10/11/71 70 6'32 3020N 0R935W 44,4 142.7 PGGP
1447-16010 00000/0000 10016/0461 10/11/71 60 6P32 2728N o0923W 46.3 140.1 PPG
147*17380 00000/0000 10016/0821 10/11/74 30 6P33 4855N 10854W 90*4 155.9 GP P
1447-17383 00000/0000 10016/0822 10/1/71 30 6;33 4730N 10931W 1*5 155* 0  GG P
1447017385 00000/0000 10016/0823 10/11/7 30 633 4605N 11007W IP*6 154*1 GG P
1447.17392 00000/0000 10016/0824 10/11/71 50 6P33 4439N 11041W 1198 153.2 GGPP
1447o17394 00000/00 10016,0825 10/13/77 10 6233 4313N 11113W 14.9 152.2 GG P
144 7 -17 401 00000/0000 10016/0826 10/13/71 0 6P33 4147N 1144W 16.0 151*3 GG P
1447.17403 00000/0000 10016/0827 10/1;/71 0 6P33 4021 N 11214W 17.1 150.3 GG P
1447-17410 00000/0000 10016/0828 10/11/71 0 6P33 3856N 11243W 18.2 149a3 GG P
1447-17412 00000/0000 10016/0829 10/11/71 0 6P33 3731N 11312W 4*,2 148.3 Pm P
1447*17415 00000/0000 10016/0830 10/11/71 0 6?33 3604N i1340W 40n3 147.2 PG P
1447-174 00000/0000 10016/0831 10/13/71 0 6o33 3438N 11406W 41.4 146.1 PG P
1447-174P4 00000/0000 10016/0832 10/1,71 0 6I33 3311N 11432W 4p*4 145.0 GG P
1J47*17410 00000/0000 10016/0833 10/1j/7q 0 6P33 3146N ii457W 4134 143*9 GG P
1448-16003 00000/0000 10016/0476 10/14/71 80 6P46 4R55N 08427W 10.0 156.1 GGGG
1448-16005 00000/0000 10016/0477 10/14/73 50 6P46 4730N 0850 4 W ,12 155*2 GGGG
1448-160t2 00000/0000 10016/0478 10/14/7l 40 6P46 4A05N OR54W qP.3 154.3 PrGG
1448-16014 00000/0600 10016/0479 10/14/71 20 6P46 4440N 08614W 1394 153.4 GGG
1448.16021 00000/0000 10016/04 8 0 10/14/71 0 6246 4316N 0 R647W 14.6 152*4 PGGP
1448*160P3 0000/0000 10016/0481 10/14/71 0 6p46 4150N 08719W 1,.7 151.5 GGGG
1448-1600 00000/0000 10016/0482 10/14/71 0 6P46 4024N oR7 50W 16.8 150.5 GGGG
KFYS: CLRUD COVER y * o,***.,*... a TR 100 n  CiRUD CRVFR, *e . NO CLRaD DATA AVAILABLe,
IMAGF QUALITY .~o........... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFRTED, RuRFCYCLED GGRRD. FaFAIR RUT USABLE, PiiPOBR,
15:54 DpFC n 73 STANDARD CATALOG FR CUS PAGE 0012
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
MBSERVATT9N MTCROFILM R8LL Neo/ DATE CLOUD BOBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT qUN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID PASTTIBN IN ROLL ACQUtRFr r8VFR N(IMBrR OF IMAGFF FFV AZIM. RBV MqS
REV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1448-16032 00000/0000 10016/0483 10/14/7q 20 6P46 3R58N on819w 749 149.5 GGGG
1448-16035 00000/o00 10016/0484 10/14/7 40 6246 3733N 08848W 18*9 148#5 GGGG
1448.16041 00000/0000 10016/0485 10/14/71 30 6;46 3A08N 08916W 40*0 147.5 GGGG
1448-16044 00000/0000 10016/0486 10/14/71 70 6P46 344 2 N oM943W 4i*O 146.4 GGGG
1448-160o0 00000/0000 10016/0487 10/14/7 t00 6p46 3316N 09009W 4p.1 145.3 GGGG1448v16093 00000/0000 10016/0488 10/14/71 100 6946 3149N 09034W 43.1 144o2 GGGG
1448.16055 00000/0000 10016/0489 10/14/7 70 6P46 3024N qO05W 44.1 143.0 GGGG
1448w16042 00000/0000 10016/0490 10/14/71 60 6P46 2857N 09123W 4r*1 141.8 GGGG1448-1604 00000/0000 10016/0491 10/14/7i 50 6P46 2730N 09146W 46.0 140.5 GGGG
1448*16071 00000/0000 10016/0492 10/14/71 60 6;46 2603N 092 09W 47*0 139*2 GGGG
1448-17435 00000/0000 10016/0493 10/14/73 40 6P47 4 R55N 11018W I0.0 156.1 Gp P
1448-17441 00000/0000 10016/0494 10/14/7, 90 6p47 4730N 11055W q1*1 155.2 PP P
1448-17444 00000/0000 10016/0495 10/i4/73 30 6P47 4605N 11130W P*.3 154.3 PGPP
1448w17450 00000/0000 10016/0496 10/14/71 20 6p47 4440N 11205W 1234 153.4 GGPG
1448-17453 00000/0000 10016/0497 10/14/71 0 6P47 4315N 11237W 94.5 152.5 GGPG
1448-17455 00000/0000 10016/0498 10/14/71 0 6247 4149N 11308W 15*6 151*5 GG G
1448-174A2 00000/0000 10016/0499 10/14/7, 0 6P47 4023N 11338w 6.7 150.5 G P
1448-17464 00000/0000 10016/0500 10/14/7. 0 6P47 3858N 11408W q7.8 149.6 GGPP
1448.17471 00000/0000 10016/0501 10/14/71 0 6P47 3732N 11436W qR.9 148.6 GG P
1448-17473 00000/0000 10016/0502 10/14/71 0 6947 3606N 11504W 40.0 147*5 PGPP
1448-17480 00000/0000 10016/0503 10/14/71 0 6947 3440N 11530W 41.0 146.4 GGPP
1448-174R2 00000/0000 10016/0504 10/14/71 0 6P47 3313N 11556W 4@.1 145.3 GGPG
1448-174g5 00000/0000 10016/0505 10/14/71 20 647 3147N 11621W 41.1 144.2 GGPP
1449-16061 00000/0000 10016/0559 10/1/7q 80 6p60 4853N 085 57W 9qr7 156.3 GGGG
1449-16064 000oo00/00o00 0016/0560 10/1R/71 10 6p60 4728N oa634W :0.8 155.4 GGG
1449-16070 00000/0000 10016/0561 10/19/71 10 6p60 4603N 08709W rP*0 154.5 GGGG
1449.16073 00000/0000 10016/0562 10/1R/79 20 6P60 4 439N 08743W :3.1 153.6 GGGG
1449-16075 0 /0000/0000 10 16/0563 10/15/71 80 6P60 4314N oR816W 14.2 152.6 GGGG
144 9.1602 00000/0000 10016/0564 10/1~/71 lo 6p60 4149N 08848W l5.4 151.7 GGGG
1449-1604 00000/0000 10016/0565 10/I~/71 0 .6 60 4024N 08919W A*.5 150.7 GGGG
1449P16091 00000/0000 lo016/0566 10/9/73 0 6;60 3A58N nR948W 17.6 149.8 GGGG
1449*16 0 93 00000/0000 10016/0567 10/15/73 10 6p60 3731N 09016W 8.*6 148.8 GGG
1449-16100 00000/0000 10016/0568 10/ I/71 10 6P60 3604N 9o043W 9 .7 147.7 GGGG
1449-16102 00000/0000 10016/0569 10/1i/73 30 6P60 3439N 09109W 40.8 146*7 GGGG
1449.16105 00000/0000 10016/0570 10/19/73 90 6p60 3313N 09135W 41.8 145.6 GGGG
1449-16111 00000/0000 10016/0571 10/~9/7 90 6P60 3147N 09201W 4P.8 144.5 GGGG
1449.16114 00000/0000 10016/0572 10/15/71 90 .6p60 3021N (9226W 4*8 143.3 GGGG
1449-161P0 00000/0000 10016/0573 10/i9/74 90 6p60 2854N 0 9250W 44*8 142*1 GGGG
1449-1613 00000/0000 10016/0574 10/1R/71 50 6P60 2726N nq314W 4F.8 140.9 GGGG
KFySS CLOUD COVER % **.*..* .....*.o 0 TR 100 % X C[RUD CRVER. ** = NE CLRllD DATA AVAILABLre
IMAGF QUALITY ,...*,,,*,* .* RALANKS.BAND NeT PRrSFNT/REQUFRTEDe RuRFCYCLED. GxGARD. FvFAIR BUT USABLF, PRP81R,
15:54 DFC OA,73 STANDARD CATALeG FRR CUS PAGE 0013
FRRM 11/Oi/73 TS 11/30/73
RBSERVATTSN MICRRFILM RRLL NBO/ DATE CLOUD bRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT cLJN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID0 PRYTIBN TN ROLL ACQUTRpn COVER NtIMBpR OF IMAGF proV. AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MqS IAT LONG 123 45678
1449-161P5 00000/000 10016/0578 10i/1/73 30 6,60 2600N oq337W 46. 7  139.6 PGGG
144917493 0000oo/o0000 10016/0579 10/i'/73 100 6261 4853N 11144W pq97 156.3 GPPP
1449-174q5- 00000/0000 10016/0580 10/1/7l 80 661 4728N 11221W 90*8 155s4 GPPP
1449-17502 00000/0000 10016/0581 10/5/73 70 6p61 4603N 11256W RP 0 154.5 GGPP
1449-17)04 00000/0000 10016/0582 10 /ig/73 20 6061 4437N 11330W 13.1 153.6 GGPG
1449.17511 00000/0000 10016/0583 10/1~/73 10 6P61 4311N 11402W 14.2 152.6 PGPG
1449o17513 00000/0000 t0016/0584 10o/iR73 20 6p61 4146N 11 4 3 3W 15.3 151.7 GGPP
1449-17520 00000/0000 10016/0585 10o/1/73 30 6P61 4021N 11504W 6e4 150.8 GGPP
1449417522 00000/0000 10016/08586 10/I/73 20 6,61 3856N 11534W i7.5 149.8 GGPP
1449-175P5 00000/0000 10016/0587 10/1i/73 0 661 3731N 11603W 3A86 148.8 GGPP
1449-17531 00000/0000 10016/0588 10/1/73 0 6;61 3605N 11631W 3q.7 147.8 GGPP
1449-17634 00000/0000 10016/0589 10/1~/73 0 6961 3439N 11658W 4097 146.7 PGPP
1449=17540 00000/0000 10016/0690 10/19/73 10 6,61 3313N 11723W i4s8 145.6 GGGP
1449.17543 00000/0000 10016/0591 10/15/7 t10 6p61 3147N 11748W -P*.8 144*5 GGGP
1450-16115 00000/0000 10016/0633 10/lA/73 100 6P74 4854N 08722W 9Q.3 156.5 PPPP
1450-161~2 00000/0000 10016/0634 10/IA/7 1t00 6P74 4730N 08759W i0.5 155.6 PGPP
1450-161P4 00000/0000 10016/0635 10/A/73 100 6W74 4605N 08834W 1*.6 154.7 GGGP
1450*16131 00000/0000 10016/0636 10/1i/73 40 6p74 4440N OR908W qp.8 153.8 PGGP
1450*16133 00000/0000 10016/0637 1 0/9a/7 0 674 4315N 08941W i3.9 1529 PGGG
145016140 00000/0000 10016/0638 10/IA/73 0 6274 4150N 09013W 150 151.9 PPGG
1450w16142 00000/0000 10016/0639 10/1A/73 0 6P74 4024N 09044W q6.1 151.0 PGGG
1450*16145 00000/0000 10016/0640 10/1A/73 0 6374 3858N 09o14W 7.*2 150.0 GGGG
1450-16151 00000/0000 10016/0641 10/1A/73 0 6P74 3731N 09q41W 8.3 149.0 PGPP
1450-16154 00000/0000 10016/0642 10/1i/73 60 6274 3605N Oq208W 9 4 148.0 PPPP
1450-1610 000ooo000000 10016/058 10/iA/7i 100 6574 3440N 09235W 40c4 147*0 P
1450.16163 00000/0000 10016/0647 10/1A/73 100 6 74 3113N o0300W 41.5 145.9 PPPP
145 0-161A5 00000/0000 10016i0648 10/A/7 1to00 6P74 3147N 69326W &p.5 144.8 PP P
145001617 2 00000/0000 10016/0649 10/16/71 100 6P74 3021N q350W 41.5 143.7 PPPP
1450w16174 00000/0000 10016/0650 10/16/73 90 6274 2855N 09 4 15 W 44*5 142.5 p p
1450w16181 00000/0000 10016/0659 10/IA/71 80 6974 2 72 8 N O9 4 39W 9.5 141.2 p
1450.16183 00000/0000 10016/0651 10/16/73 50 >674 2A02N O9502W 46*4 140.0 PP G
1450-16190 00000/0000 10016/0652 10/16/71 30 6P74 2437N 0 9525W 47*4 138.6 PP P
1450w17551 00000/0000 10016/0660 10/1A/73 80 6P75 4855N 11309W q993 156.5 P
1450-17554 00000/0000 10016/0153 10/14/73 40 6P75 4730N 11 3 4 7 W 90.5 155.6 PP G
1450-17560 00000/0000 10016/0654 10/1./75 1t 6o75 4605N 11422W t316 154*7 PPPG
1450"17563 00000/0000 10016/0655 10/1A/73 0 675 4440N 1i456W 32*7 153.8 GGPG
1450-17565 00000/0000 10016/0656 10/16/73 0 6275 4314N 11528W 3039 152.9 GP G
1450-17572 00000/0000 10016/0645 10/iA/73 0 6;75 4149N 11600W '900 15109 G G
1450-17574 00000/0000 10016/0646 10/16/71 0 6%75 4023N 11630W 3691 151.0 P G
KFySI CLOUD COVER Y eo..eo,,***o., 0 TR 100 a i CCIUD CRVER. **, Nb CLOUD DATA AvAILiBLr.
IMAGP QUALITY .'...D.o...... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRpSrNT/REQUFRTED, RRiCYCLED, GGSOD., FFATR BUT USABLF, PPOSR,
15154 DFC 06,971 STANDARD CATALBG FRR CUS PAGE 0014
FRRM 11/01/73 T 11/30/73
RBRERVATTBN MICRRFILM RRLL N ,/ DATE CL8UD BBIT PRINCIPAL POINT QUN SUN TMAF QUALITY
ID PASTTIBN tN RBLL ACQUJTRF CeVER NIIMBrR 9F IMAGF FIFV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MsS (AT LBNG 12P 45678
1450-17581 00000/0000 10016/0661 10/IA/71 0 6P75 3857N 11659W 17*2 150.0 G
1450-178R3 00000/000 10016/0662 10/IA/71 0 6275 3731N 11728W 18*3 149.1 G
1450-175q0 00000/0000 10016/0657 10/16/73 0 6P75 3605N 11755W 9 A4 148.0 P P
1450-17592 00000/0000 10016/0663 10/1A/71 10 675 3440N 118 22W 40*4 147.0 P
1450-175q5 00000/0000 10016/0664 10/IA/71 90 6W75 3314N 11848W 41I5 145.9 0
1451J14345 00000/0000 10016/0741 10/17/71 2o 6p87 4728N 06337W q92 155*7 PPPG
1451.16174 00000/00 10016/0742 10/17/71 100 688 4853N 08849W q.0 156*6 GGGG
1451-16180 00000/0000 10016/0743 10/17/71 100 6288 4728N 08926W 0.2 155.7 GGPG
1451.16183 00000/0000 10016/0744 10/1/71 100 6;88 4 A04N 0O001W ;1.3 154.8 GGGG
1451-16185 00000/0000 10016/0745 10/17/71 100 6P88 4439N oq036W 1905 153.9 GGGG
1451.16192 00000/0000 10016/0746 10/17/71 t00 6P88 4913N o9109W Ri*6 153.0 GGGG
1451-161q4 00000/000 10016/0747 10/17/7q 100 6P88 4148N o9141W 14*7 152.1 PGGG
1451-16201 00000/0000 10016/0748 10/17/74 90 6p88 4 023N oq211W I08 151.2 GGGG
1451*16203 00000/0000 10016/0749 10/17/71 20 6P88 3856N 09 2 4 0W 16.9 150.2 GGGG
1451-16210 00000/0000 10016/0750 10/17/7q 0 6P88 3730N 09309W *R.0 149.3 GGG
1451.1621P 00000/0000 10016/0751 10/17/7q 0 6P88 3A04N 09336W 19.1 148.3 6GGG
1451-16P15 00000/0000 10016/0752 10/17/7q 0 6 88 3438N 09 4 02W 40m2 147*2 GGGG
1451-1622 1 0000/0o00 10016/0771 10/17/71 0 6288 3311N 09428W 41.2 146.2 G G
1451*16224 00000/0000 10016/0772 10/17/71 0 6288 314 5 N 09453W 4P*2 145*1 60 G
1451.16210 00000/0000 10016/0773 10/17/71 0 688 3019N 09518W 4312 144.0 G6 G
1451.16233 00000/0000 10016/0774 10/17/7q 30 6P88 2R53N 09542W 44.2 142.8 Go G
1451*16235 00000/0000 10016/0775 10/17 7 90 6P88 2727N 09606W 45.2 141.6 GGPG
145116242 00000/O0000 10016/0776 10/17/71 80 6P88 2601N 09630W 46.2 140.3 GGPG
1451-16244 00000/0000 10016/0777 10/17/71 80 6P88 2435N 09653W 47.1 139*0 GGPG
1451-18004 00000/0000 10016/0778 10/17/71 10 6 89 4 950N 11411W PA.2 157.2 GG G
1451*18010 00000/0000 10016/0779 10/17/71 0 6289 4825N 11 4 49W p4 156.3 GGGG1451-18013 00000/0000 10016/0780 10/17/71 0 6P89 4700N 11525W 10*5 155.4 GaGG
1451*18015 00000/0000 10016/0781 10/17/71 0 689 4535N 11 6 00W 11.7 154.6 GGG
1451-18022 00000/0000 10016/0782 10/17/71 0 6?89 4410N i1 34W 29.8 153.7 GGPG
1451-18024 00000/0000 10016/0783 10/17/71 0 6289 4245N 1170 6 W 13,9 152.8 PGPG1451-18011 00000/0000 10016/0784 10/17/71 0 6P89 4 12ON 1t737W 15.1 151.8 GG G
1451-18033 00000/0000 10016/0785 10/17/71 0 6P89 3954N 11 8 07W 16.2 150.9 OG G1451-18040 00000/0000 10016/0786 10/17/71 0 6P89 3R27N 11836W 17.3 149.9 GG G
1451.18042 00000/0000 10016/0787 10/17/71 0 6P89 3702N 11905W 81*3 14 9. 0  GG G1451-18045 00000/0000 10016/0788 10/17/71 10 6P89 3%36N 11932W 19.4 148.0 GG G
1451-180o1 00000/0000 10016/0789 10/17/71 60 6P89 3410N 11 9 59w 40*5 146.9 OGPG
1451-18054 00000/0000 10016/0790 10/17/71 90 6P89 3244N 1P025W 41.5 145.9 GPPG
1452-144o3 00000/0000 10016/0952 10/10/71 90 6101 4730N 06500W p9*8 155.9 PPP
1452-14405 00000/0000 10016/0953 10/ R/71 t00 6101 4 A05N 0653 6 W 11.0 155.0 pppP
KFySt CLOUD COVER % *..oo.oooo, 0 TR 100 C'RUD CRVR. ** a N CLRuJD DATA AVAILABLr.
IMAGF QUALITY *R*..0... ... RLANKSwBAND NOT PRrS NT/REOUFATED. R=RrCYCLED4 GPGRAD. FmFATR BUT USABLF. PPBOqR.
15:54 FC Obn673 STANUARD CATALBG FRR CUS PArv 0615
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
"aBERVATTRN MICRAFILM RALL N,,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT QUN SUN tMAnF QUALITY
ID PRYiTIBN IN RBLL ACQutiRFo COVER NilMBFR OF IMAGF FIrFV AZYM, RBV MSS
RBV M.S LAT LONG 123 45678
1452i14412 00000/0000 10016/0954 10/18/71 100 6301 4439N 066 10W 3'e! 154.1 Pppp
1452*14414 00000/0000 10016/0955 10/iR/7 100 6601 4314N 06642W 933 153.a PPPP
1452-16212 00000/0000 10016/0956 10/1A/79 100 6302 4R55N 09013W A,*7 156.8 pppp
1452.16234 00000/0000 10016/0957 10/IR/71 50 6302 4731N O9051W Pq*8 155,9 PPPP
1452.16241 00000/0000 10016/0958 i0/IR/71 50 6302 4606N 09126W 91~0 155.0 PPP
1452.16243 00000/0000 10016/0959 10/i,/7 1  50 6102 4441N oq200W p 1 15 ,* PPPP
1452*16290 00000/0000 10016/0960 10/j/7 10t 6902 4316N (9233W 11*, 153 2 pppP
1452-16252 00000/o000 10016/0961 10/1/71 0 6102 4150N 09305W 44.4 152.3 PPP
1452.16255 00000/0000 10016/0962 10/IA/7 0 
6 902  4)24N 0 q335W 25 151.4 PPPP
1452-1621 00000/0000 10016/0963 10/IA/71 0 602 3858N 09404W 'A*6 150*5 PPP
1452*16264 00000/000 10016/0964 10/18/73 0 6302 3733N q9
4 33W 17.7 14995 PpPp
1452*16270 00000/0000 10016/0965 10/ A/71 0 6302 3606N 0950W 8R,8 148 e PpP
1452w16273 00000/0000 10016/0966 10 /R/79 0 6302 3439N 09527W 9.8 147*5 PPP
1452.16275 0000/000 10016/0665 10/19/73 0 6302 3313N 0q552W 409 146*5 GoGG
14520162A2 00000/0000 10016/0666 10/18/79 0 6302 3147N 09
6 18W 419 145o4 GGGG
1452-162A4 00000/0000 10016/0667 10/IA/73 0 6302 3020N n9642W 4 *9 144.3 GGG
1452-16291 00000/0000 10016/0668 10/jA/71 0 6102 2R54N 097 0 6W 43.9 143.1 PGPG
1452-1623 00000/0000 10016/0669 10/19/73 10 6302 2728N 09731W 44.9 141.9 GGPG
1452-16300 00000/000 10016/0670 10/19/71 20 6302 2603N o0754W 45.9 140.7 Gr~a
1452-18064 00000/0000 10016/0671 10/1I/73 20 6303 
4 8 5 4 N 11601W p8a6 156.8 ppp6
1452-18070 000o0/oo00 10016/0672 10/IA/73 10 6303 4729N 11639W qq8 155.9 GGPG
1452-18073 00000/0000 10016/06 7 3 10/9A/73 10 6303 4A04N 11714W q#9 1550o GGPG
1452.18075 00000/0000 10016/0674 10/tA/71 0 603 4439N 11748W ".1 154*1 GGPG
1452-180o2 00000/0000 10016/0675 10/19/73 0 6303 4313N 11
820W 93.2 153.3 GGPG
1452.18084 00000/00 10016/0676 10/1/79 0 6303 4148N 1.1851W 14*3 152.4 GGPG
1452*1801 00000/0000 1001 6 /0 6 7 7  10/18/79 0 6303 4022N 11922W sR*5 151.4 GGPs
1452i180~3 00000/0000 10016/0678 10/1A/71 0 603 3856N 119 5 2W qA16 150*5 GGPG
1452.18100 00000/0000 10016/0679 10oi/71 10 6303 3731N 1?021W 97.7 149.5 GGPG
1452-18102 00000/0000 10016/0680 10J4/73 0 6303 3604N 12049W 9.A7 148.6 GGPQ
1452-18105 00000/0000 10016/0681 10/IA/71 0 6303 3439N i1p16W 9q8 147.5 GGPG
1452-18111 00000/0o00 10016/0682' 10/IR/79 40 6303 3313N 1P142W 4n.9 146.5 PGPG
145314461 00000oo/0000 10016/0834 10/19/71 30 6915 4731N 0 6626W p9*5 156.1 PPe
1453-14464 00000/0000 10016/0835 10/19/71 20 6315 4606N 06701W 0*o6 155.2 6GG
1453-14470 00000/0000 10016/0836 10/1q/73 10 6315 444 1N (6735W q1,8 154.3 GPG
1453-14473 00000/0000 10016/0837 10/i9/71 20 6915 4315N o6 8 07W s .9 153.4 pp6
1453-14475 00000/0000 10016/0838 10/iq/73 40 6315 4150N 06838W 4.0 152.5 PGG
1453*1449 00000/0000 10016/0839 10/9q7 60 6315 4n25N 0 6909W q5*2 151.6 GG
1453.16290 00000/0000 10016/0840 .10/1q/7o 90 6316 4853N 0 9138W p8.3 156.9 GGP
1453.1623 00000/on000 10016/0841 10/19/73 50 6316 4728N o0215W Pq*5 156.0 GGG
KRYS! CLBUD C8VER X .. *****..** 0 TR 100 n  CItR UD CRVER *.* NO CLR[tJ DATA AVAILiABL,
IMAGF OUALITY .i,*r ....... ** RLANKS.BAND N8T PRrSFNT/REQUFrTED, RPROCYCLED. GGSRPD, FPFATR BUT USABLF. Pa.PR.
1554 DrC 0wA71 STANDARD CATALBG FAR CUS PAGE 0016
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
BSERVATySN MTCRRFILM ReLL NB,/ DATE CLgUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT qUN SUN IMAMF QUALITY
ID PRYTIBN N ROLL ACQUTRFr CBVFR NHMBgR 8F IMAGP F FV. AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MRS tAT LBNG 123 49678
1453.16PQ5 0000/000010 006/0842 10/19Q/7 0 6316 4603N 09250W 0.n7 155.2 GGG
1453m16302 00000/0000 10016/0843 io/19/71 10 6,16 4437N 0 9324W 198 154.3 GGG
1453.16304 00000/0000 10016/0844 10/19/72 20 6116 4312N o935 6 W ip.9 153.4 PPG
1453o16311 00000/000 10016/0845 10/J1/71 10 6316 4146N o94 28W 14*1 152.5 GGP
1453-16313 00000/0000 10016/0846 10/i~/7 0 6316 4021N q9458W q5.2 1516 GGP
1453-163P0 000o00/00 0016, 847 10/94/71 20 6316 3955N t9528W 6*3 150.7 GGG
1453m163P2 00000/0000 10016/0848 10/Q/73 0 6116 3729N 09557W 17.4 149.7 GPG
1453o163PS 00000/0000 10016/0849 10/19/71 0 616 3 603N 09624W iA*5 148.8 GGGG
1453-16331 00000/0000 10016/0850 10/9i/71 0 6q16 3437N o96 5 1W 9q.5 147.8 GGGG
1453o16334 00000/0000 10016/0851 10/1Q/7q 0 6116 3311N o9 7 17W 4.*6 146.7 GrGG
1453-16340 00000/0000 10016/0852 10/39/7i 0 6116 3146N 0974W 41*6 145.7 GGGG
1453=16343 00000/0000 10016/0853 10/19/71 0 6416 3n9qN 09807W 4 P7 144-6 GGGG
i453-16345 00000/0000 10016/0854 10/q/71 0 6q16 2R53N 09 8 3 2W 4937 143*4 GGPG
1453-16352 00000/0000 10016/0855 10/9q/71 0 6116 2727N 09 8 55W 44.7 142*2 GGPG
145316354 0000o0/oo00 10016/0856 1o0/4/7 to 6q16 2A0N q091W 46r6 141.0 GGPG
1453-18122 00000/0000 10016/0857 10/1Q/73 70 6117 4955N 11726W R*,3 157*0 GGPG
1453181g 4 00000/0000 10016/0858 10/19/71 60 6317 4731N 11803W p9q4 156.1 GGPG
i453-18131 00000/0000 10016/0859 10/19/71 80 6917 4605N 11839W 10.6 155*2 GGPG
1453a18133 00000/0000 10016/0860 10/~1/79 70 6117 4440N 11913W .1*7 154.3 GGPG
1453a1814o 00000/0000 10016/0861 10/19/71 70 6117 4915N 11945W q.9 153.5 GGPG
1453-18142 00000/0000 10016/0862 10/19/73 70 617 4149N PO01 6 W 4.0 152.6 GGGG
1453.18145 00000/0000 10016/0863 10/19/71 100 6-17 4024N 10O47W 1~51 151.7 GGGG
1453.18151 00000/0000 10016/0864 10/9Q/71 100 6317 3R58N IP116W 16.2 150.7 GGPG
1453-18194 00000/0000 10016/0865 10o//73 90 6117 3732N 12144W 17.3 149*8 GGGG
1453-1810 00000/0000 10016/0866 10/19/71 40 6117 3606N IP212W 9,4 148.8 GGGG
1453-181A3 00000/0000 10016/0867 10/19/71 80 6417 3441N 1P239W 90.5 147.8 GGPG
1454-14515 00000/0000 10016/0921 10/Po/71 100 6129 4728N oA 7 5 3W p9q2 156.2 PPPP
1454.14 P2 00000/0000 10016/0922 10/P2/7 100 6A29 4603N 06828W 0o,3 155.3 PPPP
1454145P4 000000 000 1001 6/0923 10/P0/71 100 6129 4438N 06902W 11*5 154.5 PPP
1454%14531 00000/0000 10016/0924 10/20/ 7 1  100 6129 4313N 06934W q*6 153.6 PPP
1454-14513 00000/0000 10016/0925 10/2O/71 100 6129 4148N 0 7004W 3.7 152.7 GPPP
1454*14540 00000/0000 10016/0926 i0/Pn/73 80 6329 4022N 0703 4 W 40,9 151.8 PPPP
1454 14542 00000/0000 10016/0927 10/2n/71 40 6329 3857N 07103W 6A0O 150.9 pppp
1454.14545 00000/00000 0016/0928 10/9n/71 30 6929 3731N 07132W 17.1 150.0 PPPP
1454m14551 00000/0000 10016/0929 10/pO/7 30 6129 3605N 0 7200W IA*2 1490O PPPP
1454.16344 00000/0000 10016/0930 10/p0/73 20 6130 4p54N oq304W P.0 157.1 PPPP
1454-16351 00000/0000 10016/0931 10/P0/7 10 6130 4729N O9 3 4 1w P9.1 156.2 PPGP
1454v16353 00000/0000 10016/0932 10/10/7q to 6330 4 60 3 N q9416W ,n*3 155.4 PPPP
1454=16360 00000/0000 10016/0933 10/P/71 10 6130 4438N o9450W 91.5 154.5 PPGG
KFYS: CLAUD CBVER % 0eooooo ,000 o O T 100 a CU CRUD CRVFR ** NB rLmUD DATA AVAILiBLF.
IMAGF QUALITY oooooooooooo RLANKS=BAND NST PRrSFNT/REQUFRTFD* R=RFCYCLED* GwGRD. FxFATR BUT USABLF* P-aP!R*
15:54 DFC 0(,'73 STANARD CATALG FnR CUS PAGE 0017
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
RBRERVAT1YN MTCRAFILM RRLL Ne,/ DATE CLBUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN 'SUN iMAnF QUALITY
TO1 PSTTIBN TN ROLL ACQUIRFE CBVFR NIMBFR OF IMAGn F1 FV. AZIM. RBV Mss
RBV MS LAT LBNG 121 4R678
1454-163A2 00000/0000 10016/0934 10i/Pn/7 0 6330 4313N 09523W p*.6 153.6 PPGG
1454-163A5 00000/0000 10016/0935 10/20/73 10 6330 4 147N 0 q555W 33*7 152.7 PPGG
1454-16371 00000/0000 1001 /0967 10/20/73 10 6130 4022N 09626W 14.8 151.8 GGGG
1454m16374 00000/0000 100160968 10/20/73 0 6130 3R56N 09655W 36.0 150.9 GGGP
1454w16380 00000/0000 10016/0969 10/0/73 0 6130 3730N O9723W 37.1 150.0 GGGG
1454-1633 0000/0000 10016/0970 10/0/71 0 6q30 3604N 0 9750W 8.1 149.0 GGGG
1454*16385 00000/0000 10016/0971 10/20/73 0 6330 3438N 09817W 9.2 148.0 GGGG
1454-16392 00000/0000 10016/0972 10/P0/73 0 6330 3312N 0 9843W 4093 147.0 GGGG1454-1634 00o000/o00 10016/0973 10/P0/73 0 6330 3146N 09908W 41.3 146.0 GGPG
1454-16401 00000/0000 10016,0974 10/20/73 0 6330 3020N 09933W 4P.4 144.9 GGGG
1454.16403 00000/0000 10016/0975 10/Po/71 0 6330 2854N .9 9 5 8W 43*4 143.7 GGPG
1454-18180 00000/0000 10016/0976 .10/2/73 90 6331 4R53N 11853W P8*0 157.1 GGPG
1454.18183 00000/0000 10016/0977 10/2P/71 70  6331 4728N 1193 0 W 9Pq9 156a2 GGPG
14 5 5 00000/0000 10016/0978 10/e0/74 50 6331 4403N 12006W I0*3 1554 GGG
i 54-181q2 00000/0000 10016/0979 10/20/73 60 6331 4438N 12040W i.3 1545 GGGG
1454-1814 00000/0000 10016/0980 o0/p/73 70 6331 4313N 12113W 3P*6 153.6 GGGG
1454.18201 00000/0000 10016,0981 10/oP/73 70 6331 4 147N 12144W q3*7 152.7 GGGG
1454m18203 00000/0000 10016/0982 10/i /7q 80 6131 40 22N IP215W 4.8 151.8 GGGG
1454.18I20 00000/0000 10016/0983 10/20/73 80 6331 3856N 12244W 35.9 150.9 GGGG
1454.18212 00000/0000 10016/0984 10/2p/73 90 6331 3730N 123 12W 7-0 150*0 GGGG
1454-18215 00000/0000 10016/0985 10/Pn/73 90 6q31 3603N IP340W e8*1 149.0 GGGG
14 5 5 14 58  00000/00oooo0 10016/0936 10/21/73 40 6343 4605N 0 6951W q090 155.5 PGPP
1455.14583 00000/000 10016/0937 10/21/71 20 643 4 440N 07025W 31.1 154.7 PGPP
1455-14585 00000/0000 10016/0938 10/21/73 10 6343 4315N 07058W q2*3 153.8 PPPP
1455*145q2 00000/0000 10016/0939 10/21/73 10 6343 4149N 071 2 9 W 33*4 152.9 pppp
1455-14594 00000/0000 10016/0940 10/?1/7q 30 6343 4o23N 07159W 4.5 152.0 PPPP
1455-15001 00000/o000 10016/0941 10/21/73 90 6343 3857N 0 7229W 93*6 151.1 PppP
1455.15003 00000/0000 10016/0942 10/2P/73 80 6443 3 73 2N 07256W A*.8 150,2 PPPP
1455.15010 00000/0000 10016/0943 10/Pi/73 70 6143 3606N o7 3 2 4 W 37*8 1493 pppp
1455.15012 00000/0000 10016/0944 10/P1/7A 70 6143 3 440N o7352W 48.9- 148.3 pppp
1455-15015 00000/0000 10016/0945 10/21/73 30 6343 3314N n7418W 4O*0 147.3 PPPP
1455-15021 00000/0000 10016/0946 10/21/73 70 6143 3148N 07 4 44 W 41.0 1462 pppp
1455P16403 00000/0000 10016/0947 10/9P/73 60 6344 4855N 09429W p7.6 157.2 PPPP
14 5 5 m16405  00000/0000 1001 6 /094 8  10/P1/71 30 6344 4730N 09506W 8*.8 156.4 ppp
1455-16412 00000/0000 10016/0949 10/1 /73 20 6344 4A05N 09542W 30.0 155* 5  Pppp
1455-16414 00000/0000 10016/0950 10/1/73 40 6344 .444ON 09 6 16W 31.1 154.7 pppp
14559164P1 00000/0000 10016/0951 10t/2/73 30 6344 4214N 09649W 3P23 153.8 PPPP
1455-1643 00000/0000 1001 6 /1034 10/21/73 20 6344 4 149N 0 9721W 33s4 152.9 GG G
1455-16430 00000/0000 10016/1035 10/21/73 20 644 402 3 N 09751W 34*5 152.0 GG G
KFYS; CLAUD CBVER % o0............ o TA 100 * v CCRUD CRVFR. ** a NB rLIDn DATA AVAILiLF.
IMAGF QUALTTY .,, RLANKSuBAND NBT PRrSFNT/REUFRTED. R*RCYCLED, G*GSOD, F=FATR BUT USABLF, PaPaR,
15:54 DFC n6s7 SYANI~ARD CATALeG FOR CUS PAGE 0018
FRM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
OBSERVATI N MTCRFILM ROLL NBO/ DATE CL8UD 8RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT cUN SUN iMAMF QUALITY
ID PSSITION 7N ROLL ACQUIRFO CBVER NUMBFR BF IMAGF FFV. AZIM. RBV MRS
RBV MRS LAT LBNG 123 49678
1455-16412 00000/0000 10016/1036 10/P9/72 0 6944 3857N o9 8 20W 9s*6 15191 GP G
1455-16435 00000/0000 10016/1037 10/29/79 0 6244 3 7 3 1N o9848W 26*7 150.2 PP G
1455-16441 00000/0o00 o0016/1038 10/29/7 10i 6944 3606N 0 9915W 27.8 149.3 PP G
1455.16444 00000/0000 10016/1039 10/P2/71 0 6244 3439N 0 9942W 98o9 148*3 PP G
1455-16490 00000/0000 10016/1040 10/29/72 0 6944 3314N 0008W 40O.0 147.3 PP G
1455-16493 00000/0000 10016/1041 10/pi/79 0 6444 3148N 10034W 41.0 146.2 Pp G
1455-164s5 00000/0000 10016/1042 10/o//79 0 6944 3022N 0058W 4p1 145.2 P P
.1455*16442 00000/0000 10016/1043 10/Pi/7; 0 6944 2855N 10123W 4311 144.1 PP P
1455.16464 00000/0000 10016/1044 10/P~/72 0 6944 2729N 1014 6 W 44.1 142.9 P G
1455.18214 00000/0000 10016/1047 10/P'/73 100 6945 4855N iPO18W P276 157.2 P
1455.18255 00000/o000 10016/1048 10/p1/72 90 6945 4148N 19
3 10W 13.4 152.9 P
1455-18261 00000/0000 10016/1045 10/2/72 90 6145 4023N IP341W 4.5 152*1 P P
1455.18264 00000/0000 10016/1046 10/P~/7 90O 6945 3R57N 141oW 9 6 151.2 P P
1455.18270 00000/0000 10016/1049 10/21/79 90 6645 37 31N I2438W 26.7 150.2 G
1456-15022 00000/0000 10016/1090 10/9/79~ 90 6957 4729N 07045W 8 .5 156.5 GGGG
1456-15034 00000/0000 10016/1091 10/oP/72 90 6957 4603N n7121W 9q.7 155.7 GGG
1456.15041 00000/0000 10016/1092 10/PP/72 40 6957 4437N 0 7154W 90.8 154.8 GGGG
1456-15043 00000/0000 10016/1093 10/PP/79 0 6957 4312N 07227W 29*0 153*9 GGG
1456-15090 00000/0000 10016/1094 102P//72 0 6957 4146N 07258W i3,1 153.1 PPGG
1456.15092 00000/0000 10016/1095 10/22/71 0 6257 4021N 0 7328W 4*.2 152.2 PGPG
1456.15055 00000/0000 10016/1096 10/PP/72 10 6157 3855N 07357W A9.4 151.3 PGPG
1456.15061 00000/0000 10016/1097 10/p/72 30 6q57 3729N t7
4 24W 16 5 150*4 PGPG
1456-15064 00000/0000 10016/1098 10/2P/71 40 6157 3604N 07451W 17*6 149.5 PGPG
1456.15070 00000/0000 10016/1099 10/22/71 50 6957 3438N 0 7518W 28.6 148.5 PGGG
1456.15073 00000/0000 10016/1100 10/P2/72 60 6157 3312N 07 544W q.7 147,5 PGPG
1456.15075 00000/0000 10016/1101 10/2/79 70 6257 314
6 N 07 6 10W 40,8 146.5 PPPG
1456.15082 00000/0000 10016/1102 10/22/72 90 6957 3h20N 07 6 3
5 W 41.8 145.4 GGPG
1456-15084 00000/0000 10016/1103 10/PP/72 100 6357 2854N 0 7659W p2.8 144.3 GUPG
1456.16461 00000/0000 10016/1104 10/pp/79 0 6q58 4853N 09557W p7a3 157.3 GGGG
1456.16463 00000/0000 10016/1105 10/22/72 0 6258 4727N 09634W 2A*5 156.5 GGG
1456-16470 00000/0000 10016/1106 10/22/7q 0 6958 4602N o9709W 9q.7 155.7 GGGG
1456*16472 00000/0000 10016/1107 10/22/79 10 6958 4438N 09743W 20.8 154.8 GtGG
1456o16475 00000/0000 1001 6 /110 8  10/Pp/72 to 6958 4312N 0 q816W 2.0 154.0 GGGG
1456-16481 00000/0000 10016/1109 1O/2/79 10 6958 4146N 09847W 22.1 153*1 GGPG
1456-164A4 00000/0000 10016/1110 10/22/72 10 6258 4020N 09917W 94.2 152*2 GnGG
1456-164q0 00000/0000 10016/1114 10/22/73 10 6258 3R55N oq947W q5.3 151*3 Gp P
1456-16493 00000/0000 10016/1115 10/22/72 10 6958 3729N 10015W 16.4 150.4 PP G
1456w16495 00000/0000 10016/1116 10/P/79 0 6958 3603N i0043W 17@5 149.5 GG G
1456-16502 00000/0000 10016/1117 10/22/72 0 6958 3438N i0 11oW R986 148*5 GP G
KFYS: CLRUD CSVER % neeoosoeo e o TR 100 s CiRUD CRVER, ** 
= N CLOLUn DATA AVAILABLr,
IMAGF QUALTTY .E4eosoeo e .. RLANK.BAND NBT PRrSFNT/REQUFRTED R-RrYCLED9 GaGRAD, FwFATR RLIT USABLF* P-PBS
9 R
15:54 DFC Or)o1 STANARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGE 0019
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
P8SERVATT8N MTCRRFILM RRLL N5o/ DATE CLAUD BRIT PRINCIPAL-p ~rNT UN SUN iMAMg QUALIYV
ID .PMTTI1N TN ROLL ACQLJTRf7n CBVpR NIJMB.R OF IMAGF FCFV, AZTIM RBV MRS
RBV MAS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1456-16504 00000/0000 10016/1118 10/PP/7 0 6158 3313N 10136W 9qr7 147*5 PP P
1456-16511 00000/0000 10016/1119 10/~P/71 0 6,58 3145N 10201W 40* 8  146.5 PP G
1456.16513 00000/0000 1001 6 /1120 10/ P/73 0 6358 3n18N i0226W 41*8 145.4 PAPG
1456-16520 00000/0000 10016/1121 10/yp/71 0 6358 2R53N i0250W 4 *8 1443 PP G
1456-165p2 00000/0000 10016/1122 10/PP/71 0 6358 2726N 10313W 43 8  143.2 PP G
1456.18302 00000/0000 10016/1123 10/o277 90 6359 4602N iP258W pq*6 155.7 P
1456.18304 00000/0000 10016/1124 10/2/7 50 6%59 4437N ip333W q0*8 154.8 P
1*56.18311 00000/0000 10016/1111 10/p2/71 70 6959 4312N 2406W 1.9 154.0 P G
1456-18313 00000/0000 10016/1112 10/P/71 80 6359 4 46N iP 38 W 13#1 153.1 P G
1456-1830 00000/0000 10016/1113 10/;,/73 80 6459 4020N 2508W 9*42 152.2 P G
1457* 150q0 00000/0000 10016/0243 10/P/7 too00 6171 4 730N 0 721 0 W PAo2 156.6 GGGG
1457*15 093 00000/0000 1001610244 10/2p/73 60 6;71 4 604 N 07246W 9q.3 155.8 GGGG
1457a 15095 00000o/000 10016/0245 10/21/79 30 6371 4439N 0 7319W 10*5 15590 GGGG
1457.15102 00000/0000 10016/0246 10/23/7 40 6371 4313N 07351W q.6 154.1 GGGG
1457-15104 0000/0000 10016/0247 10/o3/7 20 6371 41*N 07422W 9P98 153,3 GGGG
1457*1511 00000/0000 10016/0248 10/p4/73 10 6371 4022N 07 4 5 2W 139 15294 GGGG
145715113 00000/0000 10016/0249 10/P4/7~ 20 6371 3A56N 0 7521W Rs'0 15t15 GGGG
1457-15120 00000/0000 10016/0250 10/P/71 40 6371 3730N 0755 0W 16*1 150,6 GGPs
1457.15122 00000/0000 10016/0251 10/23/73 60 6371 36 04N 076 17W n7*2 149.7 GGGG
14571515 00000/oo0000 10016/0252 10/Mp/71 70 6371 3439N 0 7644W 9083 148,7 GOGG
1457-15131 00000/0000 10016/0253 10/P2/73 80 6371 3313N 07710W lq.4 147,7 GGGG
1457-15134 00000/0000 10016/0254 10/3/73 30 6371 3146N o7 7 3 5W 40*5 146.7 GGGG
1457-15140 00000/0000 10016/0255 10o/p/71 20 6371 302 0N 07800W &415 145.7 GrPG
.17'$i 43 00000/0000 10016/0256 10/ p/71 40 6371 2855N 0 7824W 4Po5 144*6 GGGG
1 *1-14 4 000/0000 10016/0257 10/Pl/73 60 6371 2728N 07848W 43*5 143.5 GGGG
1*57*1512 00000/0000 10016/0258 10/ /71 70 6371 201iN o79 11W 4415 142.3 GGGG
1457o15154 00000/0000 10016/0259 10/23/71 40 6971 2435 N 07935W 45,5 141.1 GGGG
1457-16513 00000/0000 10016/0260 10/23/73 100 6972 5 003N 09650W 6,.0 158,2 GGGG
1457*16520 00000/0000 10016/0261 10/23/73 50 6372 483 8 N 09 7 29 W 07e2 157*3 GGPG
1457-16522 00000/0000 10016/1149 10/o /7q 10 6172 4729N Oq75W P892 156.7 GGGG
1457"165p4 00000/0000 1001 6 /1150 10/23/73 1t 6372 4604N 09834w pq.3 155.8 GAGG
1457016531 00000/0000 10016/1151 10/2/71 0 6472 4438N Oq908W q0.5 155*0 GOGG
147-16533 00000/0000 10016/1152 10/23/73 0 6972 4313N O9940W 3.16 154'1 GGG
1i57*.6540 00000/0000 10016/1153 10/23/7 0 .6372 414 8 N 10012W qp.8 153*3 GGGG
1457-16542 00000/0000 10016/1154 10/p2/73 0 6372 4023N 10043W 3.*9 152.4 GGG
1457-16545 00000/0000 10016/1155 10/10/71 0 6q72 3857N 10112W q5*0 151 5 GGGG
1457-16551 00000/0000 10016/11 5 6 10/21/73 10 6172 3730N 10140W 96,1 150*6 GGGG
1457-16554 00000/0000 10016/1157 10/23/73 0 6472 3A04N 10208W 37.2 149.7 GGPG
1457-165A0 00000/0000 10016/1158 10/23/79 0 6172 3439N 102 35 W 8R.3 148.7 GGPG
KFYS: CLBUD COVER % i..*.....,. ... 0 TP 100 . CCUDCRVER, **e NB LAUJD DATA AVAILaBL.,
IMAGF QUALTTY ... o........... ALANKS=BAND N8O PR'SrNT/REQUFpTED. R*R CYCLEDi G.GRAD, F.FATR BUT USABLF. PuePBR.
15:54 DFC Owi7 STANnARD CATALeG FR CUS PAGE 0020
FRmM 11/0j/73 TB 11/30/73
RRSERVATTeN MTCRAFILM RRLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 8BIT PRINCIPAL POINT 9UN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
IO Psi5yTIN IN ROLL ACQUIRFD CBVFR NIJMBrR BF IMAGF FI*FV AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1457-16563 00000/0000 10016/1159 10/4/73 0 6.72 3314N 10301 q Q 4 147.8 GG G
1457-165A5 00000/0000 10016/1160 1O/Pi/7i 0 6372 3146N t0 327W 4l04 146.8 GaPG
1457-16572 00000/0000 10016/1161 10/3/73 0 6372 3020N 10352W &1.5 145.7 GOPG
1457-16574 00000/0000 10016/1162 10/p3/7i 0 6172 2854N 10415W &p,5 144.6 GGPG
1457-165R1 00000/o000 10016/1163 10/P/79 0 6372 2728N io438W 43*5 143.5 GAPG
1457-1831 00000/0000 10016/1164 10/P/79 30 6973 4R52N ip310W P7*0 157.5 GGGG
1457-18353 00000/0000 10016/1165 10/P/73 70 6373 4728N iP347W PR.i 156.7 GnPG
1457- 18 3 0 00000/0000 10016/1166 10/23/71 90 6973 4403N P2423W 9r3 155*8 GGPG
1457*18362 00000/0000 10016/1167 10/2/79 10t 6,73 4438N iP458W n0.5 155.0 GGPG
1457*18345 00000/0000 10016/1168 10/P/73 100 6373 413N iP531W 9r.6 154.2 GOPG
1457-18371 00000/0000 10016/1169 10/Pl/71 80 6373 4147N 12602W 92p7 153.3 GGPG
1458.15144 00000/0000 10016/1050 10/24/73 90 6185 4 729N 0733 6W 27.8 156.8 GaGP
1458-1511 00000/0000 10016/1051 10/4/73 80 6385 4A04N O74 11W 9*0 156.0 GGGP
1458-15153 00000/0000 10016/1052 10/P4/71 20 6-85 4439N 07445W 10.2 155*1 GGGG
1458-1514o 00000/0000 10016/1053 10/24/73 0 6385 4314N 07518W 1*3 154.3 GGPP
1458-151A2 00000/0000 10016/1054 10/P4/7 10t 6385 4148N 07549W 3P.5 153.5 PGGP
1 458 *151 5 00000/0000 10016/1055 10/24/73 30 6385 4023N 07619W 13*6 152*6 GGGP
1458-15171 00000/0000 10016/1056 10/24/73 20 6385 3856N 07648W 4*7 151.7 GGPP
1458.15174 00000/0000 10016/1057 10o/P/73 40 6385 3730N 07716W 5.8 150.8 GGGP
1458-151RO 00000/0000 10016/1058 10/P4/73 30 6185 3804N 07743W 16.9 149*9 GPPP
1458.151R3 00000/000 10016/1059 10/24/73 20 6985 3438N 07809W 8.RO 149.0 PGPs
1458-15185 00000/0000 10016/1060 10/P4/73 5 6185 3313N 07836W 3Q*1 148.0 GGGG
1458-15192 00000/0000 10016/1061 10/24/79 70 6385 3147N 07901W 40.2 147.0 GGGG
1458a15194 00000/0000 10016/1062 10/4/71 40 6985 3020N 07926W 41.2 146.0 GOGG
1458*15201 00000/0000 10016/1063 10/Po/73 30 6385 2854N 07951W 4P@2 144.9 GGGG
1458.15203 00000/0000 10016/1064 10/24/79 20 6385 2728N R0015W 43.3 143.8 PGGG
1458.15210 00000/0000 10016/1065 10/P4/73 10 6385 2602N 08038W 44.3 142*6 PGGP
1458-15212 00000/0000 10016/1066 10/P4/7 10 6385 2436N 08103W 49.2 141s4 GPGG
1458-16582 00000/0000 10016/0708 10/24/79 100 6186 4604N i0001W 9q0o 156.0 PP P
1458*16585 00000/0000 10016/0709 10/P4/73 90 6186 4439N 10035W 0.1 155.1 PPPP
1458.16591 00000/0000 10016/0710 1o/Pu/7 100 6386 4313N 10107w 41.3 154.3 PPPP
1458-16594 00000/0000 10016/0711 10/24/79 70 6386 4t48N o0139W qp.4 153.5 PPPP
1458-17000 00000/0000 10016/0712 10/24/73 10 6386 4022N 10209W 3316 152.6 PPPP
1458-17003 00000/0000 10016/0713 10/P4/71 0 6486 3956N 10239W q4.7 151.7 PPPP
1458.17005 00000/0000 10016/0714 10/24/71 0 6986 3731N i0307W s.8 150.8 pppP
1458-1701 00000/0000 10016/0715 10/P4/79 0 6186 3313N 0f428W 39.1 148.0 PPPP
1458.17023 00000/0000 10016/0716 10/24/71 0 6386 3147N i0453W 4t01 147*0 PPPP
1458-17030 00000/0000 10016/0717 10/24/73 0 6386 3021N 10518W 41.2 146.0 PPPP
1458w17032 00000/0000 10016/0718 10/24/79 0 6986 2855N 10542W 42P2 144.9 PGPP
KFYSI CLRUD CBVER % .. ,,,,,,,.,.... 0 TA 100 = X CiRUD CRVFR, ** a NS rL8LJD DATA AVAILABLr,
IMAGF QUALITY *.*.****oA,.., ALANKS.BAND NBT PRrFSNT/RE0QUrTED* maRrCYCLED, GGRAD. FEFAIR RUT USABLF* PPPSBR.
15:54 DFC oA,'73 STANDARD CATALBG FAR CUS PAGE 0021
FRRM ti/01/73 TB 11/30/73
MBSERVATTON Mi CRFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIr PRINCIPAL PSINT QUN_ SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID PRAiTIN IN.RBLL ACoQUTRFD CBVER NIIMBpR BF IMAnr FrFV. AZIM, RBV MRS
RBv MqS LAT LBNG 123 40678
1458-18405 00000/0000 10016/0719 100 6387 4R54N 12436W .6.6 157.6 PPPP
1458-18411 00000/0000 10016/0720 10/94/7 100 6187 4728N 1P513W p708 15698 PPPP
1458-18414 00000/0000 10016/0721 .10/24/73 70 6387 4603N i25 50W PQ.0 156.0 PPPP
1458-18420 00000o/000 10016/0722 10/p4/7 9 0 6,87 4438N I2624W A0.1 155.2 PP P
1459-15203 00000/0000 10016/1413 1O/g/71 80 6399 4729N 0 7503W 7.5 156.9 GGG
1459-15205 00000/0000 10016/1414 10i/P/71 20 6199 4 603N 07538W PA97 156.1 GGGG
1459-15212 00000/0000 10016/1415 10/3p/73 10 6399 4438N 07 6 12W 9r*9 155.3 GGG
1459-15214 00000/0000 10016/1416 10/p5/71 0 6399 4312N 07643W qj.0 154.4 GG
1459-15221 00000/0000 10016/1417 10/25/73 0 6399 4147N o7 7 15W 9*.2 153.6 GGGe
1459-15P23 00000/0000 10016/1418 10/25/73 0 6199 4P21N 07745W l3.3 152.8 GGGG
1459-15230 00000/0000 1001 6 /1 4 19 10/P/71 0 6499 3855N 0 7814W 4*0 151st9 GGGO
1459015232 00000/0000 10016/1420 10/P/73 0 6399 3729N 07843W sg 151.0 PGGG
1459-15215 00000/0000 10016/1421 10/P5/73 0 6199 3604N 07910W 6l. 1 501 GOGG
1459.15241 00000/0000 10016/1422 10/2/73 0 6399 3438N 0 7937W 7.7 149.2 POGG
1459-15244 00000/0000 10016/1423 1o/PR/73 0 6399 3313N oo003W 38.8 148.2 PGG
1459-1520 00000/0000 10016/1424 10/P/71 20 6399 3147N 08028W q*.9 147.2 PGGG
145915P3 00000/0000 10016/1425 10/2p/71 40 6399 3021N 0 8053W 40*9 146.2 OGOG
1459-15255 00000/0000 10016/1426 10/2P/71 20 6399 2855N l0118W 4Pi0 145*1 GaGG
1459-15262 00000/0000 10016/1427 10/o /79 0 6399 2728N R014 2W &*0 144.0 GGPP
1459-152644 00000ooooo/oooo000 10016/1428 10/,5/73 0 6399 2601N 08206W 44.0 142.9 GeGP
1459"17032 00000/0000 10016/1197 10/P~/
7 3  90 6400 4853N 10014W p6s3 157.7 P PP
1459-17034 00000/0000 10016/1198 10/2/73 90 6400 4728N 10051W P 05 15609 P PP
1459-17041 00000/0000 10016/1199 10/~/71 80 6400 4603N i012 7 w R,*7 156.1 P PG
1459-17043 00000/0000 10016/1200 10/24/71 40 6400 4437N 10202W 9qr8 155.3 6 PG
1459*17050 00000/0000 10016/1211 10/2r/71 10 6400 4312N !023sW ,1.0 154.S GPPG
1459-17052 00000/0000 10016/1201 10/,2/73 30 6400 4147N 103 06 W 3P.1 153.6 p pa
1459,17r55 00000/000 10016/1202 10/5/7 40 6400 4021N 10336W 33*3 152.8 P PG
1459-17061 00000/0000 10016/1203 10/PR/73 20 6400 3856N to406W 4*4 1519 P PP
1459.170A4 00000/0000 10016/1204 10/P~/73 0 6400 3730N 0o4 34W IS5 151.0 G PG
1449-17070 000o0/0000 1001 6 /1905 10/g/73 0 6400 3605N I05 01W 36.6 150*1 6 PG
1459-17073 00000/0000 10016/1206 102P/73 0 6400 3439N io527W 37.7 149.2 P PG
1459*17075 0000/0000 10016/1907 10/29/7 0 6400 3313N 60553W 18.8 148*2 P pa
1459.17082 00000/0000 10016/12 08 10/p5/73 0 6400 3146N 1 0 618W lq99 147@2 P GG
1459-17084 00000/0000 10016/1209 10/2q/73 0 6400 3020N 10 643W A0.9 146.2 P GG
1459-1843 00000/0000 10016/1210 10/28/73 90 6401 4856N I2
601W P6.3 157.8 P pp
1460-15255 00000/0000 10016/1248 10/pA/73 100 6413 4853N 07551W 06.0 157.9 GGG
1460-15261 00000/0000 10016/1249 10/PA/7. 100 6413 4728N 07 628W P7.2 157.0 GGGG
1460*15244 00000/0000 10016/1250 10/PA/73 100 6413 4603N 07
7 04W p8s4 156.2 GGGG
1460-15270 00000/0000 10016/1251 10/2P/73 40 6413 4437N n7739W p9.5 155*4 PaGG
KFYS3 CLBUD CBVER % ro*.**..* 0 TR 10 t CIRUD CMVER, ** NB eLeLii DATA AVAILABL .
IMAGS QUALITY .ei.*.******o* BLANKgUBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFqTED. RaRrCYCLED. G.GS D. FFATR BUT U*ABL!. P.PBSR.
15854 De oW973 STANDARD CAYALOG FpR CUs PAGE 0022
FRAM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
BRRERVATYN MyCRrFILM RALL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BeBly PRINCIPAL PBINT .UN SUN MAAE QUALITYID PBSTIB9N YN RBLL ACQUyRF C8VeR N(IMBtR BF IMAGF FrVo AZIM, RBV MSSRBV NqS LAT LONG 122 45678
1460-15273 00000/0000 10016/1252 10/?A/Y7 50 6413 4312N 07 8 12w q0.7 154.6 PPGG1460015275 00000/0000 10016/1253 10/pA/71 60 6413 4146N 07843W q1.8 153.8 PGG1460815PR2 00000oo00 10016/1254 10/PA/72 20 6413 402N 07913W 30 152.9 PGG1460o152A4 00000/0000 10016/1255 o0/PA/73 0 6493 3856N 07 941W 24.1 152.1 PmPG1460o152P1 00000000 10016/1256 1%0/~4/7 0 6413 3730N 080OW 25.2 151.2 PGGG146o005293 oo000ooo/0oo00o 10016/1257 io/PA/72 0 6413 3A04N 0 8037W 16.3 1503 PGGG14605200 O0000/0000 10016/1258 10/P6/71 0 613 3 438N 08103W 74 1490. PGGG
1460w15302 00000/0000 t0016/1259 10/PA/71 0 6413 3312N 08130w 895 148*4 PGGG1460-15305 00000/0000 10016/1260 10/PA/72 0 6413 3 146N M8155W 2Q.6 147.5 PGGG1460o15311 00000/o000 10016/1261 10/PA/72 0 6413 3021N m8221W 4o.6 146.4 PGGG1460o15314 00000/0000 10016/1262 10/pA/71 20 6413 2855N OR246W 4i.7 145.4 PPGG1460-1530 00000/0000 10016/1263 10/2A/72 20 6413 2729N 08310W 4.7 1443 PPGG14601533 O0000/0000 10016/1264 10/PA/72 30 6413 2 A0 3 N 0833W 417 143,2 PPGG1460-17090 00000/0000 10016/0412 10/A/71 90 6414 4850N 10143W 6.01 157.8 6SGG160-1703 00000/0000 10016/0413 10/.A/72 90 6414 4 725N 10219W P7*2 157.0 GGGG146017095 00000/0000 10016/0414 i0/PA/71 10 6414 4 600N 10255W p8*4 156.2 GGGG1460017102 00000/0000 10016/0415 10/26/72 30 6414 4434N 10328W 296 156,4 GGPG146017104 00000/0000 10016/0416 10/PA/72 40 6414 4309N 10401W 20.7 154.6 G1GG1460o171p 1 00000/0000 10016/0417 10/~/72 40 6414 4144N t0432W Ni9 153.8 GGGG146017113 00000/0000 10016/0418 10/P,/7q 60 6414 40IgN 10502W R3.0 152.9 GGGG14601712m o 00000/0000 10016/0419 10/PA/72 80 6414 3853N 10532W a4e1 152.1 GGG1460=171~2 00000/o000 10016/0420 10/26/79 70 6414 3727N 10600W 25.2 151.2 GGGG1460-171P5 00000/0000 10016/0421 10/A2/72 20 6414 3600N 10628W 26#4 150.3 GGGG
1460-1719 00000/0000 10016/0422 10/26/73 0 6414 3434N iO654W q7.5 149,9 PGG1460.174±2 00000/0000 10016/0423 10/A/72 0 6414 3408N i7 20W o8.5 148*4 PGPG1460=17i40 00000/ooO0 10016/0424 10/PA/7q 0 6414 3 142N i0 746W 9.6 147.4 GGG1461=15313 00000/00o00 10016/1287 0/27/73 70 6427 40ON o7718W P5.7 157.9 GGGG146113ggPo 00000/0000 10016/1288 10/7/79 100 6427 ~724N 07756W P6*9 157.1 GGGG14610153P2 00000/0000 10016/1289 10/P7/72 60 6 27 4p59N 07832W 28. 156,3 GPGG
1461b153P5 00000/0000 10016/1290 10/7/72 30 6427 4b34N o7906W qs*3 155.5 GSGG1461-15311 00000/0000 10016/1291 10/27/71 70 6427 4 'O9N n7939W 2n.4 154.7 GGGG1461o15334 00000/0000 10016/1292 10/27/73 40 6427 4143N O8Oi0W 21.6 153.9 GGGG146115340 00000/0000 10016/1293 10/27/72 20 6427 4 018N o0g41W P,7 153,1 GGGG1461-15343 00000/0000 10016/1294 10/27/71 10 6427 3R52N G08109W R3.8 152.2 GGGG1461-15345 00000/0000 10016/1295 10/7/71 0 64p7 3726N 08 137W 45.0 151.3 GGGG1461-15392 00000/0000 10016/1296 i0/o?7/7 0 6427 3601N 08205 26.1 150.5 GGGG1461-15394 00000/0000 10016/1297 10/P7/72 0 6427 3 435N 0 8231W 17.2 149.6 GGGG1461 15361 00000/0000 10016/1298 10/27/72 0 6427 3310N oR258W 2g3 148.6 PGGG1461o15363 00000/0000 10016/1299 10/27/72 30 6427 3144N RA3 24W 9.3 147.6 GGGG
KFYS CLnUD COVER % ovoovoose s o n TR 100 v v CI7UD CVFR. ** a NB CLeHD DATA AVAILiBLP.IMAGr QUALTTY oRoeoo* ,ooeam RLANKRoBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFRTED. R.RFCYCLED, GaG8OD. F.FATR BUT USABL~, PoPOMR.
5T54 OANnARD CATALOG FR CUS PAE 
0C23
FRRM 11/01/73 Te 11/30/73
"RSERVATIBN MYCR9FILM RBLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD eaBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT 
lJN SUN TMAGF QUALITY
TO PASYTION TN RBLL ACQUYRFp CBVrR NUIMBpR BF IMAGF FL FV AZIM, RBv MRS
RBV MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1461.15370 00010/0000. 10016/1300 10/27/73 30 6427 3018N t8
3 49W 40.4 146.7 GPGG
1461.15372 000o0/0000 10016/1901 10/P7/7 10 6427 2A51N OR413W 41*4 145.6 GGPG
1461915375 00000/o00o 0 1001
6 /1 3 02 10/P7/73 40 6427 272
5 N 0 8436W p.5 144.6 GGGG
1461-153Ri 00000/0000 10016/1903 10/P7/71 50 6427 2q59N o
8 459W 4q95 .143*4 GGG
1461.17145 00000/0o00 10016/1330 10/97/73 20 6428 4R50N I0309W p5.7 158.0 GrPG
1461*1711 00000/0000 1001
6 /13 3 1 10/27/79 40 6428 4725N o0345W P6.9 157.1 GGGG
1461.171S
4  00000/0000 10016/1332 10/27/73 30 6428 
4 0~ON 1042iW 2.R1 156.3 GGG
1461.1710 00000/0000 10016/1333 10/27/73 0 6428 4435N io45W, as2 15595 
PGPG
1461.171A3 00000/0000 10016/1334 10/27/73 30 6428 4309N 10527W 10*4 15497 
PPPG
1461.171A5 000000/0000 001
6 /13 3 5  10/P7/79 So 6428 4144WN 0 558W qi95 15309 PpPG
1461.17172 00000/0000 10016/1336 10/P7/73 10 6428 
4019N 10629W l7 153.1 PGGG
146117174 00000/0000 10016/1337 10/27/73 10 6428 3854N 10 658W q308 152.2 GGGG
106171 00000/000o 10016/1338 10/ 7 /73 0 6428 37 2N 10727W 4 ,9 15104 GPGp
1461.17183 0000/0000 10016/1327 10/P7/73 0 6428 3AO1N i0
75W *6.0 150.5 P PP
1461.17190 00000/0000 10016/1328 10/p7/79 0 6428 3435N i0 821W 37.1 149a6 P PG
1461w17192 00000/0000 1001 6 /132 9  10/27/73 0 6428 3309N i0847W .2 148.6 G PG
1462-15371 00000/000 10016/139 10/PA 93 70 6441 450N 07846W .PR4 158.1 GGGG
1462.15374 00000/0000 10016/1340 10/28/73 80 6441 472;N 07
9 23 W 26.6 157.3 GPG
1462*1530 00000/0000 10016/1341 10/28/73 70 6441 4600N 07958W p7,8 1565 GGPG
1462-1533 00000/000 10016/1342 10/P/73 90 6441 4435N 0
8 03 1W A*.9 155.7 PPGG
1462.1535 00000/0000 10016/1343 10/o2/73 100 6441 4310N 08104W 301 154.9 PGGG
1462.15392 00000/0000 10016/1344 10/28/79 100 6441 4145N 08135W q,3 1501 GPGG
146215394 00000/0000 10016/1345 10/PA/79 100 6441 
4019N 08205W 3.4 153.2 GPGG
1462.15401 00000/0000 10016/1346 10/PA/73 o00 6441 3853N o823
5 W 11,5 152.4 GPPG
1462*15403 00000/0000 10016/1347 10/28/73 100 6441 
3727 N R303W 4.*7 15j.5 GPPP
1462-15410 00000/o000 10016/1348 1O/2/7 100oo 6441 
3 601N (8330W 35.8 150.7 PPPG
1462=15412 00000/0000 10016/1949 10/P2/73 90 6 441 
3 4 3 6N 08356W A *9 149.8 PGGG
14 6 215415 00000/0000 10016,1350 10/28/73 90 6441 310N 08
4 23W 3RA0O 148.8 PGG
1462915421 00000ooo00 10016/151 Io0/pA/7 80 .6441 31
4 3N 08449W jq'O 1479 GPGG
1462-154P4 00000/0000 10016/1952 iO/Pr/7q 80 6441 
3017N 08514W 40o1 14609 GGGG
1462-15430 00000000 100o16/1353 '10/28/73 70 6441 28S2N 0
8 5 3 8 W 4J1.2 14599 GGG
1462-15433 00000/0000 10016/1354 IO/PR/71 50 6441 2725N o8
602W 42 144.8 GGGG
1462-15435 00000/0000 10016/1955 1o/P/
7 q 60 6441 2559N Of626W &92 143.7 GGGG
1462.17203 00000/0000 10016/1404 10/P,/71 30 6442 4A
5 1N 10 433W pr,4 158,1 PPPG
1462-17210 00000/0000 10016/1409 10/28P/7 60 6442 4726N 10
5 10W p6s6 157.3 P
1462-17212 00000/0000 10016/1410 10/P8/73 60 6442 4601N 10
5 4 6 W 27.7 156.5 P
1462-17215 00000/O000 10016/1405 O1/p2/7n 10 6442 4435N 10620W 28.9 155,7 PPG
1462-17221 00000/000 1001
6 /1 4 06  10/R28/73 0 6442 431ON 1 0 652W 10' 1549 GP G
1462.17224 00000/0000 10016/1899 10/PA/79 0 6442 4145N 10724W 312 1541 P
KFySI CLRUDCBVER % ...... ,. o**o 7 100 t* CI
R UD CV E R. * NO CLRRti DATA AvAILBLrF.
IMAGF OUALITY o,.,o,.,. RLANKSqBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFSTED, RaRrCYCLED, G.GBAD, 
F.FATR BUT USABLF, PaPBBR,
15:54 DFr 0&*j97 STANDARD CATALBG FBR CUS PAGE 0024FRRM 11/01/73 T8 11/30/73
BBSERVATTBN MTCRAFILM R8LL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SJN SUN IMAGF QUALITYID PRSITION IN RBLL AC0UTRF CBVER NJuMBpR F IMAGF FCFV. AZIM, RBV MSSRBV MqS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1462%17230 00000/0000 10016/1407 10/2R/79 0 6442 4019N i0754W po4 153.2 GPPG1462-17233 00000o/ooo 10016/1408 10/PR/73 0 6442 3A54N i0823W 33.5 1524 PP G146217235 00000/0000 10016/1400 10/28/73 0 6442 3728N 108 5 2W 14:6 1515 P P1462-17242 00000/0000 10016/1401 1o/PR/71 0 6442 3602N n19 19w iR,7 150.7 P P
1462-17244 00000/0000 10016/1402 10/Pr/72 0 6442 3437N 10946W 96*8 149.8 P G1462o172s1 00000/0000 10016/1403 10/PA/71 0 6442 3 310N o1013W 27.9 148.8 P G
146301540 00000/0000 10016/1385 10o/2/73 70 6455 4848N 08 01 3 W p5.1 158*1 PRGP
1463-15432 00000/0000 10016/1386 102/P/73 100 6455 4722N 08050W 26.3 157.3 GGPG1463-154a5 00000/0000 10016/1387 10/29/71 100 6455 4557N 08124W P7.5 156.6 GPGG1463v15441 00000/0000 10016/1388 10/2~/73 100 6455 4432N 08R58W P,7 1558 GGPP
146315444 00000/0000 10016/1389 10/P2/72 100 6455 4367N 08 2 30W pq8 155.0 PGGP
1463-15450 00000/0000 10016/1390 10/29/72 100 6455 4 41N 08301W 1,0 154o2 PGGP14631j5453 00000/0000 10016/1391 l0/29/73 100 6455 4f15N 0 8330 W q.1 153.3 GGPP1463w15455 00000/0000 10016/1392 10/29/71 100 6455 3849N 08359W 23,3 152.5 PPGP1463-15462 00000/0000 10016/1393 10/q2/72 90 6455 3723N 08427W 24.4 151*7 GPaP1463-15464 00000/0000 10016/1994 10/29/73 80 6455 3 558N 084r55W 150.8 PGGG
1463-15471 00000/0000 10016/1395 10/29/73 90 6455 3433N 08 5 21W 266 149.9 GGPP1463-15473 00000/000 10016/1396 10/29/71 70 6455 3307N 08547W 17.7 149.0 GGGG1463-15480 00000/0000 10016/1997 10.q/71 5 0 6455 3141N 08614W q8#8 148.1 GGPG1463.15482 00000/0000 10016/1998 10/P9/72 20 6455 3 015N 08640W q9.9 147.1 PGGG1463*154A5 00000/0000 10016/1983 10/29/71 70 6455 2A49N 08 7 0 5 W 40*9 146.1 P PG1463-154q1 00000/0000 10016/1384 10/29/73 20 6455 2 7 2 4 N 08729W 41.9 145*0 P PP1463-15500 00000/0000 10016/1212 10/29/72 20 6455 2430N 08817W 44*0 142.8 PPGG1463.17262 00000/000 10016/1967 10/q/73 60 6456 4 847N 10601W p951 158.1 GGGG1463-17264 00000/0000 10016/1368 10/29/79 80 6456 4 722N 10638W PA* 3  157.4 GGGG1463.17271 00000/0000 t0016/1369 10/29/7. 100 6456 4 55 7 N i0 7 14W P795 156.6 GGPG1463.17273 00000/0000 10016/1370 10/P9/7 100 6456 4 4 32N 10748W R9.6 155.8 GGGG1463.17250 00000/0000 10016/1971 10/39/71 100 6456 4 3 06 N 1082oW 0q.8 1 5 5 .0  PGGG1463-172A2 00000/0000 10016/1372 10/q/71 90 6456 4 i4 ON 10851W 2190 154.2 GGGG1463.172A5 00000/0000 10016/1373 10/29/73 70 6456 4 015N 10921W P,1 153.4 GPG1463w172q 00000/0000 10016/1374 10/29/72 20 6456 3 5SON 10950W 23.2 152.5 PPGG1463-17294 00000/0000 10016/1375 10/P9/73 0 6456 3 724N 11018W 1*44 151*7 PGPG1463-17300 00000/0000 10016/1376 10/29/73 0 6456 3 559N 110 4 6W 5.5 150P8 GGGP1463-17303 00000/0000 10016/1377 10/29/73 0 6456 3 434N 11113W 16.6 149.9 GGGG1463.17305 00000/0000 10016/1378 10/29/72 50 6456 3 306N 11138W 7.o7 149.0 PGGG1463-17312 00000/0000 10016/1379 10/29/73 70 6456 3 139N 11204W 2R8 148.1 GpGP1463.17314 00000/0000 10016/1380 10/29/73 30 6456 3 01)4N 112 28W 29.8 147.1 POPG1464.154A4 00000/0000 1'0016/1431 10/30/73 0 6469 4 851N 08138W 24.8 158.3 pppp146415491 00000/0000 10016/1432 10/0/73 0 6469 4726N 0821 5 W 26A0 157*5 PPGP
KFySI CLBUD COVER % e**.eoe*oeoo.. oe TR 100 a V CrIUD CRVER. *o * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILiBLr.IMAGF QUALITY *o*m*99**e, 
.o RLANKSmBAND NOT PRcSFNT/REQUFqTED. R=RrCYCLED. GrGRRD0 F.FATR RUT USABLF. PuPBOR,
15:54 DrC not71 STANDARD CATALOG FAR CUS PAGF 0C25
FRRM 11/01/73.TB 11/30/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRAFILM RRLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD s B l- PRINCIPAL PBINT cUN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
IO PASyTI9N TN RBLL ACQOUJYRF CBVFR NIIMBrFR BF IMAGF FIFV. AZTM, RBV MRS
RBV MIS LAT LBNG 123 45678
14 6 4*1593 00000/0000 10016/1433 10/10/73 80 6469 4AOIN 08250W P7.1 156.7 PPGP
1464115500 00000/0000 10016/1434 10/1)/7; 100 6469 4436N 08 323W p8.3 155*9 PPGP
1464s15502 00000/0000 10016/1435 10/16/73 100 6469 4 10N 08355W 9q.5 155.I PPPP
1464:15505 00000/0000 10016/1436 10/3/7 100 6469 4 145 N OR426W 'o46 154.3 PPPP
1464-15511 00000/0000 10016/1437 10/q0/71 100 6469 4 019N 8g457W 11.8 153.5 PPPP
1464-15514 00000/0000 10016/1438 10/30/73 100 6469 3854N. 08 5 2 6 W ;po9 152 7 PPPP
1464*1560 00000/0000 10016/1439 10/1o/71 100 6469 3728N m8554W q4'0 151.9 PPPP
1464.15523 00000/0000 10016/1440 10/30/73 100 6469 3 A02 N 08621W 5.2 151.0 pppp
1464-15525 00000/0000 10016/1441 10/3n/73 60 6469 3436N 0R64 8W 06.3 150.1 PPPP1464w15532 00000/0000 10016/1442 10/i/73 10 6469 3311N R8715W 7 4. 149.2 PPPP
1464-15514 00000/0000 10016/1443 10/1/73 0 6469 3145N 08742W. 8.5 148.3 PPPP
1464-15541 00000/000 10016/1429 10/I0/72 0 6'69 3 018N 08808W Q.5  147*3 P PP1464-15543 00000/0000 10016/1444 10/30/73 10 6469 2R52N O8 8 3 3W 40.6 146.3 pppp1464-15550 00000/0000 10016/1430 10/3/7 10 6469 2725N 08857W 441.6 145.3 P PP
1464-155;2 00000/0000 10016/0197 10/36/73 10 6469 2559N 08919W 4p97 14*.2 G
1464.17320 00000/0000 10016/1445 10/n/73 70 6470 4851N 10728W P4*7 158.3 GGGG
1464-17322 00000/0000 10016/1446 10/,/74 50 6470 4726N 0 805W p5o9 157.5 GGGG
1464-173P5 00000/0000 10016/1447 10/30/73 60 6470 4601N 10840W P7.1 156.7 PrGG
1464s17331 00000/0000 10016/1448 10/l0/73 .50 6470 4436N 109 13 W P8.3 155.9 GGG1464-17314 00000/0000 10016/1449 10/3,71 80 6470 4310N i0946W pq.4 155.1 GGGG
1464-17340 00000/0000 1001 6 /14 50 10/10/71 70 6470 444N . 11017W 306 154.3 GGGG
1464.17343 00000/0000 10016/1451 10/10/73 30 6 70 4 01qN 11047W 1.7 153,5 GGG
1464-17345 .00000/0000 10016,1452 10/36/73 20 6470 3854N 1111 6 @W p.9 152.7 GGPG1464-17352 00000/0000 10016/1453 10/40/71 10 6470 3728N i1145W 14*0 151.9 GGGG
1464.17354 00000/0000 10016,1454 10/3I/7 0 6470 3402N t1213W 35.1 151*0 GGGO
1464o17361. 00000/0000 10016 /145 5  10/3t/73 b 6 470 3437N 11239W 36*2 150*2 GGGG
1464-17363 00000/0000 10016/1456 10/30/73 0 6470 3310N 113 0sW 17.3 149.2 GGGG
1464-17370 00000/0000 10016/1457 10/30/73 0 6470- 3144N 11330W 884 148.3 GGGG
1464-17372 00000/000 10016/1458 10/3o/7 0 6470 3018N 11354W 9q.5 147.4 GGGG
1465-15543 00000/0000 10016/1467 10/3/73 100 6483 4851N 08302W p4.5 158*4 PGGG
1465.15545 00000/0000 10016/1468 10/31/71, 100 6483 4726N 08339W Pr.6 157.6 GGGG
1465-15552 00000/0000 10016/1469 10/31/73 100 6483 4A01N nA414W PA.8 156.8 GGGG
1465.15554 00000/0000 10016/1470 10/31/71 100 6483 4435N 08 4 48 W P8R0 156.0 GGGG1465.15561 00000/0000 10016/1471 10/31/73 100 6483 4310N 08521W Q.2 155.3 GGPG
146501553 00000/0000 10016/1472 10/11/73 100 6483 4 145 N g05 52W 30.3 154.5 GGGG1465-15570 00000/0000 10016/1473 10/31/73 100 6483 4019N 086 23W 1.5 153.7 GGGG1465-15572 0000/0000 10016/1474 10/11/7. 100 6483 3853N R0653W ip.6 152.9 GGGG
1465-15575 00000/0000 10016/1475 10/31/7q 100 6483 3728N 08721W 33.7 152.0 GGGG
1465-1 5 5R1 00000/0000 10016/1476 10/11/73 100 6483 3 6 02N 08749W 34.9 151.2 GGGG
KFYS: CLRUD COVER % o*,*o..o* .o n TM 100 i s CI..UD CRVFR, e, q NO rLRUD DATA AVAILABLe.
IMAGF QUALITY .,,.,.,,.,,,,,. RLANKSIBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUCRTED, R.RrCYCLED, GuGRD*D F.FATR BUT USABLF, Pi PB9R.
15:54 DoFC nf973 SjANnARD CATALG FRR CUS PAGE 0026
FRRM 11/01/73 TB t11/30/73
98SERVAyaN MYCRFILM ROLL Nm 0 / DATE CLOUD 8BIT PRINCIPAL PBINT QUN SUN iMAnF QUALITY
To PRSYTIBN yN RBLL ACQUIRpr CBVER NtMB;R BF IMAGF rIFV, AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 121 45678
1465-15594 00000/0000 10016/1477 10/qj/79 100 6483 3436N 0 8816W 16*0 150*3 GGGG
14651550 oo0000/oo000 0016/1478 10/39/7 100 6483 3310N n8842W *7*1 149o4 GGGG
j465oj55q3 00000/0000 10016/1479 10/31/7q 90 6483 3145N 08908W 8.2 148*5 PGGG
1465s15Sq5 00000/000 0016/1480 10/3i/ 71 90 6483 3019N 8A932W 9e.2 14786 PPGG
146516002 00000/0000 10016/1481 1o0/3/7 o 100 6483 2853N oR956W 4*03 146*6 PGGG
1465-16004 00000/o0oo 10016/1495 10/34/73 90 6483 2728N 0 9020W &1*3 145.6 PPPP
1465o17374 00000/000 10016/1483 10/Ri/ 7 1 40 6484 485tN 40 852W p4*4 158.4 PP P
1465o17381 00000/0000 10016/1484 10/11/73 80 684 4 726N 10929W P9,6 157.6 PP P
1465-17383 00000/0000 10016/1482 10/1/ 7  00oo 6484 460iN It005w 96,8 156,8 P P
1465v1730 00000/00 10016,1485 10/1/i/7 100 6484 4 4 3
6 N 11039W P8R0 156.0 PP P
1465e173q2 00000/0000 10016/1486 10/3(/73 100 6484 4310N 1112W p9 1 155.3 PP P
1465o17395 00000/0000 10016/1487 10/2 /7 90 6484 445N 11143W '003 154.5 PP P
1465.17401 00000/0000 1001621488 10/31/71 40 6484 
4 019N 11214W 1.4 153*7 PP P
1465-17404 00000/0000 10016/1489 10/3i/71 10 6484 3854N 11
2 4 3W qP.6 152.9 PP P
1465o17410 00000/0000 10016/1490 10/li/71 0 6484 3729N 1l311W qR*7 152*0 PP P
1465v17i13 00000/000 10016/1491 1o0/j/73 0 6484 3603N 11339W q4*8 151*2 PP P
1465174t5 00000/0000 10016/1492 10/31/73 0 6484 3437N 1140 6 W F*.9 150.
3  PP P
1465174P2 00000/0000 10016/1493 10/11/71 0 6484 3112N J1433W q70 149o4 P P
1465174P4 00000/0000 10016/1494 10/3t/7 0 6484 3146N 11458W IRO1 14805 P P
1466-16001 o00000/000 10016/1516 11/i/7 1o00 6497 4R53N n8
4 30w p4*1 158.5 P P
146016004 00000/0000 10016/1517 11/01/71 100 6497 4727N 08507W p593 157.7 P P
1466o16010 00000/0000 10016/1518 11/6i/7q 100 6497 4602N 0 8543W P6*5 156.9 P G
1466st6013 00000/0000 10016/1519 11/1/71/ 80 6497 4436N R0616W P7,7 156.2 P P
1466-16015 00000/0000 10016/1520 11/ni/71 So 6497 4tI1N 08
648W P8.8 155*4 P G
1466=160P2 00000/0000 10016/1531 11/n/7T 80 6497 4145N nR719W Ro0o 154.6 P
1466m160P4 00000/0000 10016/1521 11/01/7a 100 6497 4n20N 08749W 7192 153.8 P G
1466016ol1 00000o/000 10016/1522 11/ni/71 20 6497 3R55N OR818W 93P3 153.0 P P
1466-16033 00000/0000 10016/1523 11/m/71 0 6497 3729N 0 8847W 13.4 152*2 P G
1466-16040 00000/0000 10016/1524 11/m1/71 0 6497 3A03N 0~914W 14.6 151.4 P P
1466016042 00000/0000 10016/1525 11/01/7q 0 6497 3438N 08940W r,7 150,5 P G
1466m16045 000/0000 10016/1526 11/ni/71 0 6497 3312N 0900
7 W 168 149.6 P G
1466160 1 000oo/o0000 10016,1527 11/o/7q 0 6497 3146N o9032W 1799 148.7 G P
1466o16054 00000/0000 1001 6 /15 2 8  11/01/71 0 6497 3)21N 09057W R.*9 147.8 G P
1466o16040 00000/0000 10016/1929 11/01/7q 30 6497 2R55N nq122W 40*n 146.8 P P
1466-16063 00000/0000 10016/1530 11/01/7 30 6497 2728N 0 9146W 41f1 145*8 G P
1466016065 00000/0000 10016/1532 11/01/71 80 6497 2002N n20qW 4Pe. 144.7 P
1466o17433 00000/0000 10016/1556 11/0 /7 1t00 6498 4851N 11018W P41 158.5 PP P
1466-17415 00000/0000 10016/1557 1l/io/7i t00 6498 4726N 11055W 9563 157.7 GG G
1466o17442 00000/0000 10016/1558 11/01/79 90 6498 4A01N t1131W P6.5 156.9 PG G
KFYSS CLBUD COVER % oQooooooeooo, O A 100 p U Cl'UD CAVFR. ** NB CLORaI DATA AVAILiBL,.
XMAGF QUALITY o,eoo 0onoseeo RLANKSBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQLJFTD* R3 RCYCLED* G=G 0. FaFAIR RUT USABLF* PNPOSR,
1554 DFC OA,'73 STANDARD CATALOG FoR CUS PAGE 0027
FRRM 1 /01/73 TB 11/30/73
BSERVATTN MTCRAFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD B9BIT PRINCIPAL POINT QUN SUN ?MAn QUALITY
10 PRSTISN TN ROLL ACQUIYRr CB;VR NIIMBeR IF IMA~F FrFV, AZIM. RBv MqS
RBV MqS IAT LONG 123 49678
1466.17444 00000/0000 10016/1559 11/nt/73 70 6498 4436N 1 205W 76 156.2 PfPG
1466174~1 0000/oo 10016/1560 11/n/71 70 6498 4311N 11237W VR8 155.4 PGPG1466.17493 00000/0000 10016/1561 11/0i/ 73 50 6498 4 146N 11308W 90o0 154.6 PbGG1466.17460 00000/000 o 16/1562 11/ni/7 100 6498 4021N 1i339W ,101 153.8 PPPG1466.17462 00000/0000 10016/1563 .11/0o/7 40 6498 3854N 11409W ipQ3 153.0 PaPP1466.17465 00000/0000 10016/1564 11/ol/73 10 6498 3729N 11437W 93o4 152*2 GPPP
1466-17471 00000/0000 10016/1565 11/01/71 0 6498 3604N 1t505W 9405 1514 PPPG
1466-17474 00000/0000 10016/1566 11/01,/7 90 6498 3439N .115 33W q5,6 150.5 GPPG1466*17480 00000/0000 10016/1567 11/oi/7. 40 6498 3113N iB559W 967- 149.6 GP G1466-174A3 00000/0000 10016/1568 11/61/71 70 6498 3147N 11624W 17*8 148.7 GPPG
1467w16040 00000/0000 10016/1539 11/oP/73 100 6411 4R49N 08556W 23.9 15805 GGGG
1467*16062 00000/0000 10016/1540 11/i2o71 90 6511 4724N m86 32W p5*1 157.8 PGGG
1467*160A5 00000/0000 10016/1541 11/,h/7 1o00 6511 4559N 0870 8W 36r2 157.0 GGGG
1467o16071 00000/0000 10016/1542 11/0/71 100 6'11 4434N 08742W P7.4 156.2 PGGG
1467.16074 00000/0000 10016/1543 11/~/73 100 6s11 408N 0R815W P8.6 155.5 GPGG1467.160R0 00000/0000 10016/1544 11/o/7 to100 6511 4143N 08846W ~Q*7 154.7 PGGG146 7 -1603 00000/0000 10016/1545 11/op/7n 100 611 4t017N 08916W 10o 9  153.9 GMGG
1467-16085 0000000000 10016/1546 11/0~/71 90 6511 3A5iN 08945W 1P.0 153.1 GGG1467"16092 00000/0o00 10016/1547 11/o/73 80 6911 3726N 0901 3w 11*2 152.3 GGGG
1467.16094 00000/0000 10016/1548 11/0P/71 90 6511 3600N o004iW 94,3 151.5 GGGG
1467.16101 00000/0000 100161549 11i/n/7 90 6511 3434N 09108W 15*4 150,6 GGG146 7 ,16 103 00000/0000 10016/1550 11/on/73 60 6511 3309N 09134W R6.5 149.8 PGGG
1467.16110 00000/0000 10016/1551 11/OP7/7 40 651l 3143N 09159W 7*6 148.9 GPGG
1467.16112 00000/0000 10016/1552 11/oP/73 70 6r11 3018N 092 23 W 9 .7 147.9 GPGG
1467-16115 00000/0000 10016/1953 11/0,/73 60 6511 2851N 09247W 9q8 14 7 .0 GGGG
1467.161p1 00000/0000 10016/1554 11/o /71 40 6r11 2725N 09312W 40.8 146.0 GaPG
1467*16IP4 00000/0000 10016/1555 11/0/71 40 6511 2 5 59N 0933 6W 41.9 144.9 GGGG146717491l 00000/0000 10016/1575 11/o(/7 1 100 6512 4849N 11145W P3,8 158.5 P
1467*17494 00000/0000 10016/1576 11/0~/7 70 612 4724N 112222W P90 157.8 P
1467-17500 00000/0000 10016/1969 11/m0/71 50 6512 4559N 11257W 6.2 157.0 p p1467017503 00000/0000 10016/1570 11/oP71 70 6412 4434N 11331W V7.4 156.2 P P
1467*17505 00000/0000 10016,1$71 11/6/73 20 6512 4308N it104W P8.6 155.5 P G
1467w17512 00000/0000 10016/1 77 11/0/73 20 6912 4143N 1136W q*7 15 47 P
1467*17514 00000/0000 10016/178 11/6P/73 60 6512 4017N 11507W '0*9 153.9 p
1467.1751 0000/0000 10016/1572 11/0/73 20 6r12 3R85N 11536W lPeo 153. P P
1467-17523 00000/0000 10016/1579 i1/n?/71 0 6512 3 7 26 N 1160W i3.1 152.3 p
1467-175l0 00000/0000 10016/1580 11/op/7i 0 6512 3A01N 11631W q4.3 151.5 P
1467-17532 00000/0000 10016/15 8 1 11/01/71 20 6512 3435N 11658W 5#54 150.6 P
1467-17535 00000/0000 10016/1573 11/02/7q 30 6512 3109N 11724W 16'5 149.8 PG a
KFYyS CLRUD COVER % *B.o*ooe* ... 0 TR 100 CCOUD C VER, ** NO CLaUD DATA AVAILigLr,
IMAGF QUALITY o,*.,.*.** ,,., RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REUFRTED. RuRrCYCLED o G.GOAD, F.FATR BUT USABLF. P.POR,*
15154 OFC om''7n s9ANnARD CATALOG F1R CUS PAGE 0028
FRaM 11/01/73 T8 11/30/73
RBSERVATTBN MICRAFILM RRLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT 9UN SUN jMAFE QUALITY
10 PRSTTIDN TN ROLL ACQUiRFn COVER NLIMBrR BF IMAGF FrFV, AZIM. RBV MRS
RBV MRS IAT LONG 12s 4RA78
1467-17541 o0000o/0o O 10016/1574 11/02/73 30 6512 3142N 11749W 7*.6 148.9 PPPG
1468-16114 00000/0000 10016/1644 11/01/ 7 1 80 6 25 4849N 08723W p3*6 158.6 GGGG
1468016120 00000/000 10016/1645 11/03/71 80 6525 4724N 08759W P4.7 157*8 GGG
1468-161I3 00000/0000 10016/1646 11/0n/7 80 6,25 4559N o8 8 34W pF,9 157.1 GPPG
1468-16125 00000/0000 10016/1647 11/0o/73 80 6525 4434N 0 8908W P7 *1 156.3 GPPG
1468-16102 00000/0000 10016/1648 11/3/71 30 6925 4309N 08941W p8*3 155.6 PmPG
1468.1614 00000/0000 10016,1649 11/01/71 30 6525 4143N 09013W p9q4 154.8 GGGG
1468*1614t 00000/0000 10016/1650 11/ml/7q 10 6r25 4017N 9043W l0.6 154*0 GGGG
1468-16143 00000/0000 10016/1651 11/01/71 40 6r25 3R52N 0113W 1.7 153.3 GPPP
1468-16150 00000/0000 10016/1652 11/03/7 50 6525 3726N 09 14 1W lP*9 152.4 GGPG
1468-16152 00000/0000 10016/1653 11/no,7 90 6525 3601N 09209W 34.0 151.6 GbGG
1468-16155 00000/0000 toO 16/1654 11./3/71 100 6425 3435N 0 9235W i51 150.8 GGGG
1468-16161 00000/0000 10016/1655 11/0q/71 70 6425 3309N 0)302W iA.2 149.9 GG
1468.16164 00000/0000 10016/1656 11/03/71 70 6525 3144N q327W 17.3 149.0 GGGG
1468-16170 00000/0000 10016/1657 11/03/73 70 6r25 3018N O9352W 8 *4 148.1 GnGG
1468-16173 00000/0000 10016/0627 11/0/73 40 6,25 2852N 09417W 9r*5 147.2 PPPG
1468-16175 0000/0000 10016/0628 11/01/7q 60 6525 2725N 0 9441W 40*5 146.2 PPPG
1468-1612 00000/0000 10016/0629 11/0/ 7 30 6&25 2r59N 09504W 41.6 14592 PPPG
1468-16184 00000/0000 10016/0630 11/03/71 20 6525 2432N o95 27W 4P.6 144 1 PPPG
1468.17550 00000/0000 10016/1658 11/n/7q 80 6526 4R49N 11312W 93.5 158.6 GPPP
1468*17552 0000/0000 1001651659 11/o /7 1 40 6,26 4724N 11349W P49
7  157.9 GGPG
1468-17555 00000/0000 10016/1660 11/01/73 20 6526 4558N 11424W p959 157.1 GGGG
1468-17561 00000/0000 10016/1661 11/03/73 30 6r26 4433N 11458W 27.1 156.3 GGG
1468.17544 00000/0000 10016/1662 11/03/73 30 6s26 4308N 11531W P8.2 155.6 GGGG
1468.17570 00000/0000 10016/1663 11/0M/71 80 6526 4142N 11602W q9 4 154.8 GPGG
1468-17573 00000/0000 10016/1664 11/03/73 80 6926 4017N 116 33W 3n.6 154.1 GGGG
1468-17575 00000/0000 10016/1665 11/0o/73 50 6526 3852N 11702W 1.*7 153.3 GPGG
1468-175R2 00000/0000 10016/1666 11/oq/7 20 6426 3727N i1731W P2.9 152.5 GPGG
14680175R4 00000/0000 10016/167 11/03/73 20 6926 3A01N 11758W 34.0 151*6 GGGG
1468-17591 00000/0000 10016/1668 11/0/73 20 6526 3435N 11825W R9.1 150.8 GGG
1468*17593 00000/0000 10016/1669 11/0/71 40 6526 339N is851W 6.62 149.9 GGGG
1469*16172 00000/0000 10016/1612 11/04/73 70 6,39 4R49N 08849W P3*2 158.7 PPPG
1469m16175 00000/0000 10016/1613 11/04/73 90 6939 4724N 08926W P4.4 157.9 PPPG
1469-16181 00000/0000 10016/1614 11/04/73 100 6939 4600N 09001W 9.*6 157.2 PAPG
1469-16184 00000/0000 10016/1615 11/04/7 100 6539 4435N 0 9035W 94.8 156.4 PPPG
1469.16190 00000/0000 10016/1616 11/04/7- 100 6R39, 4309N 09107W PR.0 155.7 PPPG
1469-16193 00000/0000 10016/1617 11/04/73 100 6539 4143N 09138W v,.1 154.9 PPPG
1469-16195 00000/000 10016/1618 11/04/73 100 6539 4o18N 09208W 0.*3 154.2 PPG
1469.16202 00000/0000 10016/1619 11/04/73 100 6"39 3A5N 09238W 1.4 153.4 PPG
KFYSI CLBUD COVER % *4.*@oo ,**,* O TA 100 0  CIAUD CRVFR, ** a NO rL8LJD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGF OUALtTY s ,.,eo, RLANKR.BAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUFATED RuRrcYCLED. GvG9AD. FfFATR BUT USABLE. P=PORR.
1554 DFC OA'73 STANrARD CATALOG FPR CUS PAGE 0029
FRAM 11/01/73'TO 11/30/73
RBSERVATTN MyCRRFILM ReLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT QUJN SUN iMARF QUALITY
ID PrITTION tN ROLL ACQUTRF'D CBVFR NLiMBiR RF TMAGF F IFV AZIM. RBV MqS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 121 45678
1469-16204 00000/000 10016/1620 11/M4/71 100 6539 3727N 09306W iP*6 152.6 PPPG
1469-16211 00000/0000 10016/1621 11/64/71 100 6539 3&02N 093 3 5W a3.7 151.8 PPG
1469-16213 00000/0000 10016/1622 11/0o/7 100 6539 3436N 09402W 4 .8 150.9 PPPP
1469*1622P 00000/0000 10016/1623 11/n/ 7 1 100 6r39 3110N o0 428W 15.9 150*1 PPPP
1469-16222 00000/0000 10016/1638 11/0n/71 90 6R39 3143N 09 4 53W 17.0 149.2 GnGG
1469-162~5 00000/000 10016/1639 11/(4/74 90 6539 3018N 695 18 W q8.1 148*3 GGGG
1469*16211 00000/0000 10016/1640 11/n/73 60 6K39 2852N 09542W jq*2 147.4 GCGG
1469.16234 O0000/oooo 10016/1641 11/o4/73 40 6r39- 2 7 2 5 N 09 6 06 W 40.3 146.4 GGGG
1469-16240 00000/0000 10016,1642 11/04/71 50 6 39 2559N 09629W 41*3 145.4 PGGG
1469.16243 000o0/oo0000 1006/1643 11/4/:7 40 6r39 2433N 09652W 4p,3 144.3 PAGG
1469-18004 00000/0000 10016/1626 11/04/71 100 6r40 4850N 11 4 37W p3.2 158.7 P
1469-18010 00000ooooo000 10016/1627 11/04/74 80 6540 4725N 11 5 14W p4*4 157.9 P
1469.18013 00000/0000 10016/1628 11/64/71 90 6540 4600N 1155oW p5.6 157,2 G
1469u18015 0000/0000 10016/1629 11/4/71 90 6C40 4434N 11624W 26,8 156,4 G
1469-18022 00000/0000 10016/1630 11/04/71 40 6;40 4309N 11657W P7*9 155.7 PP P
1469*18024 00000/0000 10016/1631 11/n4/73 60 6940 4 44N i17 29W Q9.1 154.9 GGPP
1469-18031 00000/0000 10016/1632 11/04/7R 50 6r40 4018N 11759W ao.3 154.2 PP P
1469-18013 00000/0000 10016/1633 11/04/71 40 6 540 3A53N i828W  41*4 153.4 pp p1469.18040 000000000 10016/1634 11/O4/7~ 0 6540 372 7 N i1856W 2rp6 152.6 PPPG
146918042 00000/0000 1001 6 /1635 11/06/ 71 o 6c40 3A0 2N 1 1924W n3.7 151.8 PPPG
1469-18045 00000/0000 10016/1636 11/64/71 10 6r40 3436N 11951W q498 151,0 PPPG
1469m18051 00000/0000 10016/1637 11/64/71 10 6r40 3309N 12 01 7W 15.9 150.1 GPGG
1470-14402 00000/0000 10016/1679 11ii/o/7 60 6552 4725N 06503W P4.2 158.0 PGPG
1470"14404 00000/0000 10016/1680 11/05/72 60 .6552 4559N 0 6539W p5.3 157.3 PPG
1470-14411 00000/0000 10016/1681 11/6q/7n 50 6K52 443 4 N 06 6 13W P6.5 156.5 PGGG
1470-14413 00000/0000 10016/1682 11/0/7 60 6 52 4g09N n6645W p7* 7  155.8 PGPG
1470,16231 00000/0000 10016/1683 11/05/7- 70 6,53 4R50N oq016W PP.9 158.8 PGG1470.16233 00000/0000 10016/1684 11//7 70 6553 4 725N 09053W P,1 158.0 PGGG
1470-16240 00000/0000 10016/1685 11/0o/71 60 6553 4600N 09128W P5,3 157.3 PGGG
1470-16242 00000/0000 10016/1686 11/0o/71 50 6553 4435N 0q201W P6.5 156.5 PGGG
1470.16245 00000/0000 10016/1687 11/~5/73 10 6553 4310N 0 9234W P747 155.8 PiGG1470-16291 00000/0000 10016/1688 11/0/7 0 6'53. 4145N 09305W pg*8 155e0 PGGG
1470*16254 o0000/0000 10016/1689 11/05/7o 0 6553 4019N oq336W nm*O 154.3 PGGG
1470-16260 00000/0000 10016/1690 11/o5/71 10 6553 3A53N 0940 5W 4is1 153.5 PGGG
1470-162&3 00000/0000 10016/1691 11/0i/7 30 6553 3727N 09434W IP.3 152.7 PeGG
1470.162A5 00000/0000 10016/1692 11i/5/7 70 6553 3A01N 095 01W il.4 1519 PG
1470-16272 00000/0000 10016/1693 11/0n/73 100 6553 3436N 09528W 4.*5 151.1 PGP
1470.16274 00000/0000 10016/1694 11/05/71 100 6s53 3310N 09554W qR.7 150,2 PPP
1470.16281 00000/0000 10016/1695 11/05/71 100 6953 3143N 09619W iA,8 149,4 PGPG
KFyS: CLRUD eOVEP X .*........... 0 T1 100 m v CIRUD CRVFR, ** N CLRLjD DATA AVAILi BL.
IMAGE QUALITY .r.,,.****.... RLANKS-BAND NOT PRrSpNT/REQUrTED, R!ROCYCLED, GPGRbD FFATR RUT USABLF. P.PBR.,
15:54 DOFC Oht73 TANDARD CATALOG FRR CUS PAGE 0030
FRaM 11/01/73 T8 11/30/73
BBSERVATYBN MTCRRFILM RRLL N8O/ DAYE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT RUN SUN TMAGF QUALITY
ID PAryI9N N N ROLL ACQURF C8VER N[IMBpR BF IMAGP FiFV. AZIM. RBV M4S
R8V MqS LAY LBNG 123 45678
147016P83 o0000/0000 10016/1711 11/,/7 100 6953 3018N nQ6 44w 7*8 148*5 GGPG
1470.16290 00000/0000 10016/1712 11/0n/7 t00 6553 2R52N 09709W 98.9 147.6 GGPG
1470-16292 00000/0000 10016/1713 11/0/73 90 6553 2725N 0 9733W 4090 146,6 GGPG
1470-16P95 oOO00/o000 10016/1714 11/05/7 60 6553 2 559 N n97 56W 41e0 145*6 GGPG
1470-18062 00000/o000 10016/1788 11/6q/79 80 6554 4R50N t1160W 2P,9 158*8 GP P
1470"18065 00000/0000 10016/1789 11/q/7 9 100 6554 4726N 11640W d441 15800 GP P
1470-18071 00000/0000 10016Y1790 11/05/73 100 6;5 4  401N 11716W P5*3 157*3 PP P
1470*18074 00000/0000 10016/1791 11/ni/71 100 6r54 4435N 11750W P6*5 156.5 Pp p
1470*180oR 00000/o000 10016/1792 1i/5/79 80 .6554 4l10N 11823W 97*6 155.8 PP G
1470-180R3 00000/0000 10016/1793 11/0~/73 90 6rs 4145N 118 5 4W ReS 155.0 PP P
1470w18085 00000/0000 10016/1794 11/0q/71 t00 6r54 4019N 11924W qno0 1543 PP P
1470-18092 000000/0000 10016/1795 11/or/71 90 6r54 3853N 11953W 'i.1 153.5 PP P
147018094 00000/o0000 10016/1796 11/4/7R 90 6r54 3728N 1P022W iP,3 152o7 PG P
1470.18101 00000/0000 10016/1797 11/0R/73 20 6r54 3A02N 1P049W 19,4 151*9 PG P
1470-18103 00000/0000 10016/1798 11/nO/73 30 6554 3436N IP116W q4*5 151.1 PGPP
1470-18110 00000/1000 10016/1799 1itn /7i 20 6r54 3Rl1N 1~142W 5,6 150.3 PGPP
1471-14460 00000/0000 10016/1715 11/OA/79 90 6A66 4725N o6629W 3.9 158.1 GGGG
1.471-1443 00000/0000 10016/1716 11/0A/71 90 6566 4600N 06703W 9P0 157*4 GGGG
1471.14465 00000/0000 10016/1717 11/0M/73 90 6s66 4435N a07 37 W 6*.2 156.6 GGGG
1471-14472 00000/0000 10016/1718 11/nA/73 80 6566 431ON o6809W P7,4 155.9 GGGG
1471014474 00000/0000 10016/1719 1t/0n/71 80 6866 4145N 06840W 8'*6 155.1 GGGG
1471.14481 00000/0000 10016/1720 11/0A/71 80 6966 4019N 06911W p9.7 154.4 GGGG
1471a16285 00000/0000 10016/1721 11/nA/73 30 6c67 4851N I9140W PP,6 158.8 GGGG
1471*16292 00000/0000 10016/1722 11/na/73 3 0 6567 4726N 09217W P3,8 158.1 GGGP
1471.16294 00000/0000 10016/1723 11/nA/7 0 6567 4 601N 09252W Pq0 157e4 GGGG
1471.16301 00000/0000 10016/1724 11/nA/73 20 6,67 4436N 093 26W P6.2 156.6 GGGG
1471-16303 00000/0000 10016/1725 11/06/73 70 6M67 4310N 09358W P794 155*9 GGGG
1471*16310 00000/000 10016/1726 11/06/71 100 6567 4144N o9429W P*5 155.1 GGGG
1471-16312 00000/0000 10016/1727 11/06/73 100 6567 4M18N 09500W 99*7 154.4 GAGG
1471.16315 00000/0000 10016/1728 11/0A/73 100 6567 3 854N ~q529W Io.g 153,6 GGGG
1471-163P1 00000/0000 10016/1729 11/nA/7q 100 6567 3728N 09558W ~P*0 152.8 GGGG
1471-16324 00000/000 10016/1730 11,0/73 100 6567 3AO2N 0 9626W 3,.1 152.0 GGGG
1471-16330 00000/0000 10016/1748 11/0A/73 100 6967 3436N 0 q653W q4.3 151*2 P P
1471.1633 00000/0000 10016/1749 11/0n/73 100 6567 331MON 0719W 1%e4 150.4 PGPP
1471-16335 00000/0000 10016/1750 11/06/73 100 6567 3145N 09745W 3Ao5 149.5 PGPP
1471-16342 00000/0000 10016/1751 11/06/79 100 6,67 3019N 09810W q7.6 148.6 PGPP
1471-16344 0000/0000 10016/1752 11/MA/71 100 6867 2R53N 09834 W R.*6 147.7 PGPP
1471-16351 00000/0000 10016/1753 11/oA/73 100 6567 2727N 09857W 9eq7 146.8 PGPG
1471-16353 0000010000 10016/1754 11/oA/71 90 6567 2600N 0 9920W 40.8 145.8 PGPP
KFYSI CLOUD COVER oi a R 100 a ClRUD CRVFR, ** a NO CLAUD DATA AVATLABLr,
IMAGF OUALVTY al.,eeoo.....a. RLANKRBAND NOB PRarSNT/REQUr9TE0D SRrCYCLED GGSGAD. F-FATR BUIT USABLF* PP8O9R*
15454 DC 0 '71 STANARD CATALeBGFRR CUS PAG(E 0031
FRaM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
RASERVATT9N MiCRRFILM RRLL No,/ DATI CLBUD BQBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT QUN SUN iMASF QUALITY
10 P~SITISN IN ROLL ACQUtR~D COVR NHIMBrR OF IMAGF FLFVo AZIM, RBv MRS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 12n 48678
1471-18121 00000/0000 10016/1741 11/0A/71 40 6468 4851N i1729W 9266 158*8 P P
1471-1813 00000/0000 .10016/1743 11oA/17. 90 6568 4726N 11806W P3*8 15841 G
1471-18130 00000/o000 10016/1744 11/A/71 90 6568 4AOiN 11841W .*0 157s4 P
1471-18150 00000/0000 10016/1745 11/0A/71 90 6868 3854N 12119W 90*8 153.6 P
1471-18153 00000/0000 10016/1746 11/0O/71 90 6668 3729N 12148W l0 152.9 P
1471-18195 00000/0000 10016/1747 11/0A/79 90 6568 3603N 12215W 131 152.1 P
1471-1812 000000000 10016/1742 11/06/71 80 6868 3437N iP242W 94.2 151.2 PP G
1472-16344 00000/0000 10016/0136 11/7/7 3  90 6881 4848N 09309W 22P4 158.9 PPPP
1472-163,0 00000/0100 0016/0129 /73 90 681 4723N 0934 5W ~*6 158.1 P P
1472-16353 00000/0000 10016/0130 11/07/73 90 6581 4958N o 420W P248 157.4 P P
1472-16355 00000/0000 10016/0131 11107/7. 90 6881 4433N O9454W P9*9 156.7 P P
1472*16342 00000/0000 10016/0132 11/07/74 90 681 4307N 0 9527W 97.1 155.9 P P
1472*163A4 00000/0000 10016/0133 11/o7/73 90 6581 4142N 09558W p2,3 155.2 P P
1472-16371 000/0000 10016/0134 11/67/71 90 6581 4o16N 09628W 92.5 154.5 P p
1472-16373 00000/0000 10016/0137 11/07/71 90 6 81 3R51N 0 9658W 30,6 153.7 PP P
1472-163R0 00000/0000 10016/0135 11/67/79 9 0 6881 3725N 09726W n1o8 152,9 P P
1472.16382 00000/0000 10016/0138 11/07/7. 100 681 3r59N 097 53W 2reg 152.1 GPPP
1472-1635 000000o00 10016/0139 11/07/7 100 6r81 3433N 0820W 3490 151.3 PPPG
1472-16391 00000/0000 10016/0140 11/07/79 80 6581 3307N 0 9846W 181 150.5 PPPG
1472.16394 00000/0000 10016/0141 11/n7/7- 80 6r81 3141N 09912W 16*2 149.7 GGPG
1472-16400 00000/0000 10016/0142 11/67/73 80 6r81 3015N 09937W 1793 148,8 PPPG
1472-16403 0000/0000 10016/0143 11/07/71 90 6881 2850N 10001W o8*4 147.9 PPPG
1472-16405 00000/0000 10016/0144 11/07/71 80 6881 2724N 10024W 995 1469 PPPP
1472-18175 00000/000 100 6/1739 11/07/7q 90 682 4R48N 118 5 5W P224 158.9 GPPG
1472-1812 000o0/0000 10016/1731 11/07/73 90 6582 4723N 119 3 2W P326 158,1 P p
1472-181A4 00000/0000 10016,1732 11/07/71 90 6882 405 8 N 12008 i4*7 157.4 P
1472-18191 00000/0000 10016/1733 11/07/73 100 6r82 4432N 12042W P509 156.7 P
1472-18193 00000/0000 10016/1734 11/07/77 100 6r82 4307N lP115W P71 1 600 P
1472.18200 00000/0000 10016/1735 11/67/7q 100 6982 4142N iP14 7 W p8.3 15502 P
1472-18202 00000/0000 1001 6 /17 36 11/607/7 100 6r82 4016 N 12217W P94 154*5 G
1472-18205 00000/0000 1001 6 /17 3 7  11/07?/79 100 6R82 3851N 2246W 10#6 15397 P
1472-18211 0000/0000 10016/1738 11/07/71 90 6R82 3725N 123 14 W 41.7 152*9 G P
1472-18214 00000/0000 10016/1740 11/7/7 70 6582 3600N 12342W 2.p9 152.2 GPPG
1473-14573 00000/0000 1001 6 /17 7 3 11/ TA/73  100 6894 4724N 06923W 3.3 158*2 GGGG
.1473*14675 00000/0000 10016/1774 11/0A/71 100 6,94 4558N 06958W P?45 157.5 GGGG
1473-14582 00000/0000 10016/1775 11/OA/79 90 6594 4433N 07032W p5s7 156.7 GGGG
1473*1454 00000/o000 10016/1776 11/08/7 80 -6594 407N 0 7104W 0.69 156,0 GGGG
1473-14591 00000/0000 10016/1777 11/AR/71 80 6894 4 42N 07135W P~0O 155.3 G~GG
1473-1493 00000/0000 10016/1778 11/0/73 80 6494 4016N 07205W p9.2 15405 GGGG
KFyS: CLOUD COVER % t***oo*o*eo , 0 TR 100 C CI RUD CRVFR, we a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGF OUALITY ......... ,...., RLANKS BAND NBT'PRcSFrNT/REQUFRTED, RRR.CYCLED, G.GO D F.FAIR BUT USABL. PePOBR,
15:54 DFC 06.'73 STANDARD CATALBG FR CUS PAGE 0032
FRoM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
RBSERVATRIN MICRAFILM RRLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT QUN SUN 7MAEF QUALITYToD PRSRTIBN TN RBLL ACQUTRFD CBVER NIIMBFR BF IMAAF F FV. AZIM. RBv MSS
RBV M[S LAT LBNG 123 49678
1473-15000 00000/0000 10016/1779 11/0O/73 60 6594 3R51N 07235W A0*3 153.8 GGGG1473-15002 0000/0o00 10016/1780 1/n/7i 40 6r94 3725N 07303W 31.5 153.0 G GG14 7 3 "1 5 005 . 00000/0000 10016/1781 11/nR/79 80 6x94 3559N 07331W P96 152.2 GGGG1473-15011 00000/0000 10016/1782 1l/OA/73 100 6r94 3 433N 07357W 33.8 151.4 GGGG1473.15014 00000/0000 10016/1783 11/R/73 100 6594 3308N 07 423W 94.9 150.6 GGGG1473*15020 00000/0000 10016/1784 11i/R/71 70 6K94 3142N 07449W 1*0 149.8 GGGG1473-16402 00000/0000 10016/1757 11/OA/73 40 6r95 4847N 09435W Pp.1 158.9 GGGG1473.16405 00000/0000 10016/1758 11/09/73 10 6595 4723N q0512W p3.3 158.2 GGGG1473-16411 00000/0000 10016/1759 11/OA/7 30 6595 4558N 09 5 47W apk5 157.5 GPaG1473-16414 00000oo000 10016/1760 11/0o/73 80 6995 4 4 3 3 N m0 6 2iw P5*7 156.8 GP G1473*16420 00000/0000 10016/1755 11/0r/73 100 6595 4307N 09653W P6.8 156*0 G G1473-16423 00000/0000 10016/1756 11/04/7q 90 6595 4141N 09724W p8.0 155.3 P P
1473.1 6 4P 5 00000/0000 10016/1761 11/R/71 70 6-95 4016N 09755W Pq.2 154.6 PP a1473-16432 0000/0000 10016/1762 11/oh/7q 100 6r95 3850N o9 8 24W 30.3 153.8 ps at173-1641 00000/oo00 10016/1763 11OmA/73 100 6995 3725N 09853W o1.5 153.0 PP 61473o16441 00000/0000 10016/1764 11/ 0 4/7 100 6r95 3559N 09921W 4p.6 152.3 Gp 01473-16443 00000/0000 10016/1765 11/On/71 90 6595 3433N 0q947W A307 15105 GG G1473o16450 00000/0000 10016/1766 11/08/73 60 6r95 3307N 10013W 49 150*6 GG G
1473m16452 00000/0000 10016/1767 11/08/71 70 6995 3 142N 10039W 3.0 149q.8 G G1473-16495 00000/0000 10016/1768 11/6A/7 60 6995 3016N 10104W 17*1 148.9 GG G1473-16461 00000/0000 10016/1769 11/OA/73 30 6595 2049N 10129W 9802 148.0 GG G1473-16464 00000/0000 10016/1770 11/0A/71 30 6995 2723N 0 152W 9qr2 147*1 Go G
1473-18234 00000/0000 10016/1771 11/09/73 60 696 4948N IPO24W PP.1 15809 P1473.18240 00000/0000 10016/1772 11/ 0/71 100 6996 4723N IPloW 9393 158.2 P1474o150o1 00000/0000 10016/1862 11/n4/73 100 6608 4 724N 07050W P3.0 158.3 PGG1474-15034 00000/o000 10016/1863 11/0 /71 100 6608 4559N 07125W P4.2 157*5 GPGG1474-15040 00000/0000 10016/1864 11/09/7 100 6608 4433N 07159W p5.4 156*8 GGG
1474-15043 00000/0000 1001611865 11/09/73 50 6608 4 307N 07231W P6'6 156.1 GsPG1474-15045 00000/0000 10016/1866 11/oq/73 30 6608 4142N n7 3 02W P7.8 155.4 GPPG1474-15052 00000/0000 10016/1867 11/o9/7q 90 6608 4 017 N 07332W PR*9 154.6 GGGG1474 w1 5 054 00000/0000 10016/1868 11/0o/7 1o00 6408 3851N o7 4 02W 90o1 153.9 PRGP
1474-15061 00000/0000 10016/1869 11/q0/71 100 6608 3725N 07430W 41,2 153*1 GGGP
1474-15063 00000/0000 10016,1870 11/n/71 100 6608 3959N 074 5 8 W qP.4 152.4 GGPP1474-15070 00000/0000 10016/1871 11~o/7 100 6A08 3434N 07524W 3935 151.6 GGGP1474-15072 00000/0000 10016/1872 11/09/73 100 6608 3108N 07550W 94.6 150.8 GGGG1474-15075 00000/0000 10016/1873 11/09/73 100 6A08 3142N 07616W 9.*7 1499 GMPG
1474150A1 00000/0000 10016/1874 11/09/71 60 6008 3016N 07641W ~A 8  149.1 GPGG1474-1504 00000/0000 10016/1875 11/0/73 10 6608 2R50N 077 06W 17*9 148.2 GGGG1474-15090 00000o/000 10016/1876 1l/nq/71 20 6608 2724N n7730W 9q.0 147*2 PPPG
KFYS! CLSUD CBVER X .o*,oo**o,.* 0 TR 100 a r CIPUD CVERI ** * NO CLaurI DATA AVAILIBL
IMAGF QUALyTY 0*.o @,*,*,*,. RLANKqSBAND NOT PR-SrNT/REQU RTED* RpRCYCLED* GpGORDo F.FAIR BUT UqABLF, P.PBR.,
15:54 DrC 0A&,73 STANMARD CATALOG FBR CUS PAGE 0033
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
BBSERVATYTN MICRRFILM RRLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 8BIT PRINCIPALPeINT r UN .SUN iMAnF QUALITY
T0 PBRSTy!N IN RBLL ACQLJTRr CBVER NIIMBrR 8F IMAGci FlFV, AZIM, RBV MRS
PBV MgS CAT LONG 123 45678
1474m164A0 00000/o00 10016/1846 11/q/71 10 6409 4848N oQ600W P1.8 159.0 pp p
1474.16443 000o0/000 10016/1847 11/gq/71 10 6A09 4722N 09636W P3o0 158*3 PPPP
1474.164A5 00000/0000 10016/1848 11/0q/71 0 6A09 4557N 09711W 24*2 157.5 GGP
1474.16472 00000/0000 10016/1849 11/Oq/7q. 10 6609 4432N 09745W 2P4 156*8 GGPG
1474-16474 00000/0000 10016/1850 11/n/7 to10 6409 4307N 0o8 18 W ~66 156.1 GGG
1474m16481 o0oo0/000 10016/1851 11/09/73 30 6609 4142N 0 9849W P7.7 155.4 PPPG
14740164R3 00000/0000 001o/182 11/q/7- 80 6409 4017N q0920W 9 1546 PP
1474-164o0 00000oo/0000 1001 ./18 3 11/Q/7 60 6A09 3R51N 0o94 9w qo0,0 1539 GP P
1474-164q2 00000,0000 10016/1854 11/nq/73 60 6609 3726N 10018W 1,2 153.1 PP P
1474-16495 00000/0000 10016/1855 11/nq/7n 90 6A09 300N 10045W p*.3 152.4 P P
1474.16501 00000/0000 10016/1856 11/09/7l 100 6409 3434N 10112W q3o5 151.6 P P
1474-165 000004 0000 00 116/1857 11/09/7 100 6409 3309N 10138W 94.6 150.8 G P
1474-16510 00000/0000 10016/1858 11/,/7a 100 6409 3142N Io204W q597 149o9 pnGP
1474-16513 00000/0000oo 10016/1859 11/69/7 90 609 3615N 229W 468 149*1 PPPP
1474-16515 o0000/0000 10016/1860 11/n /7 1 20 6409 2849N 10252W 17,9 1482 GP P
1474.165P2 00000/0000 1.0016/1861 11/09/7 10 6409 2722N 1031 5W q*.0 147,3 PP P
1474.18292 00000/0000 10016/1839 11/09/71 100 6610 4A48N 1215 0W 2p8 15900 G
1474.18295 00000/0000 10016/1845 11/n9/71 90 6610 4723N 1P226W 03.0 158.3 GP
1474:18301 00000/0000 1001 6 /184^ 11/(0 /73 100 610 4558N i3 0 1W p4e2 157.5 P
1474.18304 00000/0000 10016/184- 11/nq/7q 100 6610 4433N 12335W P.4 156.8 G
1474-18310 00000/0000 10016/1842 11 /7 100 6410 4308N 1 4 07 W 06*5 156.1 G
14741i8313 00000/0000 10016/1843 11/nq/79 100 6&10 4142N 12439W P7.7 155.4 G
1474.18315 00000/0000 10016/1844 11/o0 / 71 100 6410 4017N 125 09W p8.9 154.7 P
1475*150o0 ooooooo000 10016/1877 11i/io/7 90 6A22 4722N n7218W p2.8 158.3 PPG
1475150 00000/00 00 10016/1878 11/16/7n 90 6422 4556N 07253W p3*9 157.6 PGPG
1475.15095 00000/0000 10016/1879 11/iO/71 90 6A22 4431N 07326W 9.1 
156,9 PGPG
1475.15O1t 000000000 10016/1880 11/1/71 30 6A22 4306N -  n7 358W p6.3 156.2 PGPG
1475-15104 00000/0000 10016/1881 11/1(/73 40 6422 4140N o7429W P7o5 155.4 PGPG
1475-15110 00000/0000 10016/1882 11/i0/71 10 6 22 4015 N  0 7459W p8,6 154.7 GGPG
1475.15113 000/0000 10016/1883 11/10/7q 20 6A22 3AsON 07529W P~98 154o0 PGGG
1475-15115 00000/0000 10016/1884 11/1(/7 3  50 6A22 3724N 0755 8 W qt*O 153.2 PGGG
1475-15122 00000/0000 10016/1885 11/1 / 7 3 10 6422 3557N o76 25W 32.1 15255 PGPG
147515124 0000/0000 10016/1886 11/1o/71 30 6A22 3431N 07652W qi.2 151.7 PGsG
1475l15131 00000/0000 10016/1887 11/1(/79 9 0 6622 3306N 07718W 343 1
5 099 PcPG
1475015133 00000/0000 10016/1888 11/i0/71 90 6422 3140N 07743W 5*5 150*0 PG
1475-15140 00000/0000 10016/1889 11/10/73 90 6422 3014N o7808W q6.6 149.2- PGPG
1475.15142 00000/0000 10016/1890 11/0/71 100 6A22 2848N 07831W q7*7 148.3 PGPG
1475-15145 0000/0000 o 10016/1891 11/10/73. 80 6422 2722N 0 7855W 18.7 147o4 PPPG
1475615151 00000/00000 10016/1892 11/1./7 20 6422 2056N 07918W 9.98 14605 PrPG
KFyS: -CL.UD CBVER X *.-.*.,*o.... 0 TP 100 a % ClAUD CRVER*, NBCL8tJ DATA AvAIL BLr,
IMAGr QUALTY .O,.O,,T,., RLANKS-BAND-N8 PRCSFNT/REUFTEP o D R-RCYCLEDi G.GRD, F.FATR BUT USABLF, PaP~R,
95:54 OFC 0o'7r STANDARD CATALOG FAR ALASKA PAGE 0034
FRoM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
RBSERVATyrN MTyRRFILM RALL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT UN SUN IMAGF QtJALITY
TD PRATTIeN yN ROLL ACQluRr COVER N1lMBFR -F IMAGF FIFV. AZtM. RBV MRS
RBV Mqs IAT LONG 123 45678
1412-22524 0000/0000 10016/0069 09/r/79 100 5748 5139N 17320E 40.2 150.2 Gp P
1414.23042 00000/0000 10016/0115 09/in/7q 90 5776 5427N 17156E 97.4 153*3 
GGP
1414-23044 00000/0000 10016/0116 09/i/7-4 90 5776 5303N i71115 28.5 152.0 GGPG
1414-230o1 00000/0000 10016/0117 09/10/7; 50 5776 5138N 17029E aq*6 12607 PaGG
1416-194A4 00000/0000 10016/0165 09/1/7q 0 502 6243N 13
3 6 W i0 2 161.8 G1GG
1416-19473 00000/0000 10016/0166 09/1P/7 0 5R02 6ON 13548W P 4 158.9 GaGG
1427-20472 00000/0000 10016/0225 09/23/71 9o 5956 
6 93 2 N I4138W poo1 171.9 GG
1427o20475 00000/0000 10016/0226 09/P2/77 100 5Q56 613N 1 4328W 1Pi2 169.9 fP
1427"20481 00000/0000 10016/0227 09/2P/7 100 5956 6654N 14507W P2*4 168o2 
GG
1427020484 00000/0000 10016/0228 09/22/72 100 5q56 6533N 14637W 3r*6 166.5 GP
1427-20490 00000/0000 10016/0229 09/9/71 90 5Q56 6412N 14
758W 94*8 165,0 PG
1427-20493 00000/0000 10016/0230 09/Pl/7 1t00 5956 6250N 14913W P6.0 163.6 Go
1427"P2045 00000/0000 10016/0231 09/pi/7 100 556 6128N 18022W P7*1 162.2 
GG
1427-20502 00000/000 10016/0232 09/P2/72 60 5956 6006N 15 12 5 W 2R.3 160.9 PG
1427-20504 00000/000 10016/0233 09/pq/71 20 5q56 5843N 15224W 
p,94 159.7 PP
1427-2011 00000/0000 10016/0222 09/2p/7q 0 5Q56 5720N 1s318W q0.6 158.5 PPPP
1427-20513 00000/0000 10016/0223 09/2/7q 30 5S56 5556N i841oW 21*7 157.3 PPP
1427-2020 00000/0000 10016/0224 09/94/7q 30 5456 5432N 05458W 2P.8 156*2 
PPP
1435.19513 00000/0000 10016/0302 10/01/72 60 6 67 6409N 1333 6 W P218 166.0 P
14351o95l 0 00000/0000 10016/0303 10/01/73 50 6n67 6248N 13
4 50W 23*0 164.7 p
1435.19522 00000/0000 10016/0304 10/oi/71 70 6A67 6126N 13559W 24.2 163.4 
P P
1435.19525 00000/0000 1001 6/0305 10/01/72 90 6667 6003N 13702W 25s4 162.1 P P
1435-19651 00000/0000 10016/0306 10/01/72 90 6n67 5g40N 13801W pAr* 161.0 
P P
1435-19534 00000/0000 10016/0307 10/0i/72 90 6'67 5716N 13856W P7*7 
159.8 a P
1435-19540 00000/0000 10016/0808 10/1,/72 90 6667 5552N 13
9 48W p8A9 158.7 p P
1435-19543 00000/000 10016/009 10/0/7 to100o 6r6
7  5429N 14036W q0*0 157*7 p P
14355213P4 00000/0000 10016/0910 10/01/71 20 6n68 7046N i5103W s88 174.7 PG G
1435.21331 00000/0000 10016/0311 10/01/72 80 6068 6428N i8 307W 17*0 172.6 PP G
1435.21333 0000o/0000 10016/0312 10/01/72 100 68 6810N 15
457W i8.2 170.8 p
1435-21340 00000/0000 10016/0313 10/ol/72 90 6n68 
6 650N i5635W q*4 169.0 P
1435m21342 00000/0000 1001
6 /0 3 14  10/j/7q 80 6068 6530N  18805W p*
6  167.5 P
1435*21345 00000/0000 10016/0315 10/01/72 80 6068 6409N 15915W P1.8 166.0 PP
1435.21391 00000/0000 1.0016/0316 10/0o/73 80 6668 6P47N 16039W p.0O 164.7 
PP
1435.213~4 00000/000 10016/0317 10/01/72 70 6n068 6125N 16 148W P4.2 163.4 Ga 
P
1435-21360 00000/0000 10016/0318 10/09/72 70 6068 6002N 16252W 05.3 162.2 Ga P
1435.21363 00000/0000 10016/0319 10/017/ 60 6m68 5839N 16351W 96*5 161.0 GPPO
1435-21365 00000/0000 100 1 6 /0 3 2 0 10/06/72 40 6668 5716N 16446W 7.7 159.9 qppp
1435.21372 00000/0000 10016/0321 10/01/72 70 6068 5r52N 16~37W P48 11868 
pp P
1435-21374 00000/0000 10016/0922 10/01/72 90 6n68 5428N 16 25W q0*0 1 7.7 PP P
KFYSI CLRUD COVER % .**.o..e...... 0 TA 100 % 9 C OUD CRVER. ** m NO ' 8LD DATA AVAILBLr.
IMAGF QUALTTY ......... O.. RLANKSRBAND NOT PRrSFNT/REUFSTEDD RRPCYCLED* GOBqGP, FaFAIR 8qT USABLFE P.P8OR.
15154 OFC nA,'7 STANDARD CATALBU FRR ALASKA PAGIw 00a8
FROM 11/0/73 TO 11/30/73
MRSERVATT N MICRAFILM ROLL N,/ DA+E CLUD BQBIT PRINCIPAL POINT gUN SUN TMAGF QUALITY
T0 PRRITIBN IN ROLL ACQLJYRp CBVER NIJMBR OF IMARE PFIFV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 W4A78
1412w22534 00000/0000 10016/0069 09/ni/73 100 5748 5139N i7320E 402 150.2 Gp P
1414-23042 00000/0000 10016/0115 09/10/7. 90 5776 5427N 17156E 17.4 153*3 GaP
l414-23044 00000/0000 10016/0116 09/10/73 9o 5776 5363N i7111E R.5 152.0 GaPG
1414 i 30 00000/0000 10016/0117 09/1n/7 50 5776 5138N 17029E A9*6 15007 PGGG
1416-1944 00000/0000 10016/0165 09/12/7 0 5A02 6P43N 133 6 W 30.2 161,8 GGGG
1416.19473 00000/0000 10016/0166 09/1p/7, 0 5R02 6000N i3548W 32r
4  158.9 OnGG
1427m20472 00000/0000 10016/0225 09/;0/7 qo 5Q56 693 2 N 14138W oo.1 171*9 Go
1427e20475 0000/000 10016/0226 09/jP/7q 100 5956 6Rt3N 14328W psI2 169.9 aP
1427-2 04R1 00000/0000 10016/0227 09/23/71 100 5956 6654N 14507W P2 4 168*2 GO
1427-20484 00000/0000 10016/0228 09/93/7 100 5q56 6533N 14637W 1,6 166
*5  GP
1427-20440 00000/0000 10016/0229 09/9j/7; 90 5e56 6412N i4758W P4*8 165*0 PG
1427-20493 00000/0000 10016/0230 09/3/? j 100 5956 6P50N 14913W P6.0 163.6 GO
1427*204 5 00000/0000 10016/02 3 1 09/93/7 100 5956 6128N 15022W ?7.1 162.2 GO
1427*20502 00000/0000 1001o6/0232 09/97/73 40 5956 6006N i5 125 W r3 160.9 PG
1427020504 00000/0000 10016/0233 09/23/73 20 5956 5843N 15224W p9.4 159.7 PP
1427*201ti 00000/0000 10016/0222 09/23/7R 0 5q56 5720N 15318W 0.6 158.5 pppP
1427*20613 00000/0000 10016/0223 09/23/73 30 5956 5656N i5410W Si*7 18573 PPP
1427-2020 00000/0000 10016/024 09/0/73 30 5956 5432N i5458W 3p28 156.2 PPP
1435.1q51g 00000/0000 10016/0302 10/0/7 60 6067 6409N 1333 6W 01.8 166.0 P
1435.1950 00000/0000 10016/0303 10/01/73 50 6m67 6248N i34 5oW 3#*0 164.7 p
1435.19522 00000/0000 10016/0304 10/61O/7 7o 667 6126N 3559W o4e2 163.4 P P
1435.19525 00000/0000 o10016 /0205  10/01/7?  90 6667 6003N 13702W 5*4 162.1' PP
1435-1961 00000/0000 10016/0306 10/01/73 90 6067 5840N 13801W p6A5 161.0 P P
1435-19634 00000/0000 10016/0907 10/01/73 90 6n67 5716N 13856W P7.7 159.8 a P
143519540 00000/0000 10016/008 10/61/7. 90 6F67 5552N i3948W PR*9 1587 p p
1435-19543 00000/0000 10016/0309 10/01/7 100 6067 5429N 14036W 3o*0 157.7 p P
1435,2134 00000/0000 10016/0310 10/01/73 20 6668 7646N 15103W ij58 174.7 PG G
1435.21331 00000/0000 10016/0911 10/o0/73 80 6n68 6q28N tS
307W 17.0 172.6 PP 0
1435.21333 00000/0000 10016/0312 10/06/7 o 100 6 68 6810N i5457W 9182 170.8 p
1435.21340 00000/0000 10016/0313 10/01/73 90 6668 6650N 15635W (9q4 169.0 P
1435 21342 00000/0000 1001 6 /014 10/01/? 80 6668 6530N 5805W 0*6 167.5 P
1435.21345 00000/0000 10016/0915 10/01/71 80 6068 6409N 1~925W 01i8 166*0 PP
1435-21391 Oo/o00000 10016/0316 10/01/71 80 6068 6047N i6039W PB0O 16497 PP
1435.21354 00000/0000 10016/0317 10/01/73 70 6068 6125N 6 148W 04.2 163r4 Go P
1435-21360 OUo00/0000 10016/0318 10/0/71 70 6068 6002N 162 52W 65.3 162*2 0G P
1435.21363. 00000/0000 10016/0319 10/lo1/7 60 6n68 5839N 16351W P6.5 161.0 GOpp
1435-21365 Ou00o000 10016/0320 10/01/73 40 6668 5716N 16446W p77 159.9 GPPP
1435-21372 00000/0000 10016/0321 10/01/7q 70 6068 5552N 16537W r8.8 158.8 PP P
1435.21374 00000/0000 10016/0322 10/01/73 90 6m68 5428N 166 25 W 30.0 157.7 PP P
KFYS3 CL8UD COVER g .%*********... 0 TR 100 t CiRUD CRVR, ** NOB eLAID DATA AVAILIBL.
IMAF DUALITY .......*..... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUFTED4 RqRCYCLED. GsGSBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PePSBR.
18'46 DwC as 17s SANDARD CATALOG FBR ALASKA PAGE 00o:6
FROM I./09/73 TO 11/30/73
OBSERVATTRN MYCRRFILM RBLL MBo/ DATE CLOUD 8qBly PRINCIPAL POINT qUN SUN TMAsP QUALITY
70 PYVITIN TN ROLL ACQUiRpw CGVER NIJMBpn OF IMAGF r V. AZIMo RBV MRS
RBV MRS LAT LBNG l23 45678
1435=1381 00000/0000 10016/0323 10/01/71 0O 668 5304N 67 10 w ~l1 156.6 pp1436o195S5 00000/0000 10016/0048 10/n9/71 40 6i81 SR42N 43927W p6.1 161.2 Pp P
143601sgq 00000/0000 10016/089 10/07/7T 80 681 5719N 14021W 9703 16000 PP P
1436%195q4 00000/0000 10016/0350 1i0/O/7A 60 6881 5555N 14111W 8*5 158.9 Pp P
1436w2o000 00000/0000 0o016/051 10/0/7 60 6681 5431N 14159W 9o06 18709 PP P
1436021391 00000/0000 10016/052 10/O09/7 70 6e82 691 2N 15619W i7e8 170.9 PP
1436 3q94 o0oo0000 oo00 oo016/0953 10/0 /7 00 6682 6652N i57 58W q*0 169.2 pp1436-21400 00000/0000 10016/0054 o0/op/7 90 6M82 6B532N 9927W P.02 167.6 Pp
1436021403 00000o0000 o0016/0055 10/08/7 90 6682 6411N 16049N 164 166*2 Pp
1436-21405 00000/0000 10016/0856 10/02/72 90 82 6249N 16~22# 2 6 164*8 PP
1436 2 12 00000/0000 10016/0057 10/op/79 90 668 6,27N 63 11W PsS8 163.5 pp143621414 000oo/oooo00 0016/0@98 1o0/Op/7 100 6682 6005N 16414W 949 162.3 PPi436214pt 0000000 00oo 10o 16o099 O1/p/7? 90 6A82 5g42N 96514W P6.1 161.2 PP
1436m214J3 00000/0000 10016/0060 10/6/71 86 6682 5718N 16609W P703 160.0 PG1436,?214~ 00000/000 10016/0861 10/0o/71 90 6082 SS5N 16 701W S4 159.0 ap P436-2142 00000/000 10016/,062 g10/o/7 ~O 682 5431N 1674 8 W 4e6 13579 GP P1436a21435 00000/0000 10016/0963 10/0;/74 60 6582 5306N i6833W 2047 156.8 GO
1443020393 00000/0o00  oo106/1008 10/09/7 40 4679 6932N 13836W 039 173e4 Go88s1443.20360 00000/0000 1006/1009 10/09/y. 60 6!79 603N 44029w lqo1 171*6 G0GGi443w203A2 00000/0000 0016/1610 10/o /79 70 6I79 6653N 4210W 6.63 169.9 Ge~G144302365 00000/0000 0016011 10 /02/7 90 6b79 6533N t434#w 0*76 168,4# GPP
144320371 00000/0000 10016/1012 10/09/7, o00 679 6412N 4502W 18*8 167.0 GoGP1443o20374 00000/0000 10016/1013 10/04/7N 100 6179 6250N I4616W p0.0 166.7 PoGP1443-20 380 00000/0000 10016/1014 10/6947 0o 6j79 6 129 N 14723W P.02 164.5 PGPG
14430203A3 00000/0000 10016/1015 10/q9/& 5so 6 79 6006N 14826W P2 3 1 633 8GGG1443o20385 00000/00 10016/1016 10/09/72 20 6179 84 3N 14924N 935 12:E2 GGG144320292 o00o000000o 10016/1017 10//7q 10 679 57b2ON 15019W 4.7 161 1 GGGG14432034 0000000o00 10016/1018 10/6q/ 71 0 679 655 6N 15111W P59 160 1S OP1443-221A2 00000/0000 10016/1019 10/09/72 90 6180 7052 N 16218W 26 175.6 GSps1443w228 00000/0000 10016/1020 10/09/7r 80 6j80 6 934N 16421W j399 1735 88601443022191 00000/0000 1001IO/102 lO/(;/. 80 6180 6165N 16611 eind 1;167 GG14430229q4 00000/0000 1001/1022 /n72 80 680 1656N .6752W 16*3 170.0 G6861443022200 00000/0000 10016/1023 10/nq/72 70 680 635N i6923W 005 168, GGs14 4 3 -2223 00 0/0000 10016/1024 I0/~9/7q 70 680 6415N 7046W jWe7 167.1 G8GG
1443022205 00000/0000 10016/1025 10/09/72 80 680 6P53N 17201W i9*9 165.8 GGG8144322212 o00oo/ooo0 o10016o 026 10/09/7?l 0  6 i80 6 SfIN 7310w iPel 164.5 leGP
1443=22214 00000/0000 10016/1027 10/09/7 100 6180 6009wN 7413W p2,3 163.4 GaoP1443-22291 00000/0000 10016/1028 10/0o/7 t00 6180 5843N 97512W P3S5 16292 8GPP
1443222~ 00o00/o000 10016,1029 10/a9/7q 90 680 5722N 17607W 4.*7 161.2 GoSs
KeYS CLU0D CVER Z 9eeoooosoao O 00 ' g COUD CRVKRo ** % NO CL Ub DATA AVATC4BLp,.
IMAGE QUALTyY vo oooooo8 0o 6 BLANK8uBAND Ny PReSFNT/REQURSTED, RwROCYCLED; SgGe~9D FxFATR BUT USABLr, P.POgR,
1154 DC oAs,72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00,3
FR4M 11/0i/73 TB 11/30/73
OSERVATyN MtCROFILM RRLL NO,/ DAT; CLOUD 8RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT 1UN SUN jMAmF QUALITY
10 PRRTION IN ROLL ACQU Rpn COVFR NiIMBpR aF IMAGF FFeVo AZIM, R8V MRS
RBV MRS LAt LONG 123 45678
144302p30 00000/0000 10016/1030 O/n9/iR 90 680 5558N t7659W ps.8 160*1 GG66
1443022232 00000n/000 10016/1031 lO/Oq/y2 90 6180 g4 3 4 N 1747W 7 .0 159.1 GGGG
1443022235 00000/0000 t0016/1032 10/09/71 90 6l80 5311N q7832W ?8.2 158,2 GGGG
1443.22p14 00000/0000 10016/1033 10/0q/71 80 618 0  5147N 7916W 90o3 15782 GOGG
1446.19121 00000/0000 i0016/0428 10/0/7' 90 6P20 5721N i2846W 93o6 161.5 GGP
1446919133 00000/0000 10016/0437 10/1p/72 90 6?20 5557N 12938W 96.8 160.5 P
1446w19140 00000/0000 10016/04R9 10/./71 80 6220 5 433N i3027W P60 159.6 ppp
1446-206~4 00000/0000 10016/0425 10/1/71 40 6,21 6 433N 14251W iP,8 173.7 P pp
1446a20530 00000/0000 10016/0438 10/t/7i 20 6p21 68a4N 14442W 14*0 t71.9 PG
1446*20533 00000/0000 1001 6 /0 4 3 9 10/1 /72 20 6p21 
6 65 4N 14622W T502 170o2 PG
14 4 6o 2 05s5 00000/0000 10016/0440 10/1t/73 60 6F21 6534N 14751W ( 4 4 168.7 PG
1446.26542 00000/0000 i0016/0430 10/ij7q 5 6p21 6413N j4913w 76 16793 ppe
1446w20544 00000/0000 10016/0431 10/'P/73 30 6P21 6252N 15028W i8e8 16600 PP
1446-20551 00000/0000 10016/0432 10/t/73 20 6p21 6 129N R5136W ?o00 164
o 8 PPO
144620553 00000/0000 10014/0433 10/12/7 30 6P2 6007N is 2 3 9W ie2 163.7 PPPG
1446.20540 00000/0000 10012/0434 10/12/72 40 6P21 844N 15 3 38W ?P4 16206 PPPG
1446.20562 00000/0000 10016/0435 10/1i/73 1t 6P21 5 7 2 0N 1j434W 3,*6 161.6 GPG
1446.205A5 00000/0000 10016/0436 10/~i/73 3 0 6p21 5557N 15526W p4.8 160,5 PPPG
1446.22405 00000/0000 10016/0426 10/12/7' 20 6022 530
7 N 17708E p701 158.6 G PG
1446k224 12 000/0000 10016/0427 10/12/71 80 622 14 3 N 17625 P8.3 1 7:7 P PP
1447-191A2 00000/0000 1001 6 /0465 1~i/7 10to 6P34 5842N mP920W P.i 162.7 G
1447191R5 00000/0000 10016/0463 10/13/73 10 634 5719N i3015W ,i23 16107 PG
1447w19191 00000/0000 10016/0466 10/11/7 80 6P34 5555N 13106W 94.5 160.7 G
1447w19194 00000/0000 10016/0467 10/13/73 90 6234 5431N 13155W P7 197 P
1447s20582 00000/0000 10016/0468 10/13/7 10O 6235 6934N 14417W Po 4 179.8 P
1447u20S5 00000/6000 10016,/069 10/i3/79 20 6P35  681iN 14608W 4206 172.0 G
14472051 00000/0000 10016/0470 10/1/72 30 6P35 6656N i4748W 48 170.3 G
16472059 3 00000/0000 10016/0471 10/13/73 60 6P35 6536N 4919W 6.0 168.8 G
1447.21000 00000/0000 10016/0472 10/17/79 40 6p35 6414N 15041W 7.2 167.4 G
1447.21002 00000/0000 10016/0473 10/11/0 20 6P35 6P54N i5 155W 18.5 16602 G
1447.21005 00000/0000 10016/0474 10/12/73 20 6P35 6131N 15 3 03W q197 165.0 G
1447-21011 0000/6000 10016/0464 10/13/71 10 6935 6008N i5407W P0*9 163.8 PG
1447*21014 00000/0000 10016/0458 10/1,/7. 30 6p35 5A45N 5 5 06W pP.1 162.7 pPG
1447-21020 00000/0000 10016/0459 10/1/7/ 20 6235 5722N is601W 3o.2 161.7 PPG
1447-21023 00000/0000 10016/0475 10/14/7q 60 6p35 5558N 15653W 94.4 160.7  G
1447.21025 00000/0000 10016/0460 10/13/73 60 6?35 5434N i5741W p5.6 159*7 PPG
1447-22464 00000/0000 10016/0462 10/-/72 90 6236 5309N 7543E p6.8 158.8 ppe
1447.22470 00000/0000 10016/0577 10/13/71 0 6P36 5143N ?7459!E v79 157.8 GGG
1448o19241 o0000/0000 10016/0542 10/14/73 60 6p48 5844N 13044W pt.7 162.8 GGG
KFYSI CLOUD COVER % ,,.,0...,..o 0 TR 100 X CrUD COVER. .* u N L~LOUD DATA AVAILABLr,
IMAGF QUALITY .b........... RLANKS.BAND NBe PRSrNT/REQUrATED. M.RPCYCLEDa GeGR~D.' FPFA?R BUT USABLF. P.PBSR.
.5t54 Dre o6o17n STANMARD CATALG FRR ALASKA PAGE 031
FRAM so/0/73 TO 11/30/73
90ERVAT1ON MfCltea LM RLL NBo/ DBaT CLUD OsBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT qUN SUN iMAnF QUALITY
10 POSaTeN IN nOLL ACOUwRzr COVER NUMB8R OF IMAQE FFV,. AZIM, RBv MSS
RBV mS LAT LBNG 123 4M678
1448-19243 00000/0000 100o16/053 10/14/71 90 6P48 5720N 131 3 8  P229  161.8 PPPG
144819240 00000/0000 10016/0544 10/qh/7 100 6P48 5R57N 13230W 94.1 160.8 PPPG
1448I09282 00000/0000 10016/0545 10/1/?7 90 6p48 5 433 N 133 18W p5S3 15908 PPPG
1448*21034 00000/0000 10016/0546 10/9"/7n 0 6P49 7050N 14338W j0#8 175*8 GGPG
1448-21040 00000/0000 10016/0547 1o/1/1 10 6p49 6q33N j4542W 12*0 173.8 PaP6
1448.21042 00000/0000 10016/0548 10/14/7q 20 6249 6814N 14733W 43.3 172.0 PGPG
1448.21045 0o00000000 100160549 10/1~/7 0 6~49 6655N 1491W ij45 170.4 PaGP
1448!2102 00000/0000 1001 6 /0550 10/1./7q 1o 6949 6534N 15045W ,7 168.9 PGPG
1448w2o1S4 00000/0000 10016/0551 10/14/72 10 6P49 613N 19207W 1CA
9  167, PGPO
1448-21061 00000/0000 1001/0 52 10/1./7n 10 6249 6251N 15323W in1 1 66. Papa
1448-21003 00000/0000 10016/0553 10/14/7 to0 6 49 6129N i1432W 19*3 16560 PGGG
1448.21070 00000/0000 10016,0554 10/14/72 to 6 49 6006N 15535W poe 5  163.9 PaPG
$448.21072 00000/0000 10016/0555 10/1J~2 40 6249 5843N 15634W 9j17 162,8 PGPG
1448-21075 00000/0000 10016/05 5 6  10/14/72 40 6P49 5719N 15729W 92*9 161.8 GG
1448o210al 00000/0000 10016/0557 10/14/72 30 69 556N 15 820W 94.1 16008 PGG
1448s21084 00000/0000 10016/0558 1o0/1~/7 30 6249 5432N 159 07W 95B3 15986 PGGG
1448s22522 00000/0000 10016/0675 10/14/71 30 6P50 5108N 17419 p.6*4 158,9 GGGG
144822M24 00000/0000 10016/0576 0/4/71 t00oo 650 5144N 173351 97*6 158* 0  GGGG
1449-19295 00000/0000 10016/0610 1o/t~171 90 6P62 5841N j3211W. 1is 162.9 GP
1449919301 00000/0000 10016/0611 10/1/73 9 o 6p62 S718N 13306W pp.6 16t19 GPPP
1449.1994 00000/0000 10016/0812 10/1/71 100 6p62 5554N 13357W p3*8 160*9 PPPP
1449eig910 00000/0000 10016/0913 10/16/7 60 6262 543
1 N 13444W 95r 0  160.0 GGPP
1449-21092 000000/0000 10016/014 10/t9/79 0 6263 7051N 145 01W 10*# 175.9 GGGG
14499-1044 00000/0000 10016/0815 10/1973 0 6963 6q34N 14708W i s7 17399 GGGG
1449*9111 00000/0000 100o6/0616 1010/7 % 0 6963 6R$SN 14901W jpe9 J7261 GGGG
1449.21103 00000/0000 10016/0917 10/1t/7q 0 6?63 6656N 15041W 14*1 170.5 GGGG
1449921110 00000/0000 10016/0518 10/1j/71 0 6263 6536N 152 11W j5*3 169.0 GPGG
1449-21ti 00000o0000 10016/0119 10/94/72 0 6P63 641IN 1(333W i6.5 167.6 GPGG
1i44921115 00000/0000 10016/o020 10/i/73 0 6,63 6254N 15448W i7*7 166.3 GGGG
1449021121 00000/0000 10016/0 2 1 10/11/7; 0 6?63 6132N 15558W 8.9 165.2 OGGG
1449.21124 00000/00 10016/0422 10/ O /73 20 063 6008N 15 702W 9091 16490 GGGG
1449-21120 00000/0000 10016/0623 10/1/73 10 6p63 5845N 1580OW 91*3 163*0 GGGG
1449-21133 00000/0000 10016/0624 1o0/9/72 10 6 63 5722N 8855W *p.5 161.9 GGPP
14492135 000000000/0000 1001 6 /0825  10/1/7 20 6P63 S558N 1 5946W P3e7 161*0 GGPG
144921142 oo00ooo0/00oo00 1006/026 10/15/ 7 40 6P63 5433N 1&033W 94.9 160.0 GPGG
1449 22580 00000/0000 10016/ 031 10/C3,7 90 6p64 5309N 17250E 6.1 159.1 GGGG
1449.2283 00000/000 1006/0032 1o0/ q7/ 9o 6p64 5145N 172071 p7e2 158*1 GGGG
1450.19244 00000/0000 oo0lO~G02 10/94/7q 70 6P76 6129N 13133W iR,6 168*2 PPPP
1450-193 1 00000/0000 10010724e 210/164 T/ 30 676 6006N 1323 6W q.98 164.1 pppp
KVY98 CLOUD COVE 0oooo oo000000000000oo   g CERUD CRVFR. ** q N- eLOUn DATA AVAILABLP.
A UALTV OO0000oooooooo00000000oo BLANKPBAND ND PR pNT/REOUFRTED RfRpCYCLED GmaG 0, F.FATR BUT USABLE, pmPS6BR
5154 OFC 06 '73 BTANDARD'CATALG FR ALAKA AE
FRAM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
AR5ERVATtN MICRAFILM RRLL wBo/ DATE CLSUD BRBIT PRtNCIPAL P8INT aUN SUN iMAOF QUA¥TYY
ID PstiTIBN IN RBLL ACoUtREMB COVER NMIMBpR BF IMA N'V. AZIM. RBV MRS'
RBV Ms9 LA LONG ilS 4 679
i45019353 000oo00/000 10016/0725 10o/A/73 So 6p76 5843N j333SW 0 16*16 PPPP
1450p193 0 00000/0000 10016/0726 o10/A/73 So 6P76 5720N 13429W P2.2 16240 PPP
j45 0 19A2 000oo000000 10016/0727 10/I/71 50 6,76 5556N 03521W p,4 161t1 PPPP14Ow0211~5 00000/0000 10016/078 10 /tA/7 3  100 677 7049N 14)32W Oe01 175*9 PPPP
1450-21153 00000/0000 10016/0729 10/16/71 100 6977 6932N 14
537 w i*3 173.9 PPPP
1450-21155 00000/0000 10016/0730 10/iA/?3 100 6i77 6813N 15027W -. 8 172.1 PPPPl
1450162 ooooo00000/000oooo 0 oo16731 10o/I/73 56o 677 6654N i 206W 3.8 1705 PPPP
1450-21164 00000/0000 10016/0732 O1/A/73 90 6W77 6533N 15337W j5.. 169.0 PPPP
1450m21171 00000/0000 10016/0733 10/16/7 100 6P77 6412N 1459W 1s 16707 PPP
1450-211 7 3 00000/0000 10016/0734 10/16/73 100 6s77 6250N  156 14W f174 166.4 ppp
1450-211 0 00000/0000 10016,0735 10~ A/73 100 677 6i28N 15724W 18.6 165. PPPP
145 0 -2112 00000/0000 10016/0736 10/16/73 100 6P77 6006N 15827W 4*8 164*1 PPPP
145021185 00000/0000 10016/0737 IO/A/71 100 6P77 5843N 16926  F o10 16301 PPPP
1450.211qi 00000/0000 10016/0738 10/14/73  100 677 5719N 16 0211 PP02 16210 PPPP
1450-2114 00000/0000 10016/0739 10/1A/73 100 .6277 5856N 16112W 30.4 161.1 ppPp
1450.2120 00000/0000 10016/0740 10/1/73 100 6P77 5432N f6200W p4%6 160 1 .PPP
1450-2332 0000/0000 10016/0643 10/14/73 30 678 5432N 172101 04.6 160.1 PPPP
1450-23034 00000/0000 10016/0644 10/1'/72 30 6?78 5307N 1 ij135 P,8 159. PPPP
1451.19402 00000/0000 10016/0753 10/17/73 40 6290 630N 13259W 18.2 165.3 GPaP
1451.19405 00000/0000 10016/0754 10/7/72 0 6290 6007N 3403W 94 164.2 OPaP
1451*19411 00000/0000 10016/0755 10o/7/73 0 6W90 5845N 13502W O'
7  163.2 GPPe
1451.19414 00000/0000 10016/0756 10/17/73 0 6P90 5721N 13S57W i.8 1$62a GPP
1451- 9420 00000/0000 10016/0757 10/7/73 ~0 6490 5557N 3648w P 3o0 161.t GGGG
1451.21204 0000/0000 10016/0758 10/17/73 50 6?91 7051N 14757W 97 l76*0 GAGS
1451,21211 00000/0000 10016/0759 10/.7/73 40 6391 6933N 15002W T0*9 1740 GPGP
14512123 o0000oo/oo00 10016/0760 10/17/73 50 6?91 6XtN 15154W i22 172.2 GPaP
1451021210 0000000oo0 10o16/0761 10/7/7 100 6P91 668N i5333W 3"*4 170.6 GP
1451.2122 00000/0000 10016/0762 10/17/73 90 6?91 65 35N 15502W ,46 169.1 OPGP
1451*21225 o0000/0000 l0016/0763 10/17/73 100 6P91 6414N 56 23W ~5S 187*. Gpp
1451-21231 00000/0000 10016/0764 10/7/72 90 6291 6252N i5738W i790 166.5 e66
1451*21234 o0000/0000 10016,0765 10/7/7q 80 6991 6130N is
847 8.2 165*3 GGP
1451.21240 00000/0000 10016/0766 10/1'7/73 90 6P91 6o07N t5951W 19q4 164. sPG
1451.21243 00000/0000 10016/0767 10/17/73 90 6291 5844N 1605 0W P0.6 163.2 GPa
1451.21245 00000/0000 10016/0768 10/17/73 80 6291 5g21N 16 14W le1.8 162.l GPGP
1451*21252 00000/0000 10016/0769 10/17/73 80 6291 557N 16237W P3.0 161.*2 Sso
1451-21P4 00000/0000 10016,0770 10/17/73 70 6P91 5433N 16325W P4.2 160.3 GOGP
1452-19443 00000/0000 10016/0791 10/A1/73 80 6404- 6006N 43526W j@*1 164.3 GGP
1452019470 00000/00 10016/0792 10/18/73 90 6304 5g43N 19625W o3 163.3 ase666
1452.19472 00000/0000 10016/0793 10/1A/7- 50 6104 5719N 13
7 20W liS 162.3 Goes
KEYS. CLOUD COVER, o*oe1,,ooo,, oTm 100 P l CCRUDCVeRo *q a. NB CLBUD DATA AVAILiBLr..
IMAGE QUALITY aeecoooaooe RALANK5.BAND NB? PRlriNT/REOUFPTED6 R.RiCYCLEDO 641314D FFATIR BUT USABLE* PWPBRo
15S4 ~~C ~.o'73SYANTDARD CA7~ALUG FMR ALARVA PAGE 001/-o
0SEA7MN 4TERRFILM RrL N9,/ DAyF CLOUD eB17j PRINCIPAL WNY'vi qUN SUN iMAGS- QUJALITJYID PfVsyyfN jN POLL ACCURvr, COVFR Nl IMSFW 9F !MAGV Rr A~fMq RBV m~sRBV MesLAY LONG Iani 4R678
i452P~2i263 00000/oooo t0016,0794 10/ljI/73q 9 61405 7048N 4922W qQ4 17600 GfIGQ1452-21265 OO000oooo 10016.,0795 1ohiR/yn too 6105 6C)31N i5127W koQ6 17480 GGGG1452-21272 00000/0000 10016,079 lo/!iR73 90 6105 6R12N is3isW 1e8 17203 GG1452-21274 ooooo/0ooo 10016/0797 lohiA/71 go 6105 6653N 15457W Iso0 17097 GGGGl&52c21pni O0000/0000 10016/0798 l0 /3 90 6~qo5 6c3 15627W 140 169s2 GG1452-21MR OOOooyoooo 10016,0799 t0/jA/73 90 6105 6412N I '749W i5@5 16799001452o'212qo oooooyoooo 10016,0800 1oo,7/? go 6,409 6PSON 5905W j6@7 16866SG1452v21M~ O~ooOOOOO J0ol6/0801 1o'o,7Yn 9 6105 6128N 1601t4W 069 J6504 OGI3P145 2a-21pqs 0O0ooboooo 10016,0802 10/lA/7.3100 too 6-05 6005N 16118W i9ol 164o3 GG1452-21301 OO0O0ooO 10016/0803 10/I/71 Be) 6105 5.42N 16217w P09 3  16303 seaG1452o2l3nk oOoooooo M0016,0804 10/19/7.q 70 6,405 5714N 16312W pjv 162.3 GGG1O1452021310 O00oo/ao00 10016/0805 lo/R/73 70 6,4(5 5555N A4Q3W pps7 16j93 GGGG1452.21313 00/0000oo 10016,0806 io/IA/In 70 6005 543tW 16451W 03,9 160.4 GGGG1452W21315 OO00oooo 10016/0807 10/1A7.1 so 6105 5307N i65 3'7w P5115908 GGO1453o196io o00co/cooo ioolG/0899 10/29/7q 40 6,418 6414N 12327W 15.1 167.9 136GG1453- 9512 o00Ooooo 10016/0900~ 1o0/97R 5 613 6P53N 13441W jA.3 166,7 GGGGl453oI9515 00000J0000 10016/0901 10/19/73 80 SR18 6131N 13550W 1705 165.5 (AGGG14530195p1 OOO0oYOoOO 10o16Y0902 loyiq/?' to00 6jis 6008N 13654W is.? 164@4 GG1453-19SP4 OooOoooO0 j0016/0903 1o/jq/74 100 6il8 5844N 1375 3W Paco 163,4 GGGG1453019930 00000,0000 10016,0904 10/tQ/71 90 6,418 5721N 13847W pi92 16204 GGGl453o953 00000d0000 10016Y0905 lo'/Q/Y 70 6,418 SS57N 393aW 99.3 161.4 QGGG1453PI9535 00000000 10016/0906 10/19/7-1 70 61i ~433N 4027W 0395 160,5 GGGi'653o2i33' o0ooo/0oo0 10016,0907 10 9q7, 0 631.9 90SON 15044W 9*0 176.103014530213P3 oooooioooo 10016,0908s 1o l/71 10 6G19 6 032N 152soW J00 174.1 OG0GOi453Q21330 00000/0000 10016,0909 1oliql7l 20 6119 6914N .15442W j1*4 172.4 GPGG31453a21332 00000/0000 10016/0910 10 9q/71 10 6'119 6654N 15622W 107 170a7 GGGG1453.21329 OO0ooo/00O 10016,0911 10/i9/73 20 6119 65 34 N 15792W T399 169,3 GGGG1453o2l3ki o~ooo/0ooo o 116,0912 10 9q71 10 6119 6 1&13N 1SS91sw 4501 167.9 GGGG1453-2j344 00000,0000 10016,0913 1o.' 9,73 10 bq19 6P52N 16030W j6*3 166.7 66661453'*21350 OOOO0iooOO 10016,0914 l0/iq/-14 .0 6,419 6 13ON i61319W V705 16505 66661453.213S3 00.oooooo 1004/J091!5 10/19/,Y, 10 619 ~007N 16243W 19*7 1 '*, GGGG1453-2J355 00000/0000 io100la 0 916 l0,i9/71 30 6119 9R44N 16343W 4909 183.4 GG661453o'2136? 00000,0000 10016,0917 10147., 20 614j9 5720N 16439W ple1 162.4 66661453.2064 00000/0000 10016,0918 10/ q/731 20 6119 SP,56N 16530W PP,3 161.4 6660J45$o211171 00000/0000 10016,0919 to197 4a 6119 5432N 1661sw P205 160.5 GG66J453-'21373 ooooo/0ooo 10016,0920 10/19/71 8C) 61419 5308N 16703W 0447 15996 OrIGO1454-J9544 0oooo/0000 10016/0996 lo/Po/71 80 6332 6412N 13455W 1468 16890 GGGG1454algS71 00000/0000 10016/0987 10/Pfl/7 70 6132 6PS0N 13g10W 1600 166.7 06601454019573 oooooooo iool6,O988 i/Pn/71 80 6332 6128N 13 19W 7s2 165e6 0666
K(FY9J CLRUD COVER X 0oo~ooooaoQeoo 0 TR log : CLURUD CIMVERe ** NO CL&Lu DATA AVAILj8Lv,IMAOF QUALYTY o4,o~o0Q PLANKS9 AND N~y P rSrNy/REOUrRTE0@ RvROCYCLEDO GwGSA0, Ff'& SUT LJBABLV, PuPOOR.
1554 DC mA 73 STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00JI
FRAM' 1/01/73 TO 11/30/73
.BBSERVATT8N MIERMFILM RfLL NS,/ DATE CLUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT qUN SUN iMArF QUALITY
tD PSSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTREn COVER NOMBPR eF IMAOE FrFVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MLS LAT LONG 123 49678
1454-19580 00000/0000 10016/0989 10/20/73 70 6332 6005N 138 22W 89*4 164*5 GGGG
1454e5g 2 00000o/0000 10016/0990 l0/2/79 70 6932 5R42N 13921W ir96 163,5 GGGG
1 54mJ1955 00000/0000 10016/0991 10/20/72 60 6q32 5718N 14016W Poe8 162.5 GGGG
1454-19591 00000/0000 10016/0992 10/pn/7 70 6332 5555N 14107W '2.0 161.5 GGGG
1454c19594 00000/0000 10016/0993 10o/p/ 7 3 70 6332 5430N i4155W R92 160e6 GGGG
1454.21375 00000/0000 10016/0994 10/P0/72 90 6133 7048N i215W 8g7 176.1 GGGG
1454-213A2 o00000/ono 10016/Q995 10/Pn/7 80o 6333 6930N 15 4 19W 909 17401 GGGP
1454,21384 00000/0000 10016/0996 10/o 73 7o 6333 6812N 10610W i.1 172,4 GGGG
1454.21391 00000/0000 10016/0997 10/P6/71 40 6q33 6653N 15750W Io3 17o08 GGGG
1 4 0m4 2 13 3  00000/0000 10016/0998 10/20/7 50 6333 6g 32N 15920W 1396 169.3 GGGG
1454b21400 00000/0000 10016/0999 10/.0/73 60 6333 6411N 16042W 14.8 168.0 GGGG
1454-21402 00000/0000 10016/1000 10/06/ 7  o50 6333 6249N i6157W 16.0 166,7 GGGG
1454.21405 00000/0000 10016/1001 10/pn/73 50 6333 6 2 7N 16305W i7,2 165,6 GGGG
1454*21411 00000o0000 10016/1002 10/P0/73 70 6333 6005N 16 4 09W iAe4 164,5 GGGG
1454o.1414 0O000/0000 10016/1003 10/0/7 100 6333 5842N 16508W ijq6 163,5 GGGG
1454.21420 00000/0000 10016/1004 10/P/79 100 6333 5718N 16603W sPo8 162.5 GGGG
1454.21423 00000/0000 10016/1005 10/20/73 90 6133 555N 6654W 29.0 161.5 GGGG
.1454.21425 00000/0000 10016/1006 10/2Q/73 90 6;33 5431N 16 742W p392 160,6 GGGG
1454-21432 00000/0000 10016/1007 1 l /7 90 6133 5307N 16827W. 04*4 159.7 GGGP
1455.2022 00000/0000 10016/1067 10/ri/73 0 6946 6 414N 136 1sw i4.4 168.1 GGGG
1455.20095. 00000/0000 10016/1068 10/21/7. 10 6346 625PN 937 34W iO.6 166.8 GGGG
1455-20031 00000/0000 10016/1069 10/21/71 30 6346 6129N 13842W i6.8 1657 GGGG
1455.20034 00000/0000 10016/1070 10/21/73 10 6946 6006N 3945W 8.1 164.6 GGGG
1455.20040 300000/0000 10016/1071 10/P2/7 10 6346 5844N 14044W 9oo3 163.6 PGGG
1455 20043 00000o0000 10016/1072 10/21/73 10 6346 5720N 14139W P0.5 16296 GGGG
145520045 5 00000/0000 10016/1073 100t/71 10 6346 5057N 14231W Pi 7 161.6 GGGG
1455.200o2 00000/0000 10016/1074 10/21/7 1.0 6946 5 432N 14320W jP.9 160.7 GGGG
1455m21433 00000/0000 10016/1075 10/2p/73 10 6347 7048N 15340W e3 176,2 GGGP
1455e21440 00000/0000 10016/1076 10/21/71 10 6447 6V13N i5544W 9.5- 174*2 GGGG
1455m21442 00000/0000 10016/1077 10/2 P/79 0 6q47 6813N 1_736W 107 172*4 GGGG
145521445 00000/0000- 10016/1078 10/P/7 to10 6947 6A53N 1R915w iP.O 1709 GGGG
1455a21451 00000/0000 10016/1079 10/Pi/71 10 6347 6533N 16046W .32 169#4 GGGG
1455.214 4 00000/0000 10016/1080 10/p2/79 1t 6147 6412N 16208W -i4*4 168,1 GGGG
1455.21460 00000/0000 10016/1081 10/P2/73 10 6447 6P50N 16323w 196 16608 GGGG
145521463 00000/0000 10016/1082 10/P/7q 20 6347 6 28N i6431W 16,8 165.7 GPGP
1455.21465 00000/0000 10016/1083 10/21/73 .60 6347 6 00 6 N i6535W 18.0 164.6 GPG
1455.21472 00000/0000 10016/1084 10/21/7 90 6347 5843N 16634W jq.3 163,6 GGG
145521474 00000/0000 ,10016/1085 o10/1/72 '90 6347 5 719N 16728W p0,5 162.6 GPG
1455*21481 00000/0000 10016/1086 10/21/73 80 6147 5555N 16 819W 1*7 16106 80G
KPySI CLOUD COVER % o 0 TO 100 a t CIRUD CRVeR. **.p NB CLIJn DATA AVAILiABL,
IMAGF QUALITY vo.a,..s,*,eo. RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUPrTED. RRpCYCLED, GgGsRD. FwFAIR BUT USABLF. PPOItR.
jssu pe ST ANDARD CATALG FRR ALARKA PAGE 0012FRmM 11/04/73 TO 11/30/79
SsERVATOR N ieRBHglM PaLL MBo DATE CLBU D  9B"'T PRINCIPAL pBINT mUN SUN IMAF QUALITY
D PagIyBlN YN PbLL ACQUiRpD COVER NiMIHBfR BF IMAcIF iFVo AZIMe RBV 
MSS
RBV mqS LAT LONG 123 45678
14550214A3 00000/0000 10016/1087 10/P./71 80 6447 5431N 16908W pP*9 160.7 
GPa
1455o210O 00000/0000 10016/10 3  10/14/?1 80o 6147 5107N 16953W 4*,0 159*8 GPO
1455-21492 00000/0000 10016/1089 10,2 ,/ 80 6147 5143N 17037W p5.2 159.0 GPO
1456.20074 00000/0000 10016,1125 10/PP/7q 0 6160 6536N 13624W iP.8 169.@ GGG
14b5620081 00000/0000 10016/1126 10/Pp/7q 0 6160 6414N 13747W 14.1 168*2 
GOG
14562003 oo000o/0000 10016/1127 10/P~/71 0 6160 6P53N 13902W 15.3 166.9 GOGP
1456-20040 00000/0000 10016/1128 10M//72 0 6160 6130N 1401 0W 16.5 165.8 
GGOP
i 0o2002 00000/0000 00 0 tooo/1o29 10/PP/71 0 6360 6007N 14112W 17*7 1g**7 GGP
14 200 5 00000/0000 001oo 1130 10/PP/71 10 66 0 544N 14210W iR*9 1 637 GGGP
1456.20101 00000j0000 10016/1131 10/p2/7n 20 6160 5721N 14304W p0.1 162.7 GGGP
1456-20104 00000/0000 10016/1132 10/22/7q 10 660 5557N 4356W p.*3 161.8 
GG
1456020110 00000/0000 10016/1133 10/PP/7q 10 6160 54
33N 14445W 2PP5 160.8 GG
1456-21492 00000/0000 10016/1134 1o/ P/71 0 6q61 7050N 45506W 7.9 176.3 00G
1456v21494 00000/0000 10016/,135 10/22,7/ 0 6361 6932N j1711W sqi 1714*3 GG
1456-21501 00000/0000 10016/1136 10/PP/ 7q 0 6161 6R14N 15902W i0*~ 172.5 GOO
1456.21503 00000o0000 10016/1137 10/p2/71 20 6161 6654N 16041W (116 170.9 OGG
1456P21610 00000/0000 10016/1138 10/p/71 40 6161 6534N 16211W i28 169.9 GG
1485621512 00000/0000 1001 6 /1139 10/ p/71 60 6161 6413N 16332W 14*0 168.1 6OG
1456021515 00000/0000 10016/1140 10/P2/7q 50 6161 6251N 16 447W ig*3 166.9 
GG
1456621521 00000/0000 10016,1141 j O/p2/7 70 6 61 61i2qN 16
5 56W j65 165.8 OGG
1856.21524 00000/0000 10016/1142 10/2P/7R 60 6q61 6007N 16700W 177 164.7 GGG
1456.21530 00000/0000 10016 / 114 3  l0/22/71 4 0 6161 5 843N 16800W 18*9 163.7 GPO
1456.21533 00000/0000 10016/1144 10/ P/7q 30 6161 5720N 16855W o.1l 162*7 
GPG
1456.21535 00000/0000 10016/1145 10/22/7q 70 6161 5957N 1
69 47W p1-3 161*8 GOG
1456*21542 00000/0000 10016/1146 10/2p/7i 50 6161 
543 3 N 17034W pep5 160.8 GGG
1456.21544 00000/0000 10016/1147 10/PP/7n 70 6161 5308N 17119W 23.7 160.0 GGO
1456-20i 1 00000/0000 10016/11 4 8  10/2~/71 90 6161 5144N 17202W 94*9 159*1 OGG
1457.20120 0000/6000 10016/1 ~0 10/M/72 0 6174 6653N 1361qW 1,13 170*9 GG
1457m20132 00000/0000 10016/11 7 1 10/l2/79 0 6174 6532N 13
7 49W iP.5 169.5 OGG
1457.20135 00000/0000 10016/1179 10/91/79 70 6174 6411N 13910W i3.7 168.* PO
1457*20141 00000/0000 10016/1180 10/21/7 9o0 6174 6550N 140245 i5*0 167.0 PG
1457e20144 00000/0000 10016/1181 o10/2/71 0 6174 6128N 14133W i6o2 165*8 OG
1457.20150 00000/0000 10016/1182 10/P2/7n 0 674 6005N 1423
7 W j7*4 164.7 OG
1457.20153 00000/0000 10016/1172 10/P1/7 10 6374 5A42N 14336W i.*6 163.7 PGP
1457.201a5 00000/0000 10016/1273 10/P/7 3o 6q74 5718N 1
4 4 3 1W i918 162.8 PG
1457-20162 000/0000 10016/1274 10/9/7 3o 6174 55SSN ,4523W 21*0 161.8 
PG
1457-20164 00000/0000 10016/1183 10/21/71 60 6174 5430N 14612W PP 2 160.9 PG
1457-21550 O000o/0000 0016/1289 10/21/79 30 6175 7047N 15633W 746 176.2 0
1457021552 00000/0000 10016/1190 lo0/p/71 0 6175 6q30N 15
8 3 8 W 8.8 174*3 a
KYSga CLBUD COVEZ o oooooooo a o0 TR 10t0 q z CIAUD CRVFR* ** a NO CLiUJO DATA AVAILABLF.
INA02 OUALy o~'oo000O600oo o RLANKSPBAN0 N? PR, 8FNT/REQUFqTED, RPRpCYCLED GsGRA0D, FqFAYR BUT USABLE, p.PBR,
t154 B ow 6s17 3STANDARD CATALOG fRR ALARKA PAGE 00..
FRKM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
RBSERVAtrN MYCRRFILM RLL N8o/ DA E CLOUD BB. PRINCIPAL PBINT iUN SUN TMA(G QU4LITY
to PaIsTIN N ON LL' ACOUQJRO CeVER NUMBER RF IMAGEr riV, AZIM, RBv MS9
RBV MRS CA? LONG 123 45678
145721555 00000/0000 10016/1191 10/23/73 0 6375 6811N 16029W io1 1720 G
1457-21561 00000/0000 10016/192 10/p2l73 10 6375 6652N i6209W ,143 170.9 a
1457*21564 00000/oo00 10016/1193 10/p3/7 30 6375 6532N i6339W .9*5 169.5 P
1457'257o0 00000/0000 10016/1194 10/ 3/73 40 6q75 6411N 16501W 3*7 168.2 a
1457-21573 00000/0000 10016/1195 10/P/73 70 6375 6P49N 16 616W i4*9 167*0 0
1457.21575 00000/0000 10016/1184 10/P /7 60 6375 6i27N 16725W i642 165,8 pa
1457-21582 60000/0000 10016/11 8 5  10/P/7 80 6375 6004N 16828W T7*4 164.7 PG
1457-215A4 00000/0000 10016/1186 10/Pl/7 80 6W75 584 N j6927W 18*6 163.7 PG
1457021 5 1 00000/0000 10016/1175 10/P/72 50 675 5718N :7 022W .98 162.8 Poe
1457-21593 00000/0000 10016,1176 10/23/73 40 6975 5554N 17113W 1.0 161.8 PGG
1457.22000 00000/000 10016/1187 10/P/71 60 6375 5430N 17201W p *2 160.9 PG
1457.22002 00000/0000 10016/1188 10/3/71 90 6375' 5306N 17246W 9324 160.0 PG
1457.22005 00000/0000 10016/1196 10/P2/71 t00 6375, 5141N 7329W 94.6 159ia a
1458-201R4 00000/0000 10016/Q693 10/4/7 0 6388 6653N 13745W 10.9 171.0 GG
1458-201q1 o00000/0000 1i0016/083 10/4/7 0 6388 6532N 13915W ip. 2  169.6 PPG
14582C0193 o0000/0000 10016/0696 1t0/2/73 0 6388 6412N i4037W 3.*4 168.2 a
1458.20200 00000/0o00 10016/0897 10/;4/73 0 6388 6P50N 14152W j4*6 167.0 P
1458-20202 00000/0000 10016/0684 10/24/73 0 6188 6f28N 14301W i5*8 165.9 PPG
1458-20205 00000/0000 10016/0985 10/24/73 10 6388 6005N 14404W 70 164.8 ppG
1458%20211 00000/0000 10016/0986 10/24/71 50 6388 5842N 14503W 08.3 163.8 PPG
1458-20214 00000/0000 10016/0694 10/24/7. 80 6388 5719N 445 58W .q*5 162.8 PG
1458.20220 00000/0000 10016/0695 10/24/72 90 6388 5555N 14649W 'o7 161.9 pa
1458w20223 00000/0000 10016/0998 10g2/73 100 6388 5431N 14737W Pl19 161.0 G
1458.22004 00000/0000 10016/0687 10/24/73 20 6189 7047N 15801W 7T2 176.3 PPG
1458-22011 00000/0000 100166099 10/24/73 30 6'89 6q30N 16006W 8*5 174.3 a
1458w22013 00000/0000 10016/0700 10/24/73 50 6389 6812N 16157W 9.7 172,6 0
1458-22020 00000/0000 10016/0701 10/24/73 100 6389 6652N 16337W j0o9 1710 a
1458.22022 000000000 10016/0702 10/14/71 100 6-89- 6 53 2 N i6507W P,2 169.6 0
1458*22025 00000/0000 10016/0703 10/P4/73 100 6389. 6412N 16629W 13.4 168.2 G
1458-22031 00000/0000 10016/0704 10/24/7. 100 6389 6P50N 16744W i4*6 167*0 G
1458-22034 00000/0000 10016/0705 10/P4/73 100 6389 6128N 16852W 5.8 165.9 0
1458e22040 00000/0000 10016/0688 10/?4/73 70 6389 6005N 16 955 W i 0 164.8 PPG
1458-22043 00000/0000 10016/0889 10/,4/73 40 6389 5841N 17 05 3 W 18.2 163.8 ppa
1458.22045 00000/0000 10016/0690 10/4/72 5 6389 5718N 17147W *4 162.8 PPG
1458"22052 00000/0000 10016/0891 10/24/73 60 6189 5554N 17238W pO.6 161.9 PGQ
1458-22054 00000/0000 10016/0692 10,P4/73 80 6q89 5430N 173 2 6W 2pi8 161.0 PGG
1458-22061 00000/0000 10016/0706 10/P473 90 6389 5306N 17412W P3*0 160*2 a
1458*22043 00000/0000 10016/0707 10/l4/73 100 6389 5142N 17455W 94.2 159.3 G
1459.20240 00000/0000 10016/1225 10/p/71 0 6402 6812N 3733W .*4 1726 PGGG
KFySt CLBUD COVER % 'ovooaeeo.coe 0 TA 100 a % COUD CaVER. **, NO CLlOUD DATA AVAILABLr.
IMAGE QUALYTY ei.ooooeo,..... RLANKR.BAND NBT PRPSrNT/REQUFATEDi RoRpCYCLED, GvGeaD. FFATR BUT U§ABLE, PPBOOR:
15254 i'C (36D 097 STANDARD CATALb G F9R ALASIA PAGE 00 H-
FRPM i/09/W73 TO 11/30/73
OBERVATYN MyeRRFYLM RLL Ns,/ DAYE CLOUD &By PRINCIPAL P5INT QUN SUN TMAne QUALITY
7D PasTuyIN YN RBLL ACQUR0 COVER NJMBvR BF IMAMP FiFVo AZIMo RBv MSS
RBV MRS LAT LONG i29 4s678
1459-0242 00000/000o o01o6/1226 io/P~/7 10 6l02 6653N ~3912W 0*6 17160 GGGG
1459020245 00000/O00 10016/1227 10/1R/79 50 6402 6533N 4042W ia8s 16906 GGGG
1859=20291 00000/0000 i0016/1~28 10/S/7 60  00 2 M412N 14203W 12.1 168*3 GPGG
1659-20294 00000/0000 10016/1829 10/s/7Y 60 6402 6~5ON i 3 18iW j4e3 167*1 GGGG
1459-202A0 00000/0000 10016/1230 10/P/7 10 6402 6128N 14427W ,i55 166*0 GGGG
14590 202&3 00000/0000 0016/1231 0/?5/71 60 6&02 
6006N $45 30W 16,7 164,9 GGPG
1459a20265 00000/0000 10016/1232 10/Pq/7 90 6402 5842N 1462gW i7@9 163.9 G686
145922063 00000/0000 10016/1233 10/P/7 10 6403 7047N 15924W 69 176.3 GGG
1459-220A5 00000/0000 10016/1§34 l0/2Ri/q 80 6403 6Q30N 16 129W 841 17404 GGG6
1459'22072 00000/0000 10016/1235 10/P/7 9o 6403 6BbiN 96320w ~.4 172.6 PGP
145922074 00000o0000 10016/,136 10/P/73 8O 6403 6652N 16459W 10e6 111eO POGG
145902201 00000/0000 10016/1237 10/p/7q 60 6403 6532N 16630W ite 169.6 GGG
14590220g3 00000/0000 10016/1238 10/8P/7 80 6403 6411N 1752W t130 168.3 GGG
145922o O 00000/0000 10016/1839 1 0/ /72  8o 6403 694N 16907W 14e3 167o1 GaOG
145902209p 00000/0000 10016/1840 10/R/72 90 6403 6127N 17015W 1i 5 16600 GGOP
1459=-2095 00O00/0ooo0 0016/1241 10/PR/72 90 6403 6005N 17 117W 67 164.9 G0eG
1459o22i01 00000/0000 10016184 10/99)2 90 603 5842N 1i215W i7*9 16349 GGGG
159=022104 00000/0000 10016/1243 1o/?9/7% ?0 6403 5719N 73 0 9W qej 162.9 GGGG
1459p22110 00000/0000 i0016/144 10/8/72 6 60 ~43 5S55N 7401W 0,3 162,0 GGG
1459022113 00000/0000 10016 1 45 10/91 /73 So 6403 5431N 17
4 5 0W 9io5 161.1 OGGG
1459o221l5 00000/0000 10016%1246 10//7n 80 6403 5207N 17536W pe7 160,3 GGGS
1459o2212 00000/0000 10016/1247 10/0a/7f 70 6403 S142N l762oW 209 159.# G0G6
1460.20294 00000/0000 10016/1265 10/PA/72 20 6416 
6810N 1i904W qo 172.6 GGGG
1460.20301 00000/0000 10016/1A66 1O/4/72 40 6086 6650N 14043W io03 171,0 G8GG
1460920303 00000/0000 10016/1267 1OA/72 10to 6416 6530N 142 12 W ivs5 169.6 3G68
1460O20310 00000/0000 10016,1268 10/PA/72 so 6416 6 408N 14334W P08 168*3 GGGG
146023312 00000/0000 10016/1269 10/P6/72 60 6416 6P46N 14448W i4*0 167.1 GGGG
1460020315 00000/0000 10016/1270 10/1A/72 70 6416 6 12 4 N 14556W as,2 166,0 QGGG
1460*20391 00000/0000 100161% 1 10/mA/72 80 6416 6001N t46569w 6.4 164'9 GGG6
1460o2034 00000/0000 10016/1272 0/RA/Y 0  6416 5 8 38 N 14
7 57W f7e6 163.9 8GG6
160o221Pi 00000/0000 10016/16 73 10/PA/7q t00 6417 7045N 160o57 6@6 176.3 G oG
14609221P4 00000/0000 10016/1274 10/26/7. 100 6417 6927N 16301W 7*8 174*3 saGs
1460022130 00000/0000 10016/1275 10/P/72 90 6417 sRO9N 164 51W QP1 1726 GPGG
14602213 00000/0000 10016/1276 10/PA./72 90 6417 6649N 166 3 0( 10,3 171.0 GGGG
1460o2211 00000/0000 10016/1277 10/pA/73 9o 6417 6529N 167S9W 13j5 169e6 GGGG
1660022142 0o000/0000 10016/1278 10/PA/7q 90 647 6408N 6920W Po*7 168.3 0GGG
1460m22144 00000/0000 10016/1279 10//7v2 90 6417 6246N 1703W 4.0 167.1 GGGG
1d60o221 00000/0000 1001%/180 10/PA/79 980 617 6124N 17143W j5.2 166.0 GGGG
1660022153 00000i0000 10016/1281 10/qA/79 70 6417 600 2 N 17246W 16*4 164 9 GGGG
K ySs CLOUD CeVER % ooooooooooo 0 0 100 a CVUD Cef9VR e*a N' L8btJO DATA AVAILiBLP.
IM4A8 OUALtY O'LboooQo0oOo@ RLANKSM# BAND NOy PRbSpNT/REQUFsRTDo RReAYCLED4 GsGAD, FFATR BUT USABLp, PePSR.,
15154 DFC oA,7n STANARD CATALG FAR ALASKA PAGE 00A5
FRRM 11/01/73 TO 11J30/73
RBSERVATrsN MTCRRFILM RALL N8,/ DAi; CLUD 8RBly PRINCIPAL PBINT qUN SUN ;MAMF QUALITY
ID P8f9TISN IN RBLL ACQUiRFM CBVER NIIMBFR F' IMAGF FFV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV LMS EAT LeNG 123 4N678
1i60 m221 A0 00000/0000 10016/1282 IO/PA/73 70 617 5g38N 1734 5W 1706 163e9 GGGG
1460.22162 00000/0000 10016/1283 10/p6/72 70 6417 5715N 7440ow 18.8 16390 GGGG
1460-22165 00000/0000 10016/1284 10oPA/7 70 6 17 5S51N I7532W 90.0 162.1 G8GG
1460.22171 00000/0000 10016/1285 10/A/71 60 6417 5427N I7620W P1e2 161.2 GGGG
1460.22174 00000/0000 10016/1286 10/e/71 60 617 5303N t770 5W Pe4 160.3 GGGG1461-20350 00000/0000 10016/1318 10/ 17/7 0 6430 6929N i3839W 7.5 174* GGGG
1461.203g3 -00000/0000 10016/1319 10/P7/72 0 6430 6R1ON 146030W 8e7 172e6 GGGG
1461-20355 00000/0000 10016/1320 10/Pi72 0 6430 6650N i4208W n40, 17101 G888
1461.20342 00000/0000 10016/1921 10/97/73 0 6430 6530N i4337W j1.2 169.7 GGGG
1461-20364 00000/0000 10016/1822 10/9 /~ 10 6430 6409N 446 8W 19.4 168*# GGGG
1461.20371 00000/0000 10016/1323 10/7/73 100 6430 6P47N 14613W i3.6 167, GGGG
1461.20373 00000,0000 10016/13 24 10/7/7 100 6430 6125N 4721W -14.9 166,0 GGGG
1461-2032 00000/0000 10016,1325 10/97/72 too 6430 6802N ,4824W 6o1 1650 GGGG8888
1461-.2032 00000ooi00 10016/1326 10/97/7 40 6430 S39N 14923W 47.3 164.0 GGGG
1461.22175 00000/0000 10016/1307 10/7/73 60 6431 7 046N 162 23W 6.3 176.3 GSGG
1461.22182 00000/ 00 1001611308 1o0/9/72 40 6431 6q29N '6427W 795. 174,4 GGGG
1461022184 00000,0000 10016/1309 10/7/72 70 6431 6810N 16618W 8.7 172.6 GPGG
1461.2211 '00000/0000 10016/1310 10/27/7 40 6431 6651N 16758W '000 171,1 GGGG
14661.21q3 00000/0000 10016/1911 10/27/72 60 6431 6531N 16929 i1 2 169.7 GPGG
1461-22200 00000/0000 10016/1304 10/7/7 90 6431 6409N 17051W 14P 168.4 6 GG
1461922202 00000o0000 10016,1305 10P7/7 80 6431 6p48N 17205 3 6 167s2 G GG
1461.22205 00000/0000 10016/1306 10/P7/72 80 6431 6125N 17313 T '8 166.0 G G8
1461.22211 00000/0000 10016/1312 10/Pi/71 70 6431 6002N 17416W i6.1 165.0 GGGG
146122214 00000/0000 10016/1813 10/P7/71 80 6431 583 9N 17514W 17*3 164,0 G8GG
1461.2222p 00000/0000 10016/1314 10/?7/73 80 6431 5715N 176 09W 18.5 163*1 GGGG
1461"22223 O0000 0000 1001641815 10/97,71 70 6431 555N 7700W 19.7 162.2 GGGG
1461-222p5 00000/0000 10016/1316 10/P7/71 70 6431 5427N 17748W 20*9 161.3 GG00
1461.2222 00000/0000 10016/1317 10/P7/7' 70 6431 5303N 7833W P .1 160-4 GPPG
1462-2040 00000/0000 10016/1356 10/28/73 0 6444 6929N 14004W 7*2 17494 GPGG
1462.20411 00000/000 10016/1357 10/~8/71 40 6444 6810N i4155W 8.4 17297 PPGG
1462-20414 00000/0000 10016/1358 10A2R/72 30 6444 6&50N 4334W Q6 17i GG888GG
1462a204P0 00000/0000 10016/1359 10/PA/71 30 6444 6530N 14503W 10*9 169.7 GGGG88
1462.204o3 00000/0000 10016/1360 10/9R/74 20 6444 6408N 14625W i9e1 168.4 GGGP
1462a204 5 00000/0000 10016/1361 10/9/71 60 6444 6P47N i4739W j433 167.2 GGGP
1462.20422 00000/0000 10016/1362 10/9/71 70 6444 6125N 14847W 14.5 16601 GGGP
1462w20424 00000/0000 10016/1363 10/98/71 90 6444 6002N 14950W iS.7 165.1 GGGP
1462.20441 00000/0000 10016/1364 10/P8/72 100 6444 583qN i5049W 17.0 164o1 GGGP
1462-20443 00000/0000 10016/1865 10/28/71 100 6444 5716N 1i144W i8.2 163.1 GaGP
14620204s0 00000/0000 10016/1366 10/PR/72 100 6444 55N i5 235 W iq,4 162,2 GGP
KyS9 CLaUD COVER % ,*osoo ,**,e*o. .0 TA 100 a v CC.AUD CavRe . ap N8 tLROLD DATA AVAILiBL .
IMA~i QUALTY Ae ,eoeoson RLANKSwBAND NOT PR SFNT/REQUFSTED* ReRFCYCLED# GeG D. FmFATR SUT USABLP# PPle&R.,
19854 DoC OA,172 SrANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA PAGE 00 1.
FR*M 11/01/73 TO 11/90/73
B8SERVAyrTN MYCRPFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT RUN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID PaTIbN N ROLL ACQUiRrD COVER NLUMBrR BP IMAGry LtrV AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1462o22240 00000/0000 i0016/1981 10 /A/73 0 6445 6927N 16
5 49W 7*2 174 4 GGGG
1462-22243 00000/0000 10016/1982 10/PM/73 0 6445 6809N i6740W AR4 17207 GPGG
1463.19073 00000/000 10016/1411 10/9/79 100 6457 5549N 12814W iq1 162,3 GPG
146319075 00000/0000 10016/1412 10/9q/79 100 6457 5425N i2902W 0*
3  1614 GPPP
1463e20470 00000/0000 10016/1165 10/29/~ 60 6458 6806N 14321W 8t1 172.6 GGGG
1463.20472 00000/0000 10016/1216 10/29/73 40 6458 6A46N 14500W a*3 171.1 GSGG
1463.2047S 00000/0000 10016/1217 10/pq/7q 40 6458 6926N 14630W 10.6 169.7 G1GG
1463*20481 0U000/0000 i0016/1218 10/29/73 30 6458 6405N 14
7 5 1W , .8 168*4 GPGG
1463.20484 00000/0000 10016/1219 10/29/73 50 6458 6043N 14905W 13*0 167.2 GPGG
1463.20490 00000/0000 10016/1920 10/P/ 7  80s 6458 6t12N 15013W 4*2 166.1 GPGG
1463-20493 00000/0000 10016/1221 10/pq/73 90 6458 5qS9N 55116W 5.
5  165.1 GPGP
1463-20495 00000/0000 10016/1222 10/29/73 90 6458 SA36N j5215W 16W7 164.1 GPGP
14,3.20a02 00000/0000 0lool123 10/Pq/ 90 8 571
2N 15 311W 47:9 1 3.2 GPGP
14 3.20 04 00000/0000 100161e24 1OPq9/71 90 4548N 15402i 1 62 3 Gap
1463.2245 00000/0000 10016/1213 10/lP9/7 90 6459 5300N j7833r pi, 160*8 Pa
1463-2231 00000/0000 10016/1214 10/Pq/71 100 6459 5136N 177508 P1*7 159I8 PP
1464.19124 00000/0000 10016/0195 10/30/~3 20 6471 5716N 12848W 17,5 163,3 GGG
146419131 00000/0000 10016/0196 10/30/73 40 6471 5552N 2940OW R187 162.4 
GPGG
1464.19133 00000/0000 10016/0194 10/26/73 80 6471 5428N 13028W 99 161.5 G G
1464a20533 00000/0000 10016/1459 10/30173 90 6472 6R30N 14753W 5i*2 169.8 GGGG
1464*20540 00000/0000 10016/1460 10/36/73 90 6472 
6409N 14915W jI, 4  168.5 GPGG
1464.20542 00000/0000 10016/1461 10/30/73 90 6472 62
4 7N 15030W i2P6 167.3 PPGG
1464e20545 00o0000000 10016/1462 10/30/7, 90 6472 6i25N 15139W 13*9 166.2 GppG
1464.20551 00000/0000 10016/1463 10/30/71 70 6472 
6002N i5243W i5sel 165.2 GGPG
1464*20594 00000/0000 10016 /14 64  100/47 10 6472 5839N 1 5342W j6*3 164#, PPP
1464.20560 00000/0000 10016/1465 10/20/73 20 6472 5716N i5 437W 1705 163.3 PGG
1464.20563 00000/0000 10016/1466 10/30/73 20 6472 
55 5 3 N 15529W g?.7  162.4 GGG
1465w19180 00000/0000 10016/1504 10/2/72 40 6485 5839N 12
9 19 W 640 1642 p p
1465.19183 00000/0000 10016/1505 10/31/71 20 6485 5716N 13013W i7*2 163.3 G P
1465.19185 00000/0000 10016/1506 10/31/72 10 6485 5553N 13105W 18*4 162*4 a P
1465019192 00000/0000 10016/1501 10/21/73 50 6485 5429N 13153W 19.6 161.6 5 G
1465.20541 00000/0000 10016,1515 10/11/71 10 6486 6530N 14
9 20W q99 169.8 Pa
1465.20594 00000/0000 10016/1508 10/31/73 20 6486 6409N 15042W fi.1 168.5 G PG
1465*21000 00000/0000 10016 /190 9  10/3t/73 20 6486 6248N 15157W jP23 167.3 oPPG
1465.21003 00000/oo00 10016/1510 10/21/72 10 6486 6126N 15307W i3*5 166.3 PP a
1465o21005 00000/0000 1001 6 /1511 10/31/71 10 6486 60 03N 15411W j4*8 165.2 PP a
1465.21012 00000/0000 10016/1612 10/31/73 50 6486 5840N 15 510W 16.0 1643 PP G
1465021014 00000/0000 10016/1513 10/$j17n 50 6486 5716N 156 05w 17.2 163.3 PP 0
1465.21021 00000/o000 10016/1514 O1/i/79 60 6486 5552N 15655W ~184 162.4 PP P
KrY91 CLOUD COVEP A ...... o.o...,. 00 CrAUC CRVER , . NO tLR(I4t DATA AVAILjBLV.
IMAGE QUALIT V P.,,o . e °. RLANKS@BAND NOT PRFSNT/REUFATED* R*RVCYCLED* GBAD ruFATR BUT USABL F , PPPBBR.
15154 DCt OA'73 S^ANIMARD CA!ALOG RR ALAS(AK PAaS 0 4
FRoM 11/01/73 TO t.j30/73
BBSERVAYTBN MYiRAFILM RaLL NO,/ DOAT CLBUD q9BIT PRINCiPAL POINT nUN SUN iMASb QUALITY
I0 PRSTIOBN TN ROLL ACQOURF COBVR NOMBFR aF IMAGF FcFV, AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MqS LAY LONG 1as 45067
1466-19225 00000/0000 10016/136 11/0/71 to00 61499 A84oN i3043W i547 164$3 Pp
1466'19241 00000/0000 10016/1533 11/oi/7 50o 6499 8970N :3138W 6.9 163.4 PPPP
146619244 00000/0000 10016/1534 11/0/7? 0 6499 5553N j323 0W 8l.1 162.5 OPPP
146619250 00000/0000 10016/1535 11/1/o7 30 6099 5429N S3IesW ie43 161.7 Ppp
1466-21055 00000/0000 10016/196 11/6/7 0 6400 648N i5323W 20, $674 Q.
1466.21061 00000/000 10016/1497 t/1/ 721  0 6500 6 12 6N 15431W i3jR 166,3 pP
1466.2164 00000/0000 10016/1498 .11/o/72 0 6500 6003N 15535W j*4 165*3 O
1466-21070 o0000/o000 10016/1499 11/01/72 0 6500 5840N 15633W V506 164,3 O
1466-2173 ooooo/o0oo 1o0016/1500 11/9/7 0 9o 6500 5717N 157281W 69 4634
1466.21075 00000/0000 10016/1501 11/01/71 90 6500 5554N Is820W (R81 162.5 0
1466.21082 00000/0000 10016/1902 11/01/72 90 6900 5430N iS908W ~93 16t,7 Q p
1466-2104 00000/0000 I0016/1503  11/i01/7 100 6500 5306N i5954W P0. 5  160. 0 P
1467-19300 0000/000 10016/1537 11// 7  0 6813 5714N 3307W j6.6 163.4 PP
1467:19302 00000/0000 10016/1538 11//71 0 613 5550N t3358W 17.8 162P5 P P
1467 21104 00000/0000 10016/1188 11/?/72 0 6514 6528N 15216W q93 169.8 0055
1467o21111 00000/0000 10016/1589 11/0/72 0 6514 6407N i5337W i g* 168,6 000
1467.21113 00000/0000 10016/1590 11/00/72 0 6r14 6246N. 15451W 1.7' 167,4 0500
1467.21120 0000o01o000 10016/1591 11/0/72 0 6514 6123N 15600W P99 1663 00G0
1467.21122 00000/0000 10016/1592. 110?/72 80 614 6001N 15703W 14.2 165.3 0600
146721125i 00000/0000 10016/1593 11/0P/72 90 6514 5838N 5s802W i.*4 164*.3. OPS
1467.21121 00000/0000 10016/1594 1.1/hP/7 90 6514 5714N 15856W i6*6 163.4 OPP
1467.21124 00000/0000 10016/1995 11/0/72 t00 6514 5551N 15947W ,7*8 162,5 Opp
1467.21140 00000/0000 10016/1596 11/oP/ 7  100 6514 5427N 16035W i9q0 161.7 Gp
1467-22574 00000/0000 10016/1982 11/02/72 80 6W15 506N 7252E Pbo1 160,9 GPGs
1468,19343 00000/0000 t0016/1597 11/ol/71 20 6527 61t3N 3139W i.26 166.3 POG
1468.19345 00000/0000 10016/1598 11/6/72 0 6527 6600N 13242W 04.9 165.3 Q05G
1468*19352 00000/0000 10016/1599 11/03/72 0 6527 5837N i334oW ts5o 164.4 ObPa
1468-193%4 00000/0000 10016/1600 11/03/7q 0 6527 5715N 13434W I6*
3  1635 GSGP
1468.19361 00000/0000 10016/1601 11/63/73 10 6527 5551N 13525W 17*5 162.6 sQps
1468.21163 00000/0000 10016/1606 11/01/72 0 6528 6529N 5345bW 8.9 16968 aG
1468-21165 00000/0000 10016/1607 11/6q/72 0 6528 6409N  i5506W oe 2 168.6 0o5
1468-21172 00000/0000 10016/1602 11/m0/72 60 6m28 6247N 5621W i.t4 167.4 0 PS
146821174 000000/0000 10016/1603 11/n/7 90 6528 6124N 15729W 1(26 16603 0 PS
1468-21181 00000/0000 10016/1604 11/o/72 100 6528 602N 158 32W i3,8 165 34 pQ
1468*21183 00000/0000 10016/1608 11/0/7 90go 6928 5838N 15931W IB5i 164*4 QPPQ
1468w21190 00000/0000 10016/1609 11/6i/ 7 . 20 6528 5715N 16025W i6.3 1635 Ga0n
1468.21192 00000/0000 10016/1610 11/03/71 40 628 5552N 16 116W (i75 162.6 OPPO
1468-21195 00000/0000 10016/1805. 11/03/71 90 6528 5428N t6204W i8*7 161.8 G PG
1468.21201 00000/0000 10016/1611 11/01/72 90 6928 5204N 16249W 49.9 16100 GPPe
KFYS: CLOUD COVEP *. m.*. * TR 100 Z CItUD:'CovR. ** NO CLBJUD DATA AVAILiBLeU.
IMAGE QUALITyV .,**..... ..... ALANKSNBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUFqTEDi ReRv'YCED GIeGOD., FFAyR BUT UVABL.E PwP!I)OR
1:l54 DrC o6a '73 STANnARD CATAL8G RR ALAWRA PAE 00: #;0
FRMM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
8PSERVAT7SN MYCRAFILM RRLL No8/ DAE CLOUD 8Iey PRINCIPAL POINT 91JH SUN TMAGF QUALITY
Io PSYTOXeN TN RPL.L ACGUyRFr CBVgR NIIMBpR BF IMARF RpiFVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MsS LAT L8NG 122 45678
1468-23030 00000/0000 10016/1624 11/03/7q 90 6529 5427N i7207E * 1618 Q~GG
1468-23033 00o00/0000 001o6/1625 11/ol/7q 70 6429 5203 N 97123F 1i9 161.0 GGG
J469a-93q5 000/00 0 0oo O l 6/1583 11/04/7 0 641 6246N 13157W l1 167.4 GGGG
1469j19401 00000/0000 1001 6 / 1584 11/04/71 0 6N41 612,4N 3306W jP.3 16604 GGGG
1469019404 00000/0000 10016/1585 11/04/7n 0 6g41 6002N 12409W 1925 165.4 GGGG
1469-19410 00000/0000 10016/1 8 6 11/n4/7 10 6541 BR38N 3507W 1408 1640. GGG
1469-.943 00000/0000 1001 6 /15 8 7  11/0/79 0 6541 5715N 19600W i6vo 163,5 GQGG
1469921221 00000/0000 10016/1670 11/04/7q 0 6542 6528N 1550W 8,6 169*9 GaPe
1469021224 00000/0000 10016/1671 11/04/72 0 6342 6408N 15629W *#9 16806 GGGG
1469a21029 08000/000 10016/1672 11/04/71 0 6842 6947N 15745W Ilei 167.4 GGPG
146921233 0 000/000 10016,1673 11/04/72 0 6 ~
2  6125N 15854W Pe3 166o4 GGGG
1469o2125 00000/0000 10016/1674 11/04/7q 30 6542 6002N 15957w i9e5 165.4 GGPe
146921242 00000/0000 10016/175 11/0/7 50  6F42 8A39N 16056W 47 164.4 GGPG
1469021244 00000/0000 i0016/1676 11/04 /7 1 70  6942 5715N 6f15oW 6a0o 16305 GGGG
146 9 .21291 00000/0000 10016/1677 11/0oA/ 7  
g  
o 642 5552N 16241W V7,2 162,6 GppG
1469-2123 00000o0000 10016, 78 11/04/7 90 6542 5428N 16
3 28 W j844 161,8 GPGG
1470-1943 00000/0000 10016189/ 6 1105o/ 7  40 6555 647N 1 3322W 10@8 167.5 GaPG
1470o19455 00000/0000 10016/1 497 11i/0/7 60 6555 6125N 12330W P*O 166.4 GPPG
147019462 00000/o0000 o00161 898 41/0oq/ 50 6555 6002N 1 3533W T *2 165.4 GPPG
1470019464 00000/0000 o00ol6,1199 11/0q/7 20 6555 5839N 13632W 14.5 164.5 
GPPG
1470-19471 00000/0000 10016/ 700 11/0/72 60 6955 5716N 13727W IRm7 16306 GGPG
1470a21290 00000/0000 10016/1701 I1/09/73 20 6556 6530N 15
6 3 4W 8e3 16909 G, a
1470-21282 00000/0000 10016/1702 11/05/72 0 6956 6408N 1575BW 9@5 168.6 GP G
1470021285 00000/0000 o0016/1703 l1/0o/
79 10 6956 6P46N 0690 9W 0s8 167.5 PP G
1470-212q1 00000/0000 io00/71704 11/O/72 20 656 624N i6018W i2r0 166 4 P P
1470021294 00000/0000 i0016/1705 11~/~/71 20 6556 ~02N 16122W ~,2 1~5,4 Gape
1470-21300 00000/0000 10016/1706 11/oc/71 40 6556 5839 162
21W T404 16405 PPPG
1470o21 23 00000/0600 10016/1707 11j/n/7q 40 6596 5716N i6316W 46S7 163,6 PP a
1470*21305 00000/0000 10016j1708 11/o0/7q 70 6556 5553N 164o9w 7 6,9 162.7 PP 0
1470-21312 00000/0000 10016/1709 11/04/72 90 6;56 5429N 16 454W 181e 161.9 PP 0
1470-21314 00000/000 10016/1710 1/0n/
7 9 90 6656 520N 16 5 4 0W i4e3 161.1 Pp a
1471019520 00000/0000 10016/0036 11/04/73 0 669 6003N 13659W iPv9 165e4 PPP
1471c195P3 00000/00 0000 1 6/0637 11/06/7
k  50 6569 5839N 19758W j4.2 164o~ GpPP
1471021340 00000/0000 10016/0027 11/0A/7
3  90 670 64 0 8W 15919W 9*2 168.6 PPPP
1471=21343 00000/0000 10016/0028 11/0a/7a 100 670 6P46N 16 034W .05 167.S PPPG
1471o21345 00000/0000 10016/0029 11/O/72 100 6070 
6124N 16143W jj*7 166.4 pppp
1471-21932 00000/0000 10016/0030 i1/0/7 90 6570 6002N i6247W IPo9 185e4 PPPP
1471o2299 00000/0000 10016/0031 11/06/7q 100 6570 5839N 16346W 44. 1645 PPP
1471021361 00000/0000 10016/0032 11/0A/T7 70 670 E716 N  16 441W 1503 163,6 PPPG
rySt CLBUTD CVER % 0on0oooo.LAe* 0 ?FA 100 PA tR VeR a NCU Cn . CLSlB D DATA AVAIL F U
IMAGr OUALTTY sV ee oaooco RLANKSBAND NOT PRlSFNT/REQUpTED, R*CYCLED, Ge8 O, FuAYR BUy USABLF, PoPOBR
15154 DEC no673 STANDARD CATALOG FRR ALARKA PAGE 00L
FRAM 11/o0/73 TO 11j30/73
RBSERVATSN MTCRAFILM RALL NOB/ DATE CLUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POIN rUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PtSITIBN TN ROLL ACQUTRrn COVER NIJMBpR OF IMAap ELFVt AZIM. RBv MRS
RBV nS LAT- LbNG 123 4078
141.21363 0000/0000 10016/0633 11/A/73 90 6570 5;52N 165 3 2W i6.6 162.7 GppP
1471-21370 00000/0o00 10016/0034 11/0A/71 100 6570 5428N i6620W j7.8 161.9 PPPP
1471.21372 00000/0000 10016/0035 11/nA/71 100 6570 5204N 16706W i9*0 161.1 PPPP
1472-19572 00000/0000 10016/0024 11/67/7 0 6583 6122N 3724W I.s 166.4 GGPG
1472.19575 OO000/0000 10016/0025 11/07/73 0 6583 6000N 13827W i2.7 165,4 GGGG
1472--19581 00000/0000 10016/0026 11/07/73 60 6583 5A36N 1392 5W 3.9 164.5 GaPG1472.21295 00000/0000 10016/0015 11i07/73 90 6587 6405N 16046W 9.O 168.6 PPPG
1472.21401 00000/0000 10016/0016 11to7/i? 7o 6987 6243N 16201W (0.2 167.5 GPPG
1472*21404 00000/0000 10016/0017 11/07/71 70 6487 6121N 16310 1414 166.4 GGPG
1472.21410 00000/0000 10016/0018 11/07/73 90 6987 5S59N 16413W 12.7 1 654 GGGG1472.21413 00000/0000 10016/0019 11/67/73 70 6587 5836N 16511W i39e 164.5 GGGG
1472-21415 00000/0000 10016/0020 11/07/7 90 6 87 5713N t1605W 1.*1 163.6 GcGG
1472.21422 000 /0000 10016/0021 11/0/7 100 6587 -549N 16657W i6.3 162.7 GGPG1472,214P4 00000/0000 10016/0022 11/ 7/71 100 6s87 5425N 16745W i7.5 161.9 PPPG1472.21431 o0000/000 10016/0023 11/09/73 100 687 5301N 16830W 1A.7 161.1 PPPP
1473.20021 00000/0000 10016/1785 11/pR/71 40 6597 6123N i4 8 5 1W ii.2 166.4 GGGG
1473-20023 00000/0000 10016/1786 11/o0/?R 20 6R97 6000N 13954W iP*4 165.4 GGPG
1473.20040 00000/0000 10016/1787' 11/6R/71 60 6497 5B37N 14052W 42*6 164.5 GGGG
1473.214S3 00000/0000 10016/1822 11/M0/73 100 6598 6405N 16216W 8.7 168.6 PPPG
1473-21460 00000/0000 10016/1817 11/80/71 100 6598 6 24 3 N 16331W 9.9 167.5 P p
1473-21462 00000/0000 10016/1818 11/1/73 100 6598 6121N 16439W t1.1 166.4 P G
1473,21465 00000/0000 10016/1819 11/6A/72 100 6598 5958N 16542W 2.4 165.4 P P
1473.21471 00000/0000 10016/1820 11/0oA/7 100 6r98 5R35N 16641W i3.6 164.5 P P
1473-21474 00000/0000 10016/1821 11/08/73 100 6598 5712N 16736W 1i48 163.6 P G1473.21480 00000/0000 10016/1823 11/ 7A/7 100 6598 5549N i6827W 1'6.0 162*8 PPPG
1473"21483 ,00000/0000 10016/1824 11/A/73 90 698 5425N 16915W 7.2 162.0 PPPG
1473.2148 5 000/0000 10016/1825 11/0R/73 90 698 5101N 17001W i.4 161.2 PGPG
1473.21492 00000/0000 10016/1826 11/0/73 100 6598 5137N 17043W i9.6 16094 PPGG
1474.20092 00000/0000 10016/1827 11/64/73 10 6411 5958N 14118W i2.1 165,4 PPPG
1474*20094 00000/0000 10016/1828 11/69/73 40 6411 5835N 14217W i3.3 164.5 PPPP1474=21512 00000/0000 10016/1829 11/69/73 100 6612 6405N 16 3 4 3 W 8R4 168.6 pp p
1474-21914 00000/0000 "10016,1830 11/09/7 100 6A12 6243N 16458W 9.6 167.5 PPPP147421521 00000/0000 10016/1831 11t/69/ 100 6412 6 20N 16606W 10o9 166.4 PPPP
1474.21523 00000/0000 10016/1832 11/6/17 100 61 1 2  5958N 16709W 11 165.3 PPPP
1474-21520 00000/0000 10016/1833 11/09/72 100 6412 5835N i6 807W in.3 164.9 pppp
147421!532 00000/0000 10016/1834 11/9/72 100 6612 5712N 16901W .5 163.6 _pppp
1474.21535 00000/0000 10016/1835 11/09/73 100 612 5;49N 16953W 157 162.8 Ppp
1474.21541 00000/0000 10016/1836 11/o0/71 .100 6A12 5426N 17042W t7.0 162*0 PPPP
1474021544 00000/0000 10016/1837 11/69/7 100 6I12 5202N 17127W iA.2 161.2 PPPP
KFySI CLaUD CBVER X ..... ***-.*i* 0 TO 100 p Cr4UD CVER. ** NO CLOlD DATA AVAILiBLr.
IMAGP QUALITY *r.****,. ... RLANKSiBAND NOT PRpSpNT/REQUrATED. RvRrCYCLEDe GwGrD. FPFATR BUT USABLE. PIuPBaR.
(,'t' j~
15154 DFC 06,173 STANDARD CATALOG FRR ALAsKA PAGE 00 5 a
FRAM 11/o1/73 TO 11/20/73
OBSERV;AfvN MICRAFILM RRLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT aUN SUN iMAGF QUALITY
ID PaSOTIN jN ROLL ACQUIRFn COBVR NLJMBpR sF IMAqF rFIV, AZIM, RBV MRS
RBV MRS LAT LONG 123 45678
1474.2150 00000/0000 oo100161838 11//72 too00 6612 5037N 17210W 1Q44 160*5 GPPP
1477e20291 00000/0000 10016/1800 11/1t/71 30 6453 6403N 14210W 7.6 168.6 GGPG
1477.20g4 00000/0000 10016/1801 11/1/7A 30 6(53 6P42N 14325 R8.8 16705 GPPG
1477.20260 00000/0000 10016/1802 11/1/72 0 6653 6120N 14434W Joe1 166.4 GGPG
1477*20263 00000/0000 10016/1803 11/1?/72 0 6653 5957N 14537W 1ie3 165.4 aPPO
1477.20265 000000/000 10016/1804 11/ip/7. 10 6(53 5834N 14636W 13P5 164.5 GPPG
1477022083 000000/ 00 1001 6 /18 13 11/127 100 6a54 6403N 16806W 7.6 168.6 GGPP
1477220R 00000/0000 10016/1814 11/1P/71 100 6A5' 6P42N 16920W R,8 167.5 aP P
1477.2209 00000/0000 10016/1805 11/1 /71 100 6454 6120N 17028w io.1 166.4 6 P
1477.22094 00000/0000 10016/1806 11/1p/7~ 100 6654 5q58N 17130W i193 165.4 G P
1477q22101 00000/0000 10016/1807 11/jP/73 100 6454 5835N j7228 ips5 164.5 P P
1477-22103 00000/0000 1001641808 11/IP/7 100 6454 5712N 17323W 13.7 163.7 P P
1477o22110 00000/0000 10016,1809 11/12/72 100 6654 5547N J74 13 i44.9 162.8 P P
1477221i2 0000/000 10016/1810 11/i9/72 100 6454 5i24N i7501o 161 162.1 P P
1477-22115 00000/0000 10016/1811 11//7 tOO 6A54 5300N i7546W 17@4 161.3 P P
1477*22121 00000/0000 1001641812 11/1/?7 100 6654 5136N i7630 j~R16 160.5 P P
1477.22124 000000000 1001641815 1112/72 100 6AS4 Sa1tN 17710 iq.8 159.8 PP P
KrYS CLOUD COVER n .:: ::,o ,oo O 100 e CC UD CRVER, * e@ NO CrLfil DATA AVAILABL .
IMAF bUALIyTY 0OOo* oo, o RLNK SBAND NOT PRFSONT/REQUFRTEDo RvRWCYCLED. uGoDo F yR BUT USABLE* PuPqBR.
15t5b4 DFC ml&917., STAN!MARD CATALOG FRR HAWAi! PACIf 006
FRRM ii/Oi/73 TO9 11/30/73
A8SEAVATTgN MICR~p1LM RALL NO#*/ DATE LeUD apatY PRINC !PAL PO!NT UN SUN iMAGF GOALITY
to PAtjyy!8N yN ROLL ACQUiRpm 1VF NIUMBIPR 9F IMA' piVe AZIYM. R8V MR.S
Rav mss EAT LONG in3 4R679
Id57-202A2 00000/0'000 tooi6/1177 tO/Pi/73 1o 6,74 2i4IN j874gW '73 138.6 PPGG
t1'57-2oPAJ4 ~ooooioooo 100)16,1178 1/ 7 10 6174 2fl14N ima81W &A.3 137.2 GGGQ
KFYSV CLRUD COVER h TA....... 10 ;v Vo CCAUD CMvR. . NO CLeIJb DATA AVAILIBLF'.
IMA~R QUALYTY .*.,..* RLANKA@BAND NOT PRPS0NT/REQUF'TED4 RSvRiCYCLED* GmGq 0. 'FAMRBUT USABLE* PPP'9Rt
15:5 E A7 CRRbiDNAT LISTiNG Preceding page blank PAGE 00.
TANDARn CATALOG FOR CUS _
FRaM 11/n1/73 T8 11/30/73
PRINCIPAL PT, BBSARVATTRN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, 8RSFkVATIRN CC UArPiTY PRINrIPAL Py, MBSERVATION CC t)UALITv
OF IMAGE YD r RBV MSR OF IMAGr ID % RBV MSS BF IMjG 10 X BV MSq
L8NG CAT 1234567R LBNG IAT 12345678 LBNr LAT !L2345678
06337W '728N 145-1434 5 20 PPPG 06911W 4019 171014481 80 sGGG 0720AW 401AN 1473914593 80 GGGG
0634 5w 4723N 1415.14354 q0 GGGG 06912W 4434 N 141814534 s50 GGG 07 21W 47 30N 1457m15090 100 GGGG
06500w 4730N 1452.144n3 90 PPPP 06915W 4434N 1400-14540 70 GGG 0721TW 3-601N 1418-14561 80 GGGG
06503w 47 25N 1470.144O2 60 PGPG OA916W 4ji9N 143.-14485 0 MGGG 0721iW 3602N 1400*14563 30 GGGG
06536W 4605N 1452.14405 100 PPPP 0 6922W 401
6M 1417-14492 10 rGGG 0721'W 472PN j475wI5090 90 PGPG
06539W 455 9N 147014404 40 PGPr 0 A923W 4724N 1473-14573 100 rGGG 07 227W 431PN 1456*15043 0 GGGG
06610W 4439N 1452.144r 2 100 PPPP 0 6934W 4;13N ..145414531 100 PPPP 0722QW 3857N 1455.15001 90 PPPP
O6613W 4434 1470914411 5R PGGG 0 6944W k
4 09N 141A%14541 90 ;GGG 0 723KW 43?7N 1474915043 50 GGPG
0 6626W 47 3 1N 1453.14441 30 PP 06O947W 4309N 1400-1 4 54 3 50 sGP 07239W 385 N 1473.15000 60 GGGG
0 6629W 4725N 1471-14460 q0 GGGG 0 6951W 4605N 1455.14580 40 PGPP 07 24AW 4604N 1457m15093 60 GGGG
0 6632w 4
7 26N 1435-14464 10 GGGG 0 695 1W 351 1417-14494 20 GGGG 0 725 W 45
5 AN 1475=15092 90 PGPG
0 6635W 4
7 24N j41714471 70, GGGG 0 6958W 4R58N 1473~14575 100 rGGG 0725'W 373pN 1455*15003 80 PPPP
06642W 4314N 1 52.14414 100 Pppp 07004W 4048N 14 5414533 100 tPPP 0725RW 414AN 1456.15050 .0 PPGG
06645W 4309N I470.1441i 60 PGPG 0 7016W 4443j 14 A,14543 90 AGGG 0730W 4142N 1474-1504S 30 GPPG
06701W 4606N 1453,14464 p0 GGG 0 70 18W 4 44N 1400*14545 40 pGGG 0730W 3725N 1473-15002 40 GGGG
06703W 4600N 147.144A3 q90 GGGG 0 7025W 4440N 1455.14583 20 oGPP 0731W 4439N 1457*15095 30 GGGG
0 670 7W 
46 01N 143R14471 0 GGGG 0 7032W 4433N 1471-14582 90 GGGG 0 732W 360AN 1455w15010 70_ PPPP06711W 4559N 1417.14474 40 GGGG 0 7034W 46 22W 1454-14540 80 PPPP 0 732AW 4431N 1475e5095 90 PGPG
0 6735W 4441N 1453.14470 10 GPG 0 7045W 4729N 1456.15032 90 GGGG 0 732AW 4021N 1456o15052 0 PGPG
067 3 7w 4435N 1471. 1446 90 GGGG 07 04 6 W 4M1 7N 1418.14550 100 GGG 07 3 3TW 3559N 1473.15005 80 GGGG
06742W 4435N 1435*14473 0 -GGGG 07048W 4018% 140014552 10 PGGG 0733 W 4017N 1474v15052 90 GGGG
0 6746W 4433N 1 i7144 0 Po GGGP 0 7050 W 4724N 1474v15031 100 PGGG 0 733AW 4729N 1458.15144 90 -GGGP
0 6753W 4728N 1454*14515 100 PPPP 0 7058W 4~15N 1455914585 10 PPPP 0 735TW 4313N 1457"15102 40 GGGG
0 6803W 4
7 23N 1418.14526 30 GGGG 0 710 3W 3R57N 1454-14542 40 PPPP 0 735 W 34
4 0N 1455w15012 70 PPPP
06807W 4
7 23N 1400'14531 60 GGG 0 7104W 430 7N 1473.14584 80 sGGG 07357W 385 5N 1456:15055 10 PGPG
O6807W 4315N 1453.14473 2o PPa 0 71 15W 3A5 2N 1418w14552 90 GGG 0 7357W 3433N 1473.1501 10 GGGG
068 09 W 4310N 1471~14472 80 GGGG 07 116W 38 53N 1400.14554 0 GGGG 07 358W 4306N 1475-15?01 0 PGPG
06814W 4319N 1435.144 0 0 GGGG 07121W 4603N 1456-15034 90 CGGG 074O W 3851N 1474.15054 10 PGGP
06820W 4307N 1417 . 144 3 0 GGGG 0 7125W 4559 147 4-15 34  100 too GPGG 0741W 46 04N 1458015151 0 GGGP
06828w 4603N 1454014522 100 PPPP 07129W 4j4 9N 145=-14592 10 PPPP 0741AW 3314N 1455W15015 30 PPP
06838W 45 5 9N 141A.14532 40 GGGG 0 7132W 3731M 1454 14545 30 PPPP 0 742 W 4148N 1457:15104 20 GGGG
06838W 4150N i452.14475 40 PGG 0 7135W 4142w 1473.14591 80 GGGG 0 7421W 3308N 1473 15014 100 GGGG
06840
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~3927W 9042N 1 634~A 955 40 PP P 14237W 
6 60 5 N 1457"2015 0 0 GG 1461iW 543nN 1457P20164 60 PG
1 3938W 5557m 1451O9533 70 GGGG 14251W 693
3 N 1446-2 0524 
4 0 P PP 1461?W 62 4 7N 1461-20371 100 GGGG
394 5  ~ 6gg6  j4 5 59200 10O GGGG 143 0 1W 6 2 8 N 1458-202o2 0 PPG 1461AW 625nN 1443-20374 100 PGGP
13948W ~52N 1435100 o qo p p 14 3 04w 5 72IN 14 5 20101 20 GGP 1
4 6 2 pw 66 5 4N 1446*20533 20 PG
13954W A00ON 1i73=2003 3  20 GGPG 14318W 6pS0N 1459020254 60 rGGG 14629W 6408N 1462*20423 20 GGGP
14o 4 W A929N j469o204 ~0 0 GPGG 1b32 0 W 5432N 145-20052 10 GGGG 14
62qW 58 4 PN 1459*20265 90 GGGG
101 Q 13 nN ps56.20 0Q 0 GGGP 14321W 6 A0 6 N 1463e20470 60 GGGG 1463 0 W 6526N 1463*20475 40 GGGG
~g01B w 7 N l 454199 &0 GGGG 14325W 
6242N 1477:20254 30 rPPG 14 6 3pW 70 4 9N j45 21150 100 PPPP
14 0 21W 7 9N 43o19592 80 PP P 14328W 6R13N 1427p20475 100 GP i4
6 3AW 58 34N 1477 20265 10 GPPG
S024 W 92O3N 0j4s7?2 0j 0 Pa 1 4334W 645gN 1462p20414 30 GGGG .4637W 6533N 1427.20484 1 0 Gp
140 2 7 W 63 N 145g1 5 70 GGGG 14
3 3 4 W 640 N 1460 20310 50 GGGG 1
4 6 4 9W 55 55N 1458-20220 0 PG
140 29W 6813N 44320340 60 GGGG .4336W SA42 145?720153 10 PGPG 1465QW 600tN 1460*20321 
80 GGGG
1o30w A8~0 N 146102033 0 GGGG 1 4337W 
6q30 146i120362 0 AGGG 147 0 W 69q3N 1449*21094 0 GGGG
4 0 36W ~429N i43Qg953 o 00 P 14338W 7P50N 144821034 0 tGPG 1472TW 6j25N 1461w20373 Igo 
GGGG
14 0 37W Ak12N 1458m2013 0 G 19340W 6533N 1443 20365 90 GGPP 1
472iW 6129N 1443'20380 0 POPG
1 40 42W A533N 1 4Sq90240 2 0 GGGG 1s356W 5957N 1456-20104 10 GGG 1 473 W 6814N 1448*21043 
20 PGPG
1 40 43W 66
5
0 N 1460o20301 4,0 GGG 1 44 0 4W 
6
oSN J145 820205 to PPG 14737W 5
43tN 1458:20223 100 G
1404 4W 99 4 4 N 1455020040 10 PGG 14p
4 17 W 6 934M 1447*20582 10 P 1
4 7 3 qW 6247N 1462*20425 60 GGGP
14Q 5 2W 583 7 N 14 -2 0 0 60 GGGG $4427W 
6 i2 8 N 1459.20260 10 RGGG 1474AW 6
6 5 AN 1447*20591 30 G
14107W S5 5 5N i45441995 70 GGGG 14431W 
5 71 8 N 145?7 0155 30 PGG 1475jW 6534N 1446s20535 60 PG
14111W 955 5 M 1434-9594 0 PP P i4434W 6120N 1477.20260 0 GGPG 1475SW 6405N 1463320481 30 GPGG
14112W 6O 7 N b45A02W092 0 GGGP i4442W 
6A84 w 1446.20530 20 PG 14 753W 6 5 30N 1464020533 
9 0 GGGG
a18W 995 N 1 4 7'4 2 0 0 q 2  10 PPPa i4445W 5~33N 1456-20110 10 GGG 14
757W 70 5 1N j451021204 50 GGGG
14133W A~28N 1457020144 0 GG 1 4448W 6p4 
6  146020312 60 rGGG 147sjW 5 8 3 8 N 146 .20324 80 GGGG
4138w 69 3 2N 1427.~0472 90 Go 14458w 
6 409N 1461-20364 10 CGGG 1 4
7 gAW 6 41PN 142 720490 90 PG
14139W 5720N 145.20043 10 GGGG 14 5 00W 6646N 146~.20472 40 GGGG 1
4 8 24W 6 00PN 1461*20380 Io GGGG
1452W &2 5 0N jkSA-202 00 0 P 14501W 7 651N 1&4921092 0 AGGG 1482AW 
6 00N 1443'20383 0 GGGG
141 5 5 w 6810N 1462020411 40 PPGG j45 0 2W 6412N 1&43*20 371 100 GGGP 14837W 
6 9 3 PN 1450021153 100 PPPP
1 41 55w 9430N 1g4-1954 70 GGGG 14503W 6A30 146P*20420 30 GG 1j4
8 47W 6125N 1462-20432 70 GGGP
141 5 9W 543IM 1436020001 A0 PP p .450 3W 5l42N 145R20O211 50 PPG 0490 TW 6815N 1449*21101 0 GGGG
14203W 6412N 1459020251 60 GPGG 145 0 7W 6A54N 1427w20481 1 0 GG 1490W 6243N 1463:20484 50 GpGG
14 208W A650N 1461v203s5 0 GGGG 14 523W 5955N 1457.20162 30 PGG 1491W 
641N 1446.20542 50 PPG
14 21~W 6653N j443o203A2 70 GGGo 14 5 3 0W 6005N 1459.20263 60 AGPG 1
4 9 13W 6250N 1427-20493 100 GG
16210W 6403N 1477P20291 30 GGPG 14537W 5957N 1477.20263 0 GPPG 149ik W 665RN 1448.21045 
0 PGPG
KrYSS CLOUD COVER % eo 1oooooooo O o 9 00 i v CiRUD CRVER. *e U NO CLLJD DATA AVAILiBL;.
IMAGF DUALITY ooooooooooo RLANKSBAND NBT PR;SFNT/REQUFqTEDe RaRptYCLED. G.GaAD, FmFAIR BUT USABLE, PwPBRR.
15:54 DBC nAst73 CARDNtnAT LISTNG PAGE 0061
VTANAR CATALOG FPR ALARKA
FROM 11/01/73 TB 11/30/73
PRyNCYPAL PT. PR PRVATTRN CC QUALITy PRINCIPAL PT, BRSpRVATIBN CC UAkrTTY PRINrIPAL PT, OBSERVATION CC UALITY
BF IMAGE D RBV. MS BF IMAGj ID % RBV MSS F IMAGE: ID RBV MSR
LBNG CAT  1234567A LBNG I AT i23567
8  LO8N LAT 12345678
14915W A409N 1464.20540 90 GPGG 15235W 552N 146Pi20450 100 GGP 15506W 6409N 1468-21165 0 GGGG
14919w 6536N 144720593 60 G 15239W 60 07N 1446-20553 30 pPPG 550(AW 5845N 144721014 30 PPG
1±920W A530N 146 205 10 PG 15243W 602N 1464o20551 70 aGPG 1550AW 6528N 1469*21221 0 GGPG
14922W 7 ~8N i452-21263 90 GGGG 1525 0 W 6932N 1453-21323 10 GGG i55tW 584ON 1465.21012 50 PP G
14923W 5B39N 1461p20392 40 GGGG t5303W 631N 1447-21005 20 3 1552AW 5557N 1446.20565 30 PPPg
14924w 584 3N 1 443Q2 0 3S 20 GBG 1530 7W 6q28N 1435-21331 80 pp G 1552qW 5553N 1464w20563 26, GGO
1495 0 W 6002N 1462.20424 40 GGGP 1530 7W 6126W 1465.21003 10 PP G 1553rW 6006N 1448021070 
10 PGPa
150 02W 6933N 1451021211 40 GPGP i5311W 5712N 1463-205 2 90 sPGP j5530W 6003N 1466w21064 0 G 
GP
15013W 6121N 146. 049e o 80 GPGG 15318W 612N 145P221J27 80 GOOG 15544W 693N J455-21440 10 GGGG
1S019W R720N 1443.20392 10 GGGG jI318W 5720N 1427-20511 0 PPPP 555 W 6132N 1449-21121 0 GGGG.
150 22W 6128N 1427.20495 100 GG 15323W 6P51N 1448.21061 10 PGPG 196 00 W 6123N 1467.21120 
0 GGOG
1502 7 W A813N 1450.21155 100 PPPP 15323W 6 48N 1466 21055 0 rG 1
5 60W 572PN 1447-21020 20 PPG
15028W 6252N 144A.20544 30 PP 15333W 6455N 1451.21220 100 rPG 1560gw 5712N '1465.21014 501 PP G
16030W A247N 1464.20542 90 PPGG 15333W 6415N 144q:21112 0 GPGG 1561W 68 2N  1454B21384 70 0GGG
15041W 665 6N 1449021103 0 GGGG 15337W 6933N 1450=211 9 PPPP 15614W 62 ON 1450.21173 100 PPPP
150 41W 414N 1447-21 00 40 r 15337W 64 7N 1467-21111 0 GGG 156±1W 6812N 1436.21391 
70 PP
15042w 6409N 146R20 4 20 G PG 15338W SA 4N 144 20560 40 ppPG j562jW 6247N J4682'1172 60 6 PO
1504 4W 7050N 145R3213Pl 0 GGGG 1534 0 W 70 48N 145521433 10 GGGP 1562 W 6654N 1453*21332 10 GGG
15045W 6534N 1448.21052 10 PGPG 15342W 5A39N 1464.20554 10 PPP 15621w 6414N 1451s21225 100 OPP
19049w 983 9N 1462.20I44 100 GGGP 15345W 6529N 1468,21163 0 GGG 15627W 6533N 145221281 90 GGG6
15103W 7046N 143R.21324 PO PG a 15402W 5548N 1463120504 90 APGP 15629W 6408N 1469.21224 0 OGGd
15111w 5556N 441 203~ 4 50 GGPG 15407W 6~ 8N 1447.21011 10 PO 15633W '747N 1457.21550 30' a
15116w 5959N 1463*2o4q2 .GPGP 154oW 5956N 142720 13 30 PPP 15631W 5840N 1466.21070 0 GP
15125W A~06N 1427m20502 0o Pb 16411W 6003N 146 .21005 10 PP a 15634W 6530N 147":21280 201 6G G
15127W 69 N j152=.21265 oo0 GGGG 1 5419W 6930 N  1454-.,3 2 80 GGGP 15634W 5843N 144 21072 40 PGPG
15136W 612 9N 1444205R1 P0 PPG 15431W .626N 1466.21061 0 A PP 1563 W 66
50N 1435.21340 90 P
151 39 W 6125N 1464.20545 90 GPPG 1
5 4 3 2W 629N 1448m21063 10 PGGG 15
65 3W 5558N 1447-21023 60 G
15144w 5716N 1462.20443 100 GGGP 15434W 5720N 1446.20562 10 GPG 1565kW 555pN 1465*21021 601 PP P
15154W 6815N 1451.2123 50 GPOP 15437W 5716N 1464-20560 20 PGG 1570W .6008N 1449*21124 20' GGG
15155w 6254N 1447.21002 20 G 15442W 6Aj4w 1453.21330 20 APGG 15709W 600iN 1467.21122 80 GGGG
15157W 6248WN 1465.2100 Po GPP 1448W 6p54N 1449q1115 0 GGGG 1571jW 6932N 1456-21494 O0 G66
ij20 6W 6654N 145021162 0 PPPP 1451W 6p46N 146721113 0 GOGG 15724W 6128N 1450021180 100 PPPP
t5207W 6413N 144.21094 10 PGPG I5457W 6j10 14352133 100 P 1572AW 5717N 1466w21073 90 0
15211W, 6536N 144.21110 0 GPGG 15457W 6A53N 145p21274 90 (GGG 1572W 6124N 1468021174 '90 G PG
15215W 7 48N 1454v21375 90 GGGG 1 5458W 5432m 1427-20520 30 PPP 19729W 5719N 1448021075 40 GGG
15215w s 36N J463.204Q5 90 GPGP 5I459W 6412N 1450e21i71 100 PpPP 1573AW 6813N 1455-21442 0 GG1
15216W 6528N 1467.21104 0 GGGG 155 02W 6935N 145f-21222 90 lPGP 1573MW 6252N 1451w21231 90 GGG
15224w 5843N 1427u20504 Po PP 1550 6W 765 0W 1456w21492 0 GGG 1j74jW 5434N 1447021025 60 PPG
KYS: CLOUD CBVER 9 n,.o*oo* * 0 TR 100 = CLrUD CRV ERe ** a NO CLBeJl DATA AVAILABLro
IMAGF OUALiTY o,,oooeo....., BLAMNKSBAND NBT PRrSVNT/REQUF~TED. RmRiCYCLED* GG940ns FFATR BUT USABLE* PwPB(tR*
1554 ODC o6&t72 CRRRDiNAYE LISTING PAGE 00 6
TANDARM CATALOG FAR ALAAKA
FQ6M 11/nij73 TO 11/30/73
PRINCIpAL PTe BBSFRVATTRN CC QUALITy pRINCIPAL PTo GRSWRVATION CC QUAI YTy pRINrIpAL py, ABSERVAION CC QUALeyV
BF IMAGE TO % RBV MSS OF IMAGE D RBV MSS BF IMAG 0D % RBV MSS
LONG LAT 12345679 LONG IAT 92345678 LBN; LAT 12345678
15745W A247N l469.212A0 0 GGPG 16006W 6q30N 145R922011 30 G 1621aW 6405N i473.21453 100 PPPG
15749W 6412N 1452s21283 90 GGGG 16014W 6i2 8W 152p21292 90 GBGP 16217W 584AN 1452-21301 80 GGGG
15750w 665 3m 1454*21391 40 GGGG 16018W 6j24N 14700212 9 1 20 PG P 1621AW 705 PN 1443022182 90 GGPG
15752W a534N 1453.21315 20 GGGG IA0 21W 5719N I R11i91 100 PPPP 622~w 583 9N 1470-21300 40 PPPG
15755w A408N 1470,21282 0 GP G 16025W 5715N 1468=21190 20 rGGG 16221W 704*N 1461-22175 60 0GGO
15758W 6652N 1436A2 1 3q4 80 PP o60 29W 6~i1N l57w2155 0 0 16237W 5557N 14512j252 80 GGG
15800w 5845N 1449 211l0 10 GGGG 16030W 
6P52N 1453~21344 10 GGGG 1624jW 5552N 1469,21251 80 GPPG
15801W 7 047 14568200* 20 PPo 160 33W 5A33N 144921142 40 GPGG 16243W 6007N 1453*21353 10 GGGG15802W RR38N  1467.21195 90 GPGG 16 03 4W 6P46 1N A4T21343 100 PPPG 16 247W 600PN 1471-21352 90 PPPP
15805W 6530N 1435.213w 2 80 p 16035W 5427N 1&67921140 100 oGP 1624WW 5304N 1468w21201 90 GpPG
15820W 5556N 1 44g.210o 1  30 POGG 16039W 
6 P47N 1439w21351 80 PP 1625PW 6 002N 1435-21360 70 G0 P
158 20W 5554N 1466.2107s 90 0 O6041W 6A5 N 1A56=21503 20 GGQ 1630jW 6927N 1460-22124 100 GGS
15827W 6006N 1450.21182 100 PPPP 1 0 42W 6411t 14542140Q 60 SGGG 16 30W 6 127N 1454-21405 50 GGGG
15832W 6002N 1468 2111 00 a PG 160 46W 6933N h455921451 10 raGG 1631nW 612N i472*214)0 70 SGPS
15838W  6930N 14~'2152 0 0 16046W 6ioSN j0472s1395 90 PPPG 163 1 wW 6j 7N i43 6-21412 90 PP
15847W 6130W 4i5*21224 80 GGP 6049W 64 1 1436o21403 90 PP 1631pW 5719N 6452,21304 70 GGOG
15854W 6125N 146921233 0 GGGG 160 50W 5A44N 1451=21243 90 GP 1631AW 5716N 1470213803 40 PP 0
15855W 8722N 1449.21133 10 GGPP 16056W 5839N 1 469-2 1242 50 GGPOG 6326W 68 JN 1459022072 90 GPOP
15856w 5714N 1467.21131 90 OPP 160 57W 7 045 N  1k6022121 100 (wGG 1632qW 6250 N 1455a21460 10 GGGG
1S902W 6814N ±45Ao21501 0 Goo 16112W 5556N 1450.21194 100 PPPP 1632rW 5433N 1451 21254 70 GGGP
15905W 625 0N  14521290 9 0 GGGG 161 16W 5952N 1468~21192 40 (PG 1632AW 5428N 1469-21253 9 0 GPGG
159 0 7W 9432N 1448.21084 30 POGO 16i18W 600 5N 1t5?:21295 1g0 GGG 1633jW 6243N 1473:2146 Igo P P15908W 5430N 1466.21082 90 0 P 16122W 602N 1470 21294 0 SGPG 1633?W 6413N 1456.2151 000
15909W 6246N 1470021285 10 PP 0 16129W 6930N 1459*22065 80 AGGG 16337w 6 65PN 1458922020 100 G
1591 5w 6653N 145*.2144 10 OGGG tj39W 6 30W 1453w213 50 0 oGGG 1633qW 6 53 pN J457*21564 30 P
15915W 6413N 14±532134 10 GGGG 16 143W 6  i24 N 1721345 10 PPPP 16349W 6 40RN 1474*21512 100 PP P
15919W 6408N 147~121340 0 PPPP 1fS4W 5721N 1&5~-Ri245 0  rPGP 16 34iW 5844N ~453*21355 30 GGGG
15920W 6532N j454w21393 80 OGGG 16148W 6j25N 143921354 70 GG P 1634AW 5839N 147j121354 I0o PPPG
15924W 70 47N 1459-22063 t0 GGGG 16150W 5
7j5N 1469.21244 70 GGGG 16 35jW 5839N j435021363 O0 GpPG
15925w 6409N 1435 2134S 80 PP i6157W 6R12N 1459R22 13 So G 16403W 5555N 145221310 70 GGGG
15926W 9843N t450a21g 100 PPPP i6i57W 6P49N 145*421 02 50 rGGG 16407W 5553N 1470:2130 70 PP a
15927w 653 2N 143A.21o00 90 PP 16200W 8432N i45e~21200 100 PPPP 1640QW 6005N 1454*21411 70 GGGG
15931W 5838N 1468w21183 90 OPPG 16201W 6 4 3N 147P21o01 70 PPG 1641W 595 9N 1472*21410 90 GGGG
15 94 6W 95 5 8N 149q21135 0 GGPO %6202W 6p49N 143 21405 90 pp ±6 414W 600N 14366214 100 Pp
15947w S55N 1467*21134 00 GPP 162 04W 542 8  1&69B1195 90 a PG 1S64gW 6934N 1443"22185 0 GGGG
1595 1W &007N 145t 21240 90 GPG 16208W 6412N 1455"21454 10 rGGG 16427W 692qN 1461'22182 40 GGGG
15954W 5306N 466wO2184 100 0 P ±62 0 9W 6652N 1457.~1561 10 a 1643W 6128N 1455-21463 20 GPGP
19957w 6002N 1469-21225 W0 GGPa 1621  6 93 4N 1456a1510 40 GG 1643RW 5720N 1453.21362 20 GGGG
KrYSV CLOUD COVER n *4.***e**eo*o TR 100 % COaUD COVER, ** ! NO CLeliD DATA AVAILABLr.
IMAf E QUALyTY *i..***,..soseo BLANKSWBAND NOT PRSFWNT/REQUF.TED* RwRiCYCLEDs GGa0., F.FAIR BUT USABLE# PmPaBR,
t5154 DEC 06,'72 C0AR7Ne LiSTING PAGE 004i
STAN6AR5 CATALOG R ALjAKA
PROM li/a1/73 TB 1i/30/73
PRINCIPAL PT, .aBRRVATiYRN CC QUALITy PRINCIPAL'PT'., RSORVAT8N CC OUArITY PRIN IPjL P . *BSERVATIfN CC QUiTt
SF IMAGE TO x RBV MSS BF IMABG ID % RV MSS 8K IMAGE" o I RyV mSLONG CAT LG12346  AT i235678 L8NO LAT 134678
16439W 6121iN 147321442 10o P a i6654W 555 1454021423 90 000 16927W 584jN £457.11584 80 Pa
16441W R 7 16N 1471P21361 70 PPPG j6657W BR49N, 1 ( 7 .*2422 100 'GPO4 j692gW 6531,N 16 I'22193 60 OP
16446W 5716N 1435e21365 40 GPPP j67 0 0W 607 J 1"456-21524 0o tGe 16947W 555 7N 1*56 0035 70 G0
±6447W 625 1N i4562151S5 g0  GG j67 06W 5555W 143A.2430 90 SP P ±695W 5549N i474-t2535 1 O PPPP1645ew 4889N 146 2210 90 GPGsa 6703W 5108N 14521373 80 6GGG j6953W 53OWN 1455'21490 B PRG16451 54 3N 1452.21313 70 GGG 106W 5 304N 1171-21s72 100 PPPP 1695gW 600 5 N 145822040 PPS
16454W R429N 147m-21312 q0 PP a 16709W 558QN 1474 21523 100 PPPP if0ooW 5301N 147321485 90 PaPa
16458w 624 3N 147421514 100 PPPP 16710W so4N 1435.21981 50 PP i70tW 6127N 1489.2209 90 GOp
16459W 6652N 145922074 80 POGGG 16725W 6j27W 1457-21575 60 PG i?02pW 5718N 1457 2159, 5 PGB16501W 6411N 1457.21570 40 a 16728W 579N 1455.21474 90 PGo 1702aW 612 0N 1477Z2092 100 S P16507W 653 2N 1458.22022 100 a 16736W 5712W 1473721474 100 p a 1703W 6246N 1460e22144 90 0006
16508W 5842N 454.214j4 100o GGGG i6740W 6A 0 9N 146-22243 0 PGG i703iW 543N 1456.215C 50 6G0
16511w 5836N 1472.21413 70 GGo 16742W. 5431N 1i54W21425 90 aGG 17037W 5143N i455421492 80 GPO16514W 5842N i43A.214PI qo PP 16744W 6W50N 1458-22031 100 6 1704± W 5426N i474-21541 100 PPPP
16530w 55 5 6N '453*21364 0 G -06 16745W 5 425N 1472,21424 100 PPPQ 1704W 5 13 7N 1 7321492 - 0 PPGs
16532W 555 2N i471.21363 QO GPPP 16748W 5i31N 1436-21432 90 tP P 170(AW 6415.N 1443*.2203 7 0 .GSG
16535W 6006N 145521465 A0  SPG 16752W 64B6N 1443w22194 80 GGO 1705jW 6409N 1461 220 90 GG.
16537W 9552N 143521372 70 Pp P 16752W 6411N t15q-22083 80 OGGG i7S W 5841N 1458-22043 40 PPa16537W 5307 1452.21315 50 GGGG, 16758W 6A51 146022191 40 1G6G I711,W 5554N 1457e21593 40 PG s
16540W R305N 1476.21314 90 PP a 1659W 6929N 146(i.22135 90 GGG 17117 600BN 145922095 90 GGs
16542W 9958N 1473921465 100 P P 16800W 5A43N 145.521530 40 Pe 1711±gW 5308N 1456021544 70 OGG
16549W 6927N 1462.22240 0 GGG 16806W 6403N 1477*22083 100 aGPP 17127W 530RN 1474e21544 100, PPPP
16556W 6129N 195,21521 70 GGG 1680 7W 5A35N. 1174w21530 100 PPPP it136W 5958N 1477v22094 100 0, P.
16603W R71'8N 1454-21420 100 GGG 16819W 5R55N 1459"21481 80 OGG 17i4lW 6124N 14602215i 90 GOs
16605W 5713N 1472P21415 90 GGGG 16827W 5R49N 1473,21480 100 PPPG 17147W 5718N 1458g22045 50  PP~16606W 612 N 1474.21521 100 PPPP 16827W 5307N 1454"21432 90 OGoP t7 20jW 625 3N 1443a2220 80 GGs
16609W 5718N 143A.21423 80 PG is828W 6004N 1157-21582 80 PG 17201W 5430N 1457.22000 60 "PO;
166 11w 6816N 1443,22191 8o GOGG 16830W 5901 117*P21431 100 PPPP 1720W 51 44N i456.21551 90 GO6O
16616W 624 9N 1457.21573 7 0 a 16833W 590 6 N 1436%21435 60 as 1720W 4248N j46122202 80 B G
16618W 6810N 1461.22184 70 GPGO 16852W 6 8N 1 58.22034 100 6 17216W 513 7N t474.21550 100 BPPP
16618W 5432N 1453*21371 40 GGGG 16855W 5 720N 1456021533 30 AP i7 2±0W 8 84 9N 1459022101 90 0.
1662Jw 5428N 1471.21370 100 PPPP 16901W 5712N 174o21532 100 PPPP 122 583 5N 1477522101 10 P P
16625W R42 8N 1430;21374 90 PP P 1690 7W 
6 249 N 14592200 0 1 SOGGG i723W 555 0N 1458-2202 8 PO
16629W 6412N 145822025 100 G 16908W 5431N 1455.21483 80 PG 1724AW 6002N 1460-22153 70 ' GG
16630W 6649N 1460.22123 90 GGGG 16915W 542 5N 1473.21483 90 PPPG 17246W 5306N 1457.22002 90 Pa
16630W 6532N 1459-22081 60 .GGG 16920W 6408N 1460"22142 90 GGGG 1730QW 5719N 4569'22104 70 GG00
16634W 5843N 1455.21472 9o OGG 16920W 6 24 2N 1477r2208 100 sP P I73W 613iN 1443 22212 90 GGGP
16641W 5835N 1473.21471 100 P P 16923W 6R35N 1443.22200 70 0SGG. $ji3 W 6125N 46122205 80 G08
KCYSI C UsUD COVER I eo.*ooe.o***, Ln Tb 10 a U COUD CRVER, et NO CLtjo DATA AVAILUBL -
(MAGE QUALITY *e,.ess***.**.. RLANKS.RAND NBT PRtrSNT/REQUrTEDb R*RiCYCLED. GrGn8OD PFFAIR BUT USABLE. POPOOR.
1554 DEC oA#'73 CAAROINATE LISTTING PAGE 0070
1TANDAR.-ATALOG PR ALASKA
FRWM Il/m1/73 TO ii/30/73
PRINCIPAL PTo RBOFRVATT9N CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, BRSpRVATION CC QUArTY PRINrIPAL PT, RBSERVAT!tN CC QUALITY
eF IMAGE 1D x RBV MSS 8F IMAG 0D x RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID0 R8V MSS
LONG CAT 1234567A LONG IAT i23*5678 LONM LAT 12345678
17323W S712N 1477.22103 too00 P P 17455W 5S42N 14 5R,22063 100 6 1763 0W 5i36N 1477*22121 100 P P
17326W 5430N 145 R22o54 80  PGS 175 0 1W 5424 1477"22112 100 p P 1765qW 55
5 8N t443"22230 90 GGGG
17329W Ri4 1N 1457.22005 100 a 1751 
5 45N 144~.22221 100 SGPP 1 70MW 555 1N 1461.22223 70 Q0GG
173 4 5w 58 38N 1460.22160 70 GGGG 17
5 14 w 5R39N 146t.22214 80 GGG 1770w 5302N 1460.22174 60 GGGG
17401W 5S55N 145qw22110 60 GGGG 1 7532W 55 N 146 0-221
65 70 RGGG 1771OW 5011N 1477o22124 I90 Pp P
17412W 5306N 1 45R 220 61 90  G i7536W 510 N 1459q22115 80 oGGG 17747W 
5 43 4N 1443o22232 o0 GG
17413W 6 09N 144922214 100 GGGP 17546W 5100 1477P22115 100 P P 1774AW 5427N 1461.22225 70 OGeG
17413W 5S 7N 1477*22110 100 P P 1760 7W 5722N j144222223 90 AGGG 1783,W 531IN 1443w22235 90 GoG
17416w 6002N 1461-22211 70 GGGG 1 760 9W 5715N 1461.22220 80 GGG 1783iW 5303N 1461*22232 
70 6pPG
17440W 97 15 N 1460,22162 70 GGGo 17620W 5L27M 146m.22171 60 rGGG 1
7 91AW 5 14 7 N 1443.22241 80 GGGG
17450W 5431N 145q92211 80 GGGG 17620W 5i42W 145q-22122 70 GGGG
KrYS: -CLRUD COVER X me.o.,*..... TR 100 p v CLRUD CRVER, ** U NB CLuD DATA AVAILABLr.
M&AnG QUALITy *............ RLANKSBAND NOT PRvrSNT/REQUFATEDD RgRWCYCLED. GeGOo8D FeqFAR BUT USABLp. PUPB OR
is 154 are, M&A,'7a CRARDiNATR: 1.IMING PAST O'%/
;T -ANARM.~CAALOGA P W IAWi??
VAMij/Mi/73 78 li/30/73
PRiNCTPAC PT. AgrpRVATIMN CC QUAL.?TY PRINCIPAL PT-, OPISOVATIMN CM QUANTY PR!Nr'!PAL.Py' OBSERVATION WC QUALTyr
OF, IMAGF, tO ROY Mwf S9F IMAQS to % ROY MSS' OFj -NG lbsr to RSV ,MS9
LONG LAT 12345674 (ONG i AT' i226678 LOW; LA? T4S7
iS749W 2141N 1457e20262 to pa PPGOl 14m, .1087-202,0 to I~G
IFY9: CLMuD rOVER I .... , .n TA-lo C[RUD C&VFR. * NO, CLO110 DATA AVAILZBLF.
IMAGr. QUALITY RLANKSPBAND NOT PRO9iNi/RiQUOST!O, migRiCYCLED, 0GSaiD, FFAfR SUT UtABLjE, pvpeqit,
This is a supplement to Catalog No. U-15.
Please add this material to your existing
catalog.
17:5M ,y 09,'74 STANDARD CAT-ALBG:FeR CUS PAGE '(001
.. FROM 11/01/73 TO 14/30/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR5FILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
-ID P-'; SITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVe AZ.IM. RBV MSS
)tRBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1475-16551 00000/0000 1007/0019 11/10/73 80 6623 3728N I0146W 30.9 1~3,2 PP G
1475-16553 00000/0000 10017/0020 11/10/73 50 6623 3559N 10213W 32*1 152.5 PG P
1475-16560 00000/0000 10017/0021 11/n/73 80 -6.623 3432N 10239W 33.2 151*7 PP P
1.475-16562 0000/0000 10017/0022 11/10/73 100 6623 3308N 10306W 343 150.9 PG P
1475-16565 00000/0000 10017/0023 11/1/73 100 6623 3J43N 10332W 35.4 150.1 PG P
.1475-16571 00000/0000 10017/0024 11/10/73 90 6623 3017N 10357W 36o5 149.2 PP P
1475-16574 ., 00000/0000 10017/0017 11/10/73 20 6623 2850N 10421W 37.6 1483 P 
1475-16580 '00000/0000 10017/0018 11/10/73 0 6623 2724N 10444W .38*7 147.4 P P
1475-418350 00000/0000 10017/0011 11/10/73 40 6624 4847N 12315W 21*5 159,0 GGPG
1475-18353 00000/0000 10017/0012 11/10/73 ' 30 6624 4722N 12352W 22.7 158.3 GGGQ
1475-18.355 00000/0000 10017;/0025 11/10/73 100 :6624 4557N 12427W 2309 157*6 P PP
1475-18362 00000/0000 10017/0026 11/ln/73 100 6624 4432N 12501W 25.1 156 9 P P
1475-18364 ,00000/0000 10017/0027 11/10/73 100 6624 4307N 12533W 26.3 156.2 P
1475-18371 000/00/0000 10017/0028 11/10/73 100 6624 4141N 12605W 27.4 155*5 . P
1476-15144 00000/0000 '10017/0029 11/11/73 100 6636 4722N 07341W 22.5 158*3 GGGG
"1476-15151 00000/0000 10017/0030 11/11/73 90 6636 4557N 07416W 237 157.6 GGGG
1476-15153 .00000/0000 10017/0031 11/11/73 100 6636 4432N 07450W 24.9 156*9 GGGG
1476-15160 00o00/0000 .10017/0032 11/11/73 100 6636 4307N 075 23W 26.0 156.2 GGGG
1476-15162 00000/0000 10017/0033 11/11/73 100 6636 4141N 07554W 2772 155.5 GGGG
.1476-15165 00000/0000 10017/0034 11/11/73 70 6636 4016N 07624W 28,4 .154.8 GGGO
1476-15171 00000/0000 10017/0035 11/11/73 10 6636 3850N 07653W 29*5 154.1 GGGO
1476-15174 00000/0000 10017/0036 11/11/73 0 6636 3725N 07722W 3097 153.3 GGGG
1476-15180 00000/0000 1.0017/0037 11/11/73 0 6636 o3559N 0774 W 31.8 152.6 GGGG
1476-15183 00000/0000 10017/0038 11/11/73 . 0 6636 3433N 07817W 33.0 151.8 GGGG
1476-15185 00000/0000 10017/0039 11/11/73 50 6636 3307N 07843W 34:1 151.0 GGGG
1476*15192 00000/0000 10017/0040 11/11/73 100 6636 3141N 079 08W 35.2 150*2 GGGG
1476*15194 .00000/0000 10017/0041 11/11/73. 90 6636 3015N 07933W 36.3 149.3 GGGG
1476-15201 00000/0000 .10017/0042 11/11/73 80 6636 2850N 07958W 37.4 148#4 GGGG
1476-15203 00000/0000 10017/0043 11/11/73 60 6636 2724N 08022W 38.5 147o5 GGGG
1476-15210 00000/0000 .10017/0044 11/11/73 60 6636 2558N 08045W 39.5 146.6 GGGG
1476-15212 00000/0000 10017/0045 11/11/73 80 6636 2432N 08108W 406 145.6 GGGG
1476-16573 00000/0000 10017/0057 11/11/73 20 6637 4847N 09852W 21*3 159.1 GPP
1476-16580 00000/0000 10017/0046 11/11/73 10 6637 4722N 09929W 22.5 158*4 G Po
1476-16582 00000/0000 10017/0047 11/11/73 30 6637 4556N 10005W 23.7 157.6 P G
1476-16585 00000/0000 10017/0058 11/11/73 30 6637 4431N 10039W 24.8 156.9 P
1476-16591 00000/0000 10017/0059 11/11/73 40 6637 4306N 10112W 26.0 156.3 P
1476-17000 00000/0000 10017/0048 11/11/73 30 6637 4016N 10214W 28.4 154@8 G G
1476-17003 00000/0000 10017/0049 11/11/73 0 6637 3850N 10243W 29*5 154.1 G a
1476-17005 00000/0000 10017/0050 11/11/73 '.10 6637 3725N "10312W 3097 153.3 P G
KEYS! CLBUD COVER % **,o,,,,.,..., 0 TO 100 "% CLOUD COVER. * a NO CLOUD DATA-AVAILABLE*
IMAGE-QUALITY **o*o*o,,*,..* BLANKSYBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDI RVRECYCLED* GGBOOD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE* PIPBBR
17*54 MAY 09s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0002
FROM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVe AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1476-17012 00000/0000 10017/0051 11/11/73 10 6637 3559N 10340W 31.8 152.6 G G
1476-17014 00000/0000 10017/0052 11/11/73 10 6637 3434N 10407W 3209 151.8 G 0
1476-17021 00000/0000 10017/0053 11/11/73 20 6637 3308N 10433W 34.1 151.0 G 0
1476-17023 00000/0000 10017/0054 11/11/73 20 6637 3142N 10459W 35.2 150.2 G G
1476-17030 00000/0000 10017/0055 11/11/73 0 6637 3016N 10524W 36.3 149.3 G G
1476-17032 00000/0000 10017/0056 11/11/73 0 6637 2850N 10548W 37*4 148.5 P 0
1477-15200 00000/0000 10017/0080 11/1/73 100 6650 4845N 07430W 21.0 159.1 .PPPa
1477-15203 00000/0000 10017/0081 11/12/73 100 6650 4721N 07507W 22.2 15894 GPPG
1477-15205 00000/0000 10017/0082 11/1P/73 100 6650 4556N 07543W 23.4 157.7 PPPP
1477-15212 00000/0000 10017/0083 11/12/73 100 6650 4431N 07617W 24.6 157.0 PPPG
1477-15214' 00000/0000 10017/0084 11/12/73 90 6650 4306N 07650 25.8 156.3 PPPG
1477-15221 00000/0000 10017/0085 11/12/73 50 6650 4141N 07721W 27.0 155*6 PGPG
1477-15223 00000/0000 10017/0086 11/12/73 40 6650 4015N 07752W 28.1 154.9 PPPo
1477-15230 00000/0000 10017/0087 11/12/73 20 6650 3850N 07821W 29.3 154.1 PPPp
1477-15232 00000/0000 10017/0088 11/12/73 20 6650 3724N 07850W 3094 153.4 GPGG
1477-15235 00000/0000 10017/0089 11/12/73 0 6650 3559N 07918W 31*6 152.6 PPPG
1477-15241 00000/0000 10017/0090 11/12/73 0 6650 3433N 07945W 32.7 151.9 PGPG
1477-15244 00000/0000 10017/0091 11/12/73 0 6650 3307N 08011W 33.8 151.1 PGPG
1477-15250 00000/0000 10017/0092 11/12/73 0 6650 3141N 08036W 34*9 150.3 GaPG
1477-15253 00000/0000 10017/0093 11/12/73 50 6650 3015N 08102W 36.1 149*4 PGGG
1477-15255 00000/0000 10017/0094 11/12/73 50 6650 2850N 08126W 37.1 148.6 GGPG
1477-15262 00000/0000 10017/0095 11/12/73 20 6650 2724N 08150W 38.2 147*7 GGPG
1477-17032 00000/0000 10017/0075 11/12/73 100 6651 4846N 10020W 21*0 159.1 GP G
1477-17034 00000/0000 10017/0076 11/12/73 80 6651 4722N 10057W 22*2 158.4 GP G
1477-17041 00000/0000 10017/0077 11/1P/73 0 6651 4557N 10132W 2394 157.7 GGGO
1477-17043 0000o/0000 10017/0078 11/12/73 0 6651 4431N 10206W 24*6 157.0 GPPG
1477-17050 00000/0000 10017/0065 11/12/73 80 6651 4306N 10239W 25.8 156.3 G P
1477-17052 00000/0000 10017/0066 11/12/73 90 6651 4140N 10311W 26*9 155.6 G
1477-17055 00000/0000 10017/0067 11/12/73 100 6651 4015N 10342W 28*1 1549 G
1477-17061 00000/0000 10017/0068 11/12/73 100 6651 3849N 10411W 29.3 1541I G
1477-17064 00000/0000 10017/0069 11/12/73 90 6651 3724N 10440W 30*4 153.4 P
1477-17070 00000/0000 10017/0070 11/1p/73 90 6651 3558N 10508W 31.5 152.6 P G
1477-17073 00000/0000 10017/0071 11/12/73 80 6651 3432N 10534W 32.7 151.9 G P
1477-17075 00000/0000 10017/0072 11/12/73 0 6651 3306N 10600W 33.8 151.1 G a
1477-17082 00000/0000 10017/0073 11/12/73 0 6651 3140N 10625W 34*9 150.3 G P
1477-17084 00000/0000 10017/0074 11/12/73 0 6651 3015N 10650OW 36*0 149.4 G P
1477-18463 00000/0000 10017/0079 11/12/73 90 6652 4846N 12609W 21.0 159.1 P
1478-15283 00000/0000 10017/0111 11/13/73 70 6678 3910N 07941W 28*7 154.4 GGGG
1478-15290 00000/0000 10017/0112 11/13/73 40 - 6678 3745N 08010W 29.9 153.6 GGPP
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *.*,oo**o**... 0 TO 100 % CLUD COVER. * * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,*...o o*i... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECyCLED, GPGOBBD FvFAIR BUT USABLE, PvPOR*R
17:54 MAYI09,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0003
FROM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOe/ DATE- CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN fMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER: BF IMAGE' ELEV .AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1478.15292 00000/0000 .10017/0113 11/13/73 10 6678 3619N 08037W 31.0 152.9 GGGG
1478-15295 00000/0000 10017/0114 11/f1/73 0 6678 3453N 08104W 32*2 152.1 PGPP
1478-15301 00000/0000 10017/0115 11/13/73 0 6678 3327N 08130W 33.3, 151.4 GGPG
1478-15304 00000/0000 10017/0116 11/13/73 10 6678 3201N 08155W 34*. 150.6 1 GGGP1478-15310 .00000/0000 .10017/0117 11/13/73 10 6678 3035N 08220W 35.5 149.7 GGO1478-15313 00000/0000 10017/0118 11/13/73 0- 6678 2908N 08244W 36.6 14899 GGPG
1478-15315 00000/0000 10017/0119 11/13/73 0 6678 2743N 08309W 37o7 148.0 GPGG
1478*15322 00000/0000 10017/0120 11/13/73 50 6678 2618N 08332W 38.8 14791 GGG1478-17084 00000/0000: 10017/0096 11/13/73 100 6665 5009N 10110W 19.6 159.8 GGG
1478-17090 00000/0000 10017/0097 11/13/73 50 6665 4845N 10148W 20.8 159.1 PGPP1478*17093 00000/0000 10017/0098 11/13/73 0 6665 4721N 10224W 21,9 158.4 GGPG
1478-17095 00000/0000 .10017/0099 11/13/73 10 6665 4557N 10259W 23.1 157.7 GGPG
1478-17102 00000/0000 10017/0100 11/13/73 10 6665 4431N 10333W 243 .157.0 PPPP
1478-17104 00000/0000 10017/0101 11/13/73 10 6665 4306N 10406W 25.5 156.3 PGPP
14.78-17111 00000/0000 10017/0102 11/13/73 0 6665 4140N 10438W 26.7 155.6 GGPP
1478*17113 00000/0000 10017/0103 11/13/73 0 6665 4014N 10508W 27.8 154.9 PGPP
1478-17120 00000/0000 10017/0104 11/13/73 0 6665 3848N 10536W 29.0 154 2 GPPR
1478.17122 00000/0000 10017/0105 11/13/73 0 6665 3722N 10604W 30*2 153.5 GGPP
1478-17125 00000o/000 10017/0106 11/13/73 10 6665 3557N 10632W 31.3 15217 PPPG1478-17131 00000/0000 10017/0107 11/13/73 40 6665 3431N 10700 32.4 152.0 GGGP
1478*17134 00000/0000 10017/0108 11/13/73 20 6665 3305N 10727W 33.6 151.2 PGGG
1478-17140 00000/0000 10017/0109 11/13/73 0 6665 3139N 10752W 34*7 150.4 PpPG1478-17143 00000/0000 10017/0110 11/13/73 O 6665 3 014 N 10817W 35*8 149*5 GPGG1479-15324 00000/0000 10017/0151 11/14/73 60 6678 4429N 07910 24.1 157*1 GGGG
1479-15331 00000/0000 10017/0152 11/14/73 30 6678 4304N 07943W 25.3 156.4 GGGP
1479-15333 00000/0000 10017/0153 11/14/73 20 6678 4139N 08014W 26.4 155.7 PGGG1479*15340 00000/0000 10017/0154 11/14/73 80 6678 4014N 08044W 27*6' 155.0 GGGG
1479-15342 00000/0000 10017/0155 11/14/73 100 6678 3848N 08114W 28.8 154.2 PGGG1479v15345. 00000/0000 10017/0156 11/14/73 80 6678 3723N 08143W 29*9 153.5 GGGG
.1479-15351 00000/0000 10017/0157 11/14/73 40 6678 3557N 08211W 3101 152.8 GGGG
1479-15354 00000/0000 10017/0158 11/14/73 10 .6678 3431N 08238W 32*2 152.0 PGGG1479-15360 00000/0000 10017/0159 11/14/73 10 6678 3305N 08303W 33.3 151 2 PGGP
1479-15363 00000/0000 10017/0160 11/14/73 10 6678 3139N 08328W 34.5 150OE GGPG
1479-15365 00000/0000 10017/0161 11/14/73 30 6678 3014N 08353W 35*6 149P6 GPP1479-15372 00000/0000 10017/0162 11/14/73 20 6678 2849N 08418W 36*7 148.8 PPPP
1479-15374 00000/0000 10017/0163 11/14/73 20 6678 2722N 08442W 37.7 147#9 PPGG
1479-15381 09000/0000 10017/0164 11/14/73 20 6678 2556N 08505W 38*8 147.0 GPPG
1479-17142 00000/0000 10017/0176 11/14/73 90 6679 5009N 10234W 19*3 159*8 GGG
1479-17144 00000/0000 10017/0177 11/14/73 90 6679 4845N 10313W 20.5 159.1 GPPG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER %X **.*o***.*s* 0 TO 100 v % CLOUD CeVER. ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .*. *** o.,*.oo BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDI RWRECYCLEDi GVG05D* FqFAIR BUT USABLE. F'PBR.
17:54 MAY 094174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0004
FROM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOb/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1479*17151 00000/0000 10017/0175 11/14/73 100 6679 4720N 10350W 2197 158*4 P P
1479w17153 00000/0000 10017/0178 11/14/73 90 6679 .4555N 10425W 22.9 157*8 GPP
1479-17160 00000/0000 10017/0179 11/14/73 50 6679 4429N 10458W 2401 157.1 GPPG
1479w17162 00000/0000 10017/0180 11/14/73 60 6679 4304N 10530W 25.2 156.4 PPPP
1479-17165 00000/0000 10017/0181 11/14/73 80 6679 4139N 10601W 2604 155.7 GPPG
1479-17171 00000/0000 10017/0182 11/14/73 90 6679 4014N 10631W 27*6 155.0 GPPP
1479-17174 00000/0000 10017/0183 11/14/73 80 6679 3849N 10701W 28.8 154.3 GPPG
1479-17180 00000/0000 10017/0184 11/14/73 0 6679 3723N 10729W 29.9 153.5 GPGG
1479w17183 00000/0000 10017/0185 11/14/73 0 6679 3557N 10757W 31*1 152.8 GPPG
1479-17185 00000/0000 10017/0186 11/14/73 0 6679 3431N 10824W 32.2 152.0 GPPG
1479-17192 00000/0000 10017/0187 11/14/73 10 6679 3306N 10850W 3303 151.3 PPPG
1479-17194 00000/0000 10017/0188 11/14/73 20 6679 3140N 10916W 34.4 150*5 GPPP
1480-17200 00000/0000 10017/0125 11/15/73 90 6693 5008N 10402W 19*1 159*9 PGPQ
1480-17203 00000/0000 10017/0126 11/15/73 70 6693 4843N 10440W 20*3 159.2 PGPG
1480-17205 00000/0000 10017/0127 11/15/73 50 6693 4718N 10517W 21*4 158*5 GGGG
-1480017212 00000/0000 10017/0128 11/15/73 40 6693 4554N 10552W 22.6 157.8 GGGG
1480-17214 00000/0000 10017/0124 11/15/73 90 6693 4429N 10626W 23,8 157.1 G GP
1480*17221 00000/0000 10017/0129 11/15/73 90 6693 4303N 10658W 2.*0 156.4 GGGP
1480*17223 00000/0000 10017/0130 11/15/73 60 6693 4138N 10729W 26*2 155.! GGGG
1480-17230 00000/0000 10017/0131 11/15/73 60 6693 4013N 10759W 27*3 155,0 GGGG
1480*17232 00000/0000 10017/0132 11/15/73 70 6693 3848N 10828W 28.5 154.3 GGPG
1480o17235 00000/0000 10017/0133 11/15/73 30 6693 3722N 10856W 29*7 153.6 PGGP
1480w17241 00000/6000 10017/0134 11/15/73 0 6693 3557N 10924W 30,8 152.9 GGGG
1480e17244 00000/0000 10017/0135 11/15/73 0 6693 3431N 10951W 31.9 152.1 GGGG
1480a17250 00000/0000 10017/0136 11/15/73 0 6693 3305N 11018W 33.1 131.3 GGGG
1480v17253 00000/0000 10017/0137 11/15/73 0 6693 3139N 11043W 34.2 150.5 GGGG
1484v17430 00000/0000 10017/0200 11/19/73 60 6749 5005N 10947W 18.1 159.9 PGGG
1484-17432 00000/0000 10017/0201 11/19/73 70 6749 4840N 11025W 19*3 159.2 GPP
1485017484 00000/0000 10017/0202 11/20/73 100 6763 5008N 11111W 17.8 159.9 GGPP
1485*17491 00000/0000 10017/0203 11/20/73 100 6763 4843N 11150W 19.0 159*2 GGPP
1485-17493 00000/0000 10017/0204 11/20/73 100 6763 4717N 11228W 20.2 158.5 PPPP
1485-17500 00000/0000 10017/0205 11/20/73 100 6763 4552N 11303W 21*4 157*9 PPPP
1485-17502 00000/0000 10017/0206 11/20/73 100 6763 4427N 11337W 22.6 157.2 PPPP
1485-17505 00000/0000 10017/0207 11/20/73 100 6763 4302N 11410 23.8 156.5 PPPP
1485-17511 00000/0000 10017/0208 11/20/73 100 6763 4138N 11441W P590 155.9 GPPP
1485*17514 00000/0000 10017/0209 11/20/73 100 6763 4012N 11510W 26*1 155.2 PGPP
1485-17520 00000/0000 10017/0210 11/20/73. 80 6763 3846N 11540W 27.3 154.5 GGGP
1485-17523 00000/0000 10017/0211 11/20/73 80 6763 3721N 11609W 28s5 153.8 GGPP
1485-17525 00000/0000 10017/0212 11/20/73 80 6763 3555N 11637W 29.6 153.1 PPPP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ooeeo,*@***** se0 To 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e,,..oaBo.e... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R*RECYCLED*GGOBBD* F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PxPOO8R
17T54 MAY 09*'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS PAGE 0005
FROM 11/01/73. T 11/30/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO-/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCI;PAL POINT. SUN SUN. IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS.
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1485-17532 00000/0000 10017/0213 11/20/73 60 6763 3430N 11703~ 307 152, 4 PGRP
1485*17534 00000/0000 10017/0214 11/20/73 3 6763 3304N, 11,7,9 1.9 1 ~ GRG
1485-17541 00000/0000 1.0017/015 1/20/73 40 6763 3138N 1i754W. 33*0 150. g
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o..r *.. o,,,. 0 TO 109a u% .CLOUD COVER. * NO CLOUD DATA. A AILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY .. r....:C.,.. BLANKS.BAND, NOT PRESENT/REQUESTD RPRECYCLE. F4O, F WAIR BUT USABLEs. PPOeR.
17:54 MAY 09'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR ALASKA PAGE 000(
FReM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ReLL NB/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI3N IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1475-20141 00000/0000 10017/0013 11/10/73 40 6625 6243N 14032W 9*4 16795 GGGG
1475-20144 00000/0000 10017/0014 11/10/73 90 6625 6121N 14141W 10*6 166.4 GGGP
1475-20150 00000/0000 10017/0015 11/10/73 90 6625 5958N 14244W 11.8 165*5 GGGP
1475-20153 00000/0000 10017/0016 11/10/73 90 6625 5836N 14343W 13.0 164.5 GGGP
1475-21570 00000/0000 10017/0001 11/10/73 80 6626 6403N 16510W 8.1 168.6 GPPO
1475-21573 00000/0000 10017/0002 11/10/73 80 6626 6242N 16623W 9.4 167.5 GGPG
1475-21575 00000/0000 10017/0003 11/10/73 80 6626 6120N 16731W 10*6 16694 GGPG
1475-21582 00000/0000 10017/0004 11/10/73 80 6626 5957N 16834W 1198 165.5 GGPG
1475-21584 00000/0000 10017/0005 11/10/73 80 6626 5834N 16933W 13*0 1645 GGPG
1475-21591 00000/0000 10017/0006 11/10/73 90 6626 5711N 17027W 14.2 163.7 GGPG
1475-21593 00000/0000 10017/0007 11/10/73 90 6626 5548N 17119W 15*5 162.8 GGPG
1475-22000 00000/0000 10017/0008 11/10/73 90 6626 5424N 17207W 16.7 162-0 GGPG
1475-22002 00000/0000 10017/0009 11/10/73 90 6626 5300N 17252W 17*9 161.3 GGPG
1475-22005 00000/0000 10017/0010 11/10/73 90 6626 5136N 17335W 19.1 160.5 GGPG
1476-20193 00000/0000 10017/0060 11/1l/73 80 6639 6404N 14048W 7*9 168.6 GGG
1476-20195 00000/0000 10017/0061 11/11/73 90 6639 6?43N 14201W 9.1 167.5 GGGG
1476-20202 00000/0000 10017/0062 11/11/73 100 6639 6121N 14309W o103 166.4 GGGG
1476-20204 00000/0000 10017/0063 11/11/73 90 6639 5958N 14411W 1196 185.5 GGGG
1476-20211 00000/0000 10017/0064 11/11/73 70 6639 5836N 14509W 12*8 164.5 GGGG
1476-22025 00000/0000 10017/0165 11/11/73 90 6640 6405N 16635W 7.9 168.6 GGGG
1476-22031 00000/0000 10017/0166 11/11/73 100 6640 6243N 16749W 9.1 167.5 GGPG
1476-22034 00000/0000 10017/0167 11/11/73 90 6640 6120N 16857W 10*3 166.4 PG P
1476*22040 00000/0000 10017/0168 11/11/73 100 6640 5957N 17000W 11.5 165.4 PPPP
1476-22043 00000/0000 10017/0169 11/11/73 60 6640 5834N 17059W 12*8 164.5 GGPG
1476-22045 00000/0000 10017/0170 11/11/73 70 6640 5711N 17154W 14.0 163.7 GGPG
1476-22052 00000/0000 10017/0171 11/11/73 20 6640 5548N 17245W 15,2 162.8 GGPG
1476-22054 00000/0000 10017/0172 11/11/73 20 6640 5425N 17333W 16.4 162.0 GGPG
1476o22061 00000/0000 10017/0.173 11/11/73 60 6640 5300N 17418W 17*6 161.3 GGPG
1476-22063 00000/0000 10017/0174 11/11/73 80 6640 5136N 17501W 18.8 160.5 GGPG
1478-20315 00000/0000 10017/0141 11/13/73 0 6667 6119N 14603W 998 166.4 GGPG
'178-20321 00000/0000 10017/0142 11/13/73 0 6667 5956N 14705W 11.0 16594 PPPG
1478-20324 00000/0000 10017/0143 11/13/73 20 6667 5833N 14803W 12*3 164.5 PGPG
1478-20330 00000/0000 10017/0144 11/13/73 20 6667 5710N 14858W 13*5 163.7 G
1478-22173 00000/0000 10017/0138 11/13/73 90 6668 5300N 17714W 17*1 161.3 GGP
1478-22180 00000/0000 10017/0139 11/13/73 100 6668 5135N 17757W 18*3 160.6 GppG
1478-22182 00000/0000 10017/0140 11/13/73 100 6668 5011N 17837W 19o5 159.8 Gp 0
1479-20373 00000/0000 10017/0145 11/14/73 0 6681 6118N 14731W 9.6 186.4 PPPG
1479-20380 00000/0000 10017/0146 11/14/73 20 6681 5956N 14834W 10.8 185.4 PPPG
1479-20382 00000/0000 10017/0147 11/14/73 40 6681 5833N 14933W 12.0 164.5 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.,**.o*o, .*, 0 TS 100 a % CLBUD CBVER, ** a NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY , ,,..o.. BLANKS=BAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED. RPRECYCLED. G!GBRDs F.FAIR BUT USABLE9 P.PBR.
17:54 MAY 09s'74 STANoARD CATALBG FBR ALASKA PAE 0007
FRBM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NOE/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL.PaINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1479-20385 00000/0000 10017/0148 11/14/73 80 6681 5710N 15027W 13.2 163.7 GGPG
1479-20391 00000/0000 10017/01-9 11/14/73 90 6681 5546N 15117W 14*4 162s8 GGPG
1479-22241 00000/0000 10017/0150 11/14/72 100 6682 5006N 17957W 19.3 159.9 P G
1480w20434 00000/0000 10017/0121 11/19/73 80 6695 5955N 15000W 10i5 165e4 PpPG
1480-20441 00o00/0000 10017/0122 11/15/73 90 6695 5832N 15058W 118 16405 PPP
1480-20443 00000/0000 10017/0123 11/1/73 80 6695 5709N 15152W 13.0 16306 PPP
1482-20544 00000/0000 10017/0189 11/17/73 30 6723 6114N 15151W 8.8 166.3 P GG
1482-20551 00000/0000 10017/0190 11/17/73 90 6723 5952N 15254W 10.1 16543 P PP
1482-20553 00000/0000 10017/0192 11/17/73 100 6723 5829N 15352W 11.3 1645 PG
1482-20560 00000/0000 10017/0191 11/17/73 100 6723 5706N 15446W 12*5 163.6 P PG
1482-20562 00000/0000 10017/0193 11/17/73 100 6723 5543N 15537W 13.7 162i8 Pq
1483-21003 00000/0000 10017/0194 11/1R/73 90 6737 6114N 15319W 8.6 166.3 GGGG
1483-21005 00000/0000 10017/0-195 11/18/73 90 6737 5952N 15422W 9*8 165,3 GGGG
1483*21012 00000/0000 10017/0196 11/18/73 50 6737 5829N 15520W 11.0 164 4 GGGG
1483*21014 00000/0000 10017/0197 11/18/73 50 6737 5705N 15613W 12.3 163.6 PGGG
1483-21021 00000/0000 10017/0198 11/18/73 60 6737 5542N 15704W 13*5 162*8 PGGG
1483-22464 00000/0000 10017/0199 11/18/73 100 6738 5130N 17452E 17.1 160*6 PPP
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *...**.***..... o TB 100 * % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .............. 8LANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLEDi GxGBOD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE*. PiPBR
17:54 MAY 09#'74 CSSRDINATE LISTING PAGE 000
STANDARD CATALOG FOR CUS
FROM 11/01/73 T8.11/30/73
PRINCIPAL PT* BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, BRSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATION CC QUALITYOF IMAGE 10 % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSSLBNG LAT 1234567R LBNG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 1234567807341W 4722N 1476.15144 100 GGGG 08108W 2432N 1476-15212 80 GGGG 10259W 455 7N 1478w17095 10 GGPG07416W 455 7N 1476.15151 90 GG 08114W 38 48N 1479-15342 100 PGGG 10306W 3308N 1475%16562 100 PG P07430W 4845N 1477-15200 100 PPPG 08126W 2850N 1477%15255 50 GGPO 10311W 4140N 1477*17052 90 G07450W 4432N 1476-15153 100 GGGG 08130W 3327N 1478-15301 0 GGPG 1031PW 3725N 1476*17005 10 P G07507w 4721r4 1477.15203 100 GPPG 08143W 3723N 1479-15345 80 GGGG 10313W 4845N 1479-17144 90 OPPG07523W 4307N 1476.15160 100 GGGG 08150W 27 24N 1477-15262 20 GGPG 1033PW 3143N 1475-16565 100 PG P07543W 4556N 1477.15205 100 PPPP 08155W 3201N 1478.15304 10 GGGP 10333W 4431N 1478m17102 10 PPPP07554W 4141N 1476.15162 100 GGGG 08211W 35 57N 1479-15351 40 GGGG 10340W 355 9N 1476*17012 10 G G07617W 4431N 1477-15212 100 PPPG 08220W 303 5 N 1478-15310 10 GGGG 1034PW 4015N 1477w17055 100 G07624W 4016N 1476-15165 70 GGGG 08238W 3431N 1479-15354 10 PGGG 10350W 4720N 1479*17151 100 P P07650W 4306N 1477.15214 90 PPPG 08244W 2908N 1478.15313 0 GGPG 10357W 3017N 1475*16571 90 PP P07 6 53W 3850N 1476.15171 10 GGGG 08303W 3305N 1479*15360 10 PGGP 10402W 5008N 1480017200 90 PGPG07721W 4141N 1477.15221 50 PGPG 08309W 2743N 1478-15315 0 GPGG 10406W 4306N 1478w17104 10 PGPP07722W 3725N 1476.15174 0 GGGG 08328W 313 9 N 1479.15363 10 GGPO 10407W 3434N 1476w17014 10 6 G07749W 3559N 1476.15180 0 GGGG 08932W 2618N 1478-15322 50 GGG 10411W 3849N 1477*17061 100 G07752W 4015N 1477-15223 40 PPPG 08353W 3014N 1479-15365 30 GPP 10421W 285 0N 1475*16574 20 P P07817W 343 3N 1476-15183 0 GGGG 08418W 28 49N 1479.15372 20 PPPP 10425W 455 5N 1479*17153 90 SPP07821W 385 0N 1477-15230 20 PPPG 08442W 27 22N 1479*15374 20 PPGG 10433W 3308N 1476.17021 20 0 G07843 3307N 1476-15185 50 GGGG 08505W 25 56 N 1479-15381 20 GPPG 10438W 4140N 1478.17111 0 GGPP07850w 3724N 1477-15232 20 GPGG 09852W 48 47 N 1476-16573 20 GPP 10440W 4843N 1480*17203 70 POPG07908W 3141N 1476-15192 100 GGGG 09929W 47 22N 1476-16580 10 G PG 1044W 3724N 1477e17064 90 P07910W 4429N 1479.15324 60 GGGG 10005W 4556N 1476016582 30 P 0 10444W 2724N 1475-16580 0 P P07918w 355 9N 1477-15235 0 PPPG 10020W 48 46N 1477*17032 100 GP 0 10458W 4429N 1479.*1160 50 GpPG07933W 3015N 1476.15194 90 GGGG 10039W 44 31N 1476*16585 30 P 10459W 314aN 1476.17023 20 G G07941W 3910N 1478.15283 70 GGGG 10057W 4722N 1477.17034 80 GP G 10508W 4014N 1478*17113 0 PGPP07 94 3W 4304N 1479.15331 30 GGGP 10110w 5009N 1478o17084 100 GG 105 08W 3558N 1477*17070 90 P 007945W 3433N 1477.15241 0 PGPG 10112W 4306N 1476-16591 40 P 10517W 4718N 1480w17205 50 GGGG07958W 285 0N 1476.15201 80 GGG 10132W 45 57N 1477*17041 0 GGGG 10524W 3016N 1476u17030 0 0 G08010W 3745N 1478.15290 40 GGPP 10146W 3728N 1475-16551 80 PP Q 10530W 4304N 1479017162 60 PPPP08011W 3307N 1477-15244 0 PGPG 10148W 48 45N .1478-17090 50 PGPP 10534W 3432N 1477-17073 80 a P08014w 4139N 1479.15333 20 PGGG 10806W 44 31N 1477*17043 0 GPPG 10536W 3848N 1478*17120 0 GPPP08022W 2724N 1476-15203 60 GGGG 10213W 355 9 N 1475,16553 50 PG P 1054RW 285 0N 1476.17032 0 P G
08036W 3141N 1477-15250 0 GGPG 10214W 4016N 1476-17000 30 G a 10552W 4554N 1480-17212 40 0GGG08037W 3619N 1478-15292 10 GGGG 10224W 4721N 1478.17093 0 GGPG 10600W 3306N 1477,17075 0 G G08044W 4014N 1479-15340 80 GGGG 10234W 5009N 1479-17142 90 GGG 10601W 4139N 1479*17165 80 GpPG08045W 255 8N 1476-15210 60 GGGG 10239W 4306 N 1477-17050 80 G P 10604W 3722N 1478m17122 0 OGPP08102W 3015N 1477-15253 50 PGGG 10239W 34 32N 1475-16560 80 PP P 10625W 3140N 1477*17082 0 0 P08104W 3453N 1478.15295 0 PGPP 10243W 38 50N 1476*17003 0 G G 10626W 4429N 1480m17214 90 0 GP
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % **..*.,***** 0 TO 100 6 X CLBUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .,..o,.. ,,o BLANKSB8AND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RVRECYCLED GeGOeD F*FAIR BUT USABLE, PgPOOR.
1754 MAY 09174. CBORDINATE'LISTING PAGE 00oc
STANDARD CATALOG FBR CUS
FROM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
PRINCIPAL PT. BBSERVATIBN CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT, BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT,. BSERVATION CC QUALITY
BF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS
LBNG LAT 1234567A LONG LAT 12345678 LBNG .LAT 12345678
10631W 4014N 1479-17171 90 GPPP 1085.W 3306N 1479-1712 10 PPRQ 11441W 4138N 1485w17511 100 GQPPP
10632W 3557N 1478-17I15 10 PPPG 10856W 3722N 1480-17235 30 PGGP 11510W 4012N 1485-17514 '100 PGPP
10650W 3015N 1477.17084 0 G P 10916W 3140N 1479-17194 20 GPPP 11540W 3846N 1485-17520 80: GGGP
10658W 4303N 1480-17221 90 GGGP 10924W 357N 1480-17241 0 GGQG 11609W 3721N 1485.17523 80 GGPP
10700W 3431N 1478-17131 40 GGGP 10947W 5065N 1484-1740 60 'PGGG 11637W 35
5 5N 1485.17525 80 PPPP
10701W 3849N 1479.17174 80 GPPG 10951W 3431N 1480-1744 0 GGGG 11703W 34
3 0N 1485.17532 60 PGPP
10727W 3305N 1478.17134 20 PGGG 11018W 3305 N 1480-17250 0 GGGG 11729W 3304N 1485.17534 30 GGPG
10729W 4138N 1480-17223 60 GGGG 11025W 4840N 1484-17432 70 GPPG 11754W 3138N 1485-17541 40 GGPG
10729W 3723N 1479-17180 0 GPGG 11043W 3139N 1480-17253 0 GGGO 12315W 4847N 1475-18350 40 GGPG
10752W 3139N 147817140 0 PPG 11111W 5008N 1485*17484 100 GGPP 1235PW 472aN 1475.18353 30 GGGG
10757W 3557N 1479-17183 0 GPPG 1115oW 4843N 1485-17491 100id GGRP 12427W 4557N 1475-14355 100 P PP
10759W 4013N 1480-17230 60 GGGG 11228W 4717N 1485-17493 100 PPPp 1250A 4432N 1475-18362 100 P P
10817W 3014N 1478.17143 0 GPGG 11303W 4 2N 1485-17500 100 PPPP 12533W 4307N 1475-16364. 100 P
10824W 3431N 1479-17185 0 GPPG 11337W 4427N 1485-15o 100 PPRP 1 6q5W 4141N 1475"18371 100 P
10828w 3848N 1480-17232 70 GGPG 1i410W 4302N 1485-17505 100 PPPP 14609 4846N 1477-18463 9d P
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 X CLOUD COVER, . . NO.CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKSBAND'NBT PRESENT/REQUESTEDi RNRECYCLEDi GuG8D, FeFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBft.
17:54 MAY 09'74 COORDINATE LISTING PAGE 0010STANDARD CATALOG FOR ALASKA
FROM 11/01/73 TO 11/30/73
PRINCIPAL PTO BBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. OBSERVATION CC QUALITYOF IMAGE ID X RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID % RBV MSS OF IMAGE ID X RBV MSSLONG LAT 12 34567R LONG LAT 12345678 LONG LAT 1234567817452E 51 3 0N 1483.22464 100 PPP 15058W 5 8 32N 1480*20441 90 PPP 16857W 6120N 1476-22034 90 PG P
14032W 62 43N 1475-20141 40 GGGG 15117W 55 4 6N 1479-20391 90 GGPG 16933W 5834N 1475-21584 80 GGPG14048W 6404N 1476-20193 80 GGG 15151W 6 11 4 N 1482-20544 30 P GG 17000W 59 5 7N 1476-22040 100 PPP14141W 61 2 1N 1475-20144 90 GGGP 15152W 5 7 09 N 1480-20443 80 PPP 17027W 5711N 1475-21591 90 GGPG14201W 62 4 3N 1476-20195 90 GGGG 15254W 5952N 1482-20551 90 P PP 17059W 5 83 4N 1476-22043 60 GGPG14244W 5958N 1475-20150 90 GGGP 15319W 611 4 N 1483-21003 90 GGGG 17119W 55 48N 1475*21593 90 GGPG14309W 61 2 1N 1476.20202 100 GGGG 15352W 58 29 N 1482-20553 100 PG 17154W 5711N 1476-22045 70 GGPG14343 58 36N 1475,20153 90 GGGP 15422W 5 9 5 2N 1483-21005 90 GGGG 17207W 5424N 1475*22000 90 GGPG14411W 59 5 8N 1476-20204 90 GGGG 15446W 5706N 148?-20560 100 p PG 17245W 5548N 1476-22052 20 GGPG14509W 58 3 6N 1476-20211 70 GGGG 15520W 58 29 N 1483.21012 50 GGGG 1725PW 530N 1475-22002 90 GGPG14603 6119N 1478-20315 0 GGPG 15537W 5 5 43 N 1482-20562 100 PG 17333W 5425N 1476o22054 20 GGPG14705W 59 56N 1478-203P1 0 ppps 15613W 5 7 05 N 1483-21014 50 PGGG 17335W 5136N 1475m22005 90 GGPG14731W 6118N 1479-20373 0 PPPG 15704W 5542N 1483.21021 60 PGGG 1741RW 5300N 1476022061 60 GGPG14803W 58 3 3N 1478-20324 20 PGPG 16510W 64 03N 1475-21570 80 GPPG 17501W 51 3 6N 1476-22063 80 GGPG14834W 59 5 6N 1479-20380 20 PPPG 16623W 6242N 1475-21573 80 GGPG 17714W 5300N 1478-22173 90 GGP14858W 5710N 1478-20330 20 G 16635W 64 05 N 1476-22025 90 GGGG 17757W 51 3 5N 1478-22180 100 GpPG14933 58 3 3N 1479-20382 40 GGPG 16731W 6 120N 1475-21575 80 GGPQ 17837W 5011N 1478.22182 100 Gp G15000 59 5 5N 1480-20434 80 PPPG 16749W 6243N 1476-22031 100 GGPO 17957W 5006N 1479-22241 100 P G15027w 5710N 1479-20385 80 GGPG 16834W 59 57N 1475-21582 80 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **...,...,,, 0 TO 100 0 % CLOUD CVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ***,,,,..,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED, GGBOeD FnFAIR BUT USABLE. P*POOR.
